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GIAFIER INTIJDTTEON

One of the nost famous wisecracks of all times seeiis to be Groucho

Marxs qiry Whos buried in Grants Iit1 What is truely

stounding is that today many ricans uld be unable to answar

this ridiculous qstion with any degree of oonfidence As matter

of fact sone will go to great lengths to insist that Grant is not

buried there at all although they are hard pressed to care with an

alternative suggestion as to there he buried

I\O or three generations ago American would have had no trouble at all

in answaring the qstion Every man man and child knew very well who

was interred in the Grant Monurrent Fig as it was originally called

The victor at Ft Donelson Vicksburg Chattanooga and Appciattox the

Eighteenth President of the United States Ulysses Grant Fig

lay in the crypt next to his wife Julia Fig During and irmediately

following his lifetime Grant was surely America greatest hero He

had saved the Union almost single-handedly one might suppose from the

way in which he was revered medal issued to oonirenorate the dedication

of the Grant nurnt and now in the Museum of the City of New York

ertphasizes the Generals inportance It represents his tomb on one side

while on the other profiles of Washington Lincoln and Grant are

superiirposed and surrounded by the motto Father Saviour Defender.2

The noveirent to erect suitable tomb for the General was initiated

within hours of his death and led to the fonnation of the Grant Monurent
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Association In 1889 before design for the Grant bnutent was

selected the Grand Army of the Republic for the State of Ni York

sunmarized nost peos feelings when it stated that the soon to be

realized neirorial would characterize the veneration of Grants

fellow citizens for his virtues and achievements.. and be lasting

evidence and lesson to posterity of the gratitx1e of united people

and worthy in its grandeur both of the Nation saved by him and of the

txopolis bonored by his citizenship years later after

design was selected the Treasurer of the Grant bnunent Association

Horace Hotcbkiss referred to the Grant Mnunent in the following

terms when addressing the Nz York State Senate

The leirorial will last as long as the Arrerican Republic

It will be built for Call tinE Its situation will be second

to no other nonunental structure in the world It will rank

with the PYRAMItS of Egypt with the Pantheon at PanE with the

rock-hewn grottoes and shrines of India and China with the Arc

de Triarphe with the Albert rorial which the English Government

has erected with the Hotel des Invalides where sleeps the mighty

Napoleon and with the Gernenia which looks out upon the Rhine arid

speaks for the United Father-land.4

In si-ort the Grant Miunnt was intended to be one of the greatest nemorials

in the world Ultimately 90000 individuals were to volunteer their

contributions to realize this dream In all they gave sane $600000

to build the General tomb the largest sun of ncney raised for

public ironunent up to that tine And when it was dedicated in 1897 one

million Aiericans cro1ed the streets of York to view the ceremonies

Around the turn of the century over half million people visited the

Grant Ivbnunent every year fren the population of the country is



much greater the annual visitors have decreased to between 10 and 15%

of that they once were The pthlic seens to have largely forgotten

Grant and we have even reached the point where thç architectural

critic for the York Tines has dismissed his tcith as

.pcztpous beyond even the requirenents of Mausoleum

for national hero it is heavy and dry utterly
hror1ess

Leaving aside the question of whether or not the tomb should be hunorous

it was never universally acclairred by critics as an architectural master

piece even at the height of Grants popularity But to evaluate it

with the sane aesthetic criteria that might be applied to ne skyscraper

on Third Avenue in York as the Tines critic did is surely to miss

the point The tomb is not nere building It is nonunsnt and as

such it embodies the spirit and ideals of the Anerican people at

particular point in history The maxrroth and costly building in very

real sense symbolizes an entire generation feelings not just about

Grant hut about the Civil War arid the role every foot soldier played

init

What follows is detailed history of the Grant MDnunent now officially

known as the Ceneral Grant National norial but still popularly called

Grants Torrb Given the drastic decline in visitation in the last decade

it is boped that the information presented here will serve as the basis

for much needed reinterpretation of the tai and its significance for

the nerican people today This can only ccire about after the National

Park Service reevaluates its goals for the site or better still after

it establishes sons For in the twenty years that the Park Service has

administered the tomb it has been struggling with the question of what

to do with it and in the process no cohesive policy or interpretive program
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has rerged regardless of what the Master Plan Interpretive Prospectus

and other official docunEnts may say kxlernization of the physical

plant and rroves to make the toirb irore relevant have been totally

unsuccessful in increasing visitation or in achieving the Park Service

larger goal of corrmalTorating Ulysses Grant In fact as will be

c3erronstrated below nurrber of rehabilitation and other projects

carried out at the General Grant National Morial in the 1960s

and 1970s resulted in what can only be viewed today as unacceptable

sacrifices in the historic integrity of the site and its collections

This Historical source Sttxy was originally inspired by the fact that

Park Service historianshad never fully examined the archives of The Grant

rnunent Association that were stored in the crypt of the ta until

they were renoved to Federal Hall National Manorial in 1977 In fact

they totally ignored extensive records for the period 1885-1897 during

which funds for the Grant Mnumsnt were raised and the structure itself

was built.6 The information in this study has been drawn from these

newly examined archives as well as extant Park Service reports and

extensive new research into the history of the tath substantial

anount of visual material has been assenbled and where possible

reference to items in the collections of the General Grant National

rorial have beer made so that they can be better understood in their

proper context



QiPIER II GRANT ILU1ESS AND DEATH

Our story begins on sad note Grants death This took place after

year or so of unfortunate reverses The generals prcblems began on

May 1884 when his Grant and Ward banking house failed The four

year old firm had largely been run by the general partner Ferdinand Ward

who as it turned out had been thezz1ing fran the very beginning

Although Grant had considered hiiise1f millionaire overnight be was

reduced to poverty

In an atteirpt to earn bit of money the General wrote few articles

for Century Magazine in the suiririer of 1884 He also began to consider

writing his irenoirs ninously hover his throat began to bother

him.2 In October his doctors diagnosed his ailment as cancer The

family kept the information to themselves and the General underwent

extensive treatment Rumors that he was ill finally reached the public

by January 1885 In February Grants doctors determined that his cancer

was terminal and this news was leaked to the press by March

The public was stocked by the news and soon everyone became absorbed

with events at East 66th Street where the General and his family

had lived for several years The General doctors issued medical tufletins

twice day and these ere published in newspapers across the country

Reporters gathered in front of the house along with the curious all

attenpting to learn the latest regarding Grant condition Fig
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Qie of the nore interesting manifestations of public synpathy cane in

the form of hundreds of get well letters and testinonials that were

sent to the General from individuals and organizatiÆns across the

country The Park Service has nuirber of these interesting dcoum3nts

in its collections Fig They are apparently part of nuich larger

collection which the Grant family deposited at the tari in l904 iypical

of these expressions of syrrpathy is letter dated March 29 1885

Iar General

little ones of the Childrens Wur of the Sixty First

Mathedist Church New York have heard that you are sick

are very sorry and pray to God to make you well again
knc that you was sic once our President and we have

heard our fathers tell about wise and brave you were in

the great war shall rne1Tber you hen the big pple ni
living are dead 1xpe your exairple will help us to lead

nobler lives then we uld have done if we had never heard

of you Please accept our hearty love good wishes and

prayers.6

The massage is follocd by ten foot long scroll hich is filled with

signatures It was also reported that school children marched by the

General residence in groups singing national .anthems and scattering

flowerson the stoop as they passed in tribute.7

The Generals condition ntinied to deteriorate as the wee.ks passed and

the only thing that seened to keep him alive was the energy he devoted to

the writing of his nenoirs The project was primarily intended to provide

for his family after his death and this it admirably succeeded in doing

as it ultimately yielded Mrs Grant over $400000.8 the warm weather

approached Grant physicians recatuended that he leave New York for
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change of climate Ccxtveniently one of the General friends

Joseph Drexel of the banking house of Drexel and brgan offered

him the use of his cottage at Mt rkGregor New York Evidence would

seen to indicate that Drexel offer was pLclTpLed not so much by

humanitarian reasons as the fact that he had part interest in budding

resort at Mt rGregor and that he hoped the General stay there would

prorrote business.9 On June 1885 Grant and his family left New York

for the vacation spot

The Drexel cottage had been built in 1878 and originally served as

boarding house/hotel narrd the MDuntain House Designed in the then

new and fashionable Queen Ann style of architecture it sat at the very

top of great hill and contained dozen or so rocxns By the suimer of

1885 the building had been iroved from its original location to place

bit further down the hill to make way for new and larger hotel During

Grant stay the cottage was painted gold with brown trim Fig .o

During his first few days there visitors besieged the ailing General and

word had to be circulated that he needed rest and relaxation 1porters

cairped out at Drexels nearby hotel and continued to supply the public

with information on the General condition Photographs shcq Grant and

his family sitting peacefully on the cottage porch shortly after their

arrival Fig The General kept busy working on his rienoirs and one

photograph shcMs him thus ocoupied while bundled tightly in blue wool

cap and blankets even though the teirperature was 800 Fig By
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July ant fal1y fihed rk on his irs Withdays

took turn for the rse and on Thursday nrrning July 23 1885 at

808 A.M died12



CHAPTER III SELECrION OF GRANT IN1ERMT SITE

AND THE CONSTPtLlION OF HIS TET4PORARY L4B

As the nation plunged into deep niDurning the question of sthere

Grant uld be buried was on everyones mind New York obviously

was the site ultimately decided upon But -before the Generals death

no one anticipated this choice

The decision to inter the General remains in New York was made by

his family It seene to have been based to sate degree on note

Grant wrote just before his death to his son Col Fred Grant

ver exactly what the note said and how much influence it had

on the family decision was and to sate ektent still is open to

qt.stion According to an article apçearing in the New York Tines in

1885 the Generals note read as follows

There are three places fran which wish choice .of burial

place be made
West Point ould prefer this above others but for the

fact that my wife could not be placed beside ma there

Galena or sate place in Illinois Because fran that

state received my first General Coimiission

New York Because the people of that city befriended ne

in my need

The Tines went on to say West Point was excluded by his own conditions

his reference to Galena awakened no response that seened to his

representatives to demand especial attention there remained New York.

Later General Horace Porter president of the Grant 1bnurrent Association

from 1892-1919 attEitipted to convince the public that Grant had been

nore specific aout New York Writing in 1897 Porter offered this
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version of the exchange between Grant and his son

General named Galena Illinois his old 1ui then

paused and s1ok his head He then wrote West Point
but expressed the fear that the rules governing fnternts
there u1d prevent the burial of Mrs Grant by his side

He finally referred to New York where he had found such

kind and devoted friends but added that he wished no place

selected where his wife could not be buried by his side

He was apparently attenpting to write nore but paroxyn
of pain seized him and the s.tject was not renewed As

New York was the last place he had indicated the tact

created sentiment in favor of that city as it had been

apparently the Generals final request.2

Actually the Times and Porters creative account notwithstanding

Grant does not reallj appear to have expressed preference for any

particular burial site. In fact he never even mentioned West Point

at all in his fanous note fle three cities he did refer to were

St Louis Galena and New York The authoritative account of the

exchange between the General and his son was written by Fred Grant

himself and has not been previously uncovered It appeared in

letter sent to the New York rld on SeptTber 13 1889 while

he was serving as Axrerican 1irassador in Austria Given the

significance of this letter it is here qoted at length

About week before General Grants death he handed me

paper which he indicated that he uld like ire to read

found its contents were directions in regard to his own

borial the note being in about the following rds which

qxte from merrory It have given you directions about all

my affairs except my burial We own burial lot in the

cretary at St louis and like that city as it was there

was married and lived for many years and three of my

children were born We also have burial lot in Galena
and am fond of Illinois from which state entered the

Army at the beginning of the war am also much attached

to New York where have made my hczte for several years past
and through the generosity of tbose citizens have been

enabled to pass my last days witbout experiencing the pains
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its citizens nervous enough to get the project noving.4

That the General reference to New York had at least soirething

to do with the familys decision to bury him there is indicated

in letter Julia Grant wrote to New York City Mayor William Grace

to explain both to him and the public at large why the decision

had been made to inter the General remains in New York Writing

several months after her husbands death Mrs Grant claimad

Riverside was selected by nself and fni1y as the

burial place of my husband General Grant First because

believed New York was his preference Second it is near
the residence that hepe to occupy as long as live and

where will be able to visit his resting place often
Third have believed and am convinced that the tath

will be visited by as many of his ccuntryxren there as it

vould be at any other place Fourth the offer of park
in New York was the first which thserved and unreservedly
assented to the only condition inosed by General Grant

hijiself narrely that sbould have place by his side.5

In sum the familys cheice of New York as Grants final resting

place seems to have been based on nunber of factors the Generals

nention of the city in his note the citys pratpt offer of site

and its willingness to allow Mrs Grant be buried by the Generals

side and the fact that in New York the tonb ou1d be easily visited

by both the family and irenbers of the public

New York Mayor William Grace had indeed moved very swiftly after

the announcarent of Grants death Within heurs at 100 P.M to be

exact6 he sent telegram offering the family burial spot in one

of the city public parks Fred Grant irtirediately wired back asking

that representative be sent to Mt kGregor to discuss tire matter
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of pinching want The last sentence seied to indicate that

burial lot might be purchased in New York City

After reading this note said It is nost distressing to

ne father that you think of this natter but if we must

discuss this subject and you desire to have my cinion
should say that in case of your death Washington uld
probably be selected for the place of your burial Father

then took back the paper he had written ma which he tore up
He then retired to his own room bit soon returned and handed

ne another little note. .which was in substance as follows

It is possible that my funeral may bete ore of public

drvjnstration in which event have no particular choice of

burial-place but there is one thing ould wish you and

the family to insist upon and that isthat wteever my tanb

may be place should be reserved for your nother at my side

My own nention of Wathington seeied to have reminded General Grant

that the Nation might wish to take part in his funeral

Upon the death of General Grant July 23 1885 many telegrams

were iimdiately received containing offers forvarious

pieces of ground for his last restingplace The telegrams

being considered by the widow and his family it wa soon

decided that the offer made by New York was the nost

desirable one as it incltied the guarantee which General

Grant had desired before his death that his wife should

be provided with last resting-place by his side therefore

this offer was accepted.3

The only facet of Fred Grant account that is qiestionable is his

failure to mantion that the Generals reference to New York in the

fairous note had anything .to th with the family decision to bury

him there Fred Grant indicated sinply that New York offer was

the nost desirable one This can perhaps be explained by the

fact that wi-en le wrote his letter in 1889 the Grant family was

annoyed with New York for having failed as of that date to erect

permanent nonurrent to Grant There was sorre talk of relocating

the General remains to Washington D.C at the tine and Fred Grant

may have wished to minimize the Ertpire Citys claiit in order to make
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citys Chief Clerk William Turner was dispatched to

Mt Mregor the next day Before accepting New York offer

the family insisted on obtaining firm ocirmitnent from the Mayor

on the matter of Mrs Grants being buried next to her husband

Grace assured them by telegram that they need have no wrry.8

by 300 P.M on July 24th an official annncenent was made that

General Grant uld be buried sorre place in New York city.9 The Park

Coirinissioners official arprova of Mrs Grants internent by her

husbands side was then obtained few days later on July 27th

Mayor Grace had also sent Mrs Grant letter on July 23 to confirm

the offer of burial place that he made by telegram In the letter

he rrentioned for the first tine specific site for the General

final resting place

In this coinection might say as netter for your orn

consideration that the proiiinent height in Riverside Park

on the banks of the findson has been suzgested as an appropriate

site for great national ntnint which will undoubtedly be

built in nory of the General is this advantage in

such site that all irrprovenents which may hereafter be made

will look toward it as the central object of interest to which

everything nnust be subordinated in order to give it ccmmanding

effect.11

The family 1wever did not initially like the idea of Riverside Park

and instead opted for site in Central Park.12 One of the reasons

for their cheice was that the General had been an admirer of Central

Park and the family felt the Mall Fig might make particularly

nice spot for his tomb.13 Another reason for the Grants initial

rejection of Riverside Park was unthubtedly its renteness fran the
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center of town which was then at athut 23rd Street Accxrding

to conteuporary Ne York historian Martha lamb sciie people

had never even heard of the area

Where is Riverside Park was the question asked by
t1usands of own intelligent citizens and

outside the city this park was n1rth indeed.14

These circumstances also probably caused others to favor the idea

of Central Park as wall fl York TinEs enrsed the idea15

and an editorial in the Tribune warbled

It is here in the vernal beauty of Central Park surrounded

by the nost peaceful and tender wd1and scenery yet lapt

in the arms of this great population. that the great
soldier sheuld rest at last.6

Only few expressed aibt over the wisdom of buiying the General

there.17

nizber of other possible sites were nentioned in the press

including union Square.18 In order to settle the netter on

July 25th Mayor Grace sent Col Grant telegram asking him to

cone down to York to neet with the citys Park Coumissiorers

and on July 27th the Colonel joined Mayor Grace and the Contnissioners

to inspect what ware considered to be the leading sites These ware

the Plaza at the 59th Street entrance to Central Park the Mall what

was then called Watch Hill and now called the Great Hill in Central

Park at about 105th Street and of cose Riverside Park between

123rd and 125th Streets

No one seems to have seriously considered the 59th Street ocaticn
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because it was too public and busy The Mayor and otberstried to

discourage Fred Grant from selecting the Mall because the surrounding

area was so densely planted and architecturally eUished that they

feared this vvu1d force the tonb to conform too much to its surroundings

The Watch Hill location had great possibilities until Col Grant spotted

large building under construction nearby on the Parks western edge

In response to his inquiry he was told that it was the Cancer

Btspital He then made remark about hew discouraging it would be

for the patients to gaze out their windows at the tath of man whe

died fran the sama disease they suffered from This seened to leave

Riverside Park which was visited last Its advantages were precisely

as Mayor Grace had pointed out to Mrs Grant that it was undeveloped

so that any nonunent could be erected there without fear of its clashing

with its surroundings The particular spot the Mayor suggested lay at

the northern end of the park between 123rd and 125th Streets This was

actually an enanknent that towered sate 130 above the Hudson and

from which spectacular views of the surrounding countryside could be

obtained Mter viewing the site Col Grant returned to the city with

the Mayor and the others without making cxxmiitnent On their way back

the party went through Central Park again and stopped at Belvedere

Castle Fig 10 to consider it as teioraiy tanb for the General

until pernnent rtoniient could be erected.2

Back in Mt MCGregor the next day Col Grant consulted with other

nembers of the family They decided to accept the Mayor original

recanrendation that the General be buried in Riverside Park They
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also directed that terrporaxy taub be built for him there as

thereby eliminating the rEed to press Belvedere Castle into service

Obviously pleased Maor Grace declared that the future ironutent

u1d

.vie in beauty and fitness of location with the fanous

statne of Gerinania on the Rhine

There was also sate speculation that Riverside Park might be renaned

Grant Park.21

soon as Co. Grants approval of the Riverside Park site was received

Jacob Wrey Mold the official architect of the Ipartinant of Parks was

ordered to prepare design for the taiorary taib He did so in

ienty minutes or so it was reported Fig 11 I1 structure

outside dinensions were 17x24 It was built primarily of red bricks

with bands of black brick trim bluestone base and cornice and

white limestone keystone The polychranatic effect thus created was

similar to that in other buildings M1d had designed for the Deparbtent

of Parks such as his 1870 Sheepfold in Central Park The side walls

of the vault rose to height of four feet before the springing of the

arch The whele was surmounted by large probably iron cross in front

and smaller one at the rear The 4x6 entrance was fitted with oak

doors with large iron hinges Irese doors opened inward so that weather

permitting visitors could peer through an outer iron gate and catch

glimpse of Grant coffin The gate was ornamented by large gilded

The interior was lined with white enameled bricks probably so as

to reflect the light that passed through the doorway and small round

window in the rear wall The tiny interior carpartent measured only
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7x12 and its floor was bela grade level The newspapers reported

that the coff in uld rest free on store or brick piers 1\o

large blocks of m3rble that were reportedly used for this purpose are

nc stored in staixwell at the present tontb.22 Construction of the

tenporary vault was largely capleted by 1200 noon on August 1885

one later cxurentator remarked once Grant steel encased coffin

was placed inside the wbole affair reseithied gas retort enclosed

in bake oven

The teitporary vault was erected facing west on an island of ground

surrounded by tv branches of Riverside Drive and jt opposite

12 3rd Street or where 12 3rd Street sould have been had it been

opened at the tinE The spot was rear giant oak tree which had

been struck by lighthing at just about the tinE Grant had died Once

the announceirent of the tenporary vault location was trade people

flocked to the site to gather up leaves of the tree apparently in

the belief that the oak was kind of divine iressenger.24 surrounding

area had been condenned as parkland by the State Suprene Court back in

1872 This was done because construction had slcMly begun to creep

up the west side of Manhattan Island and the City Fathers decided to

set aside the west bank of the Hudson River fran 72nd Street to 125th Street

to preserve soirething of the area natural environuent.25 Earlier

in the 18th and fornost of the 19th century the district had been one

of open spaces dotted with few country villas One of these structures

the Clarenont was built just after the ar 1806 and still stood few

hundred feet directly north of the toirb site.26 By the tine of Grants

death the Clarenont had been roadbouse for approdm3te1y quarter
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of century.27 Saie sources indicated that it might eventually

be renoved in order to make way for the permanent Grant Mnl.mEnt.28

As rrentioned above Riverside Park was quite far frct the center of

town One paper remarked the park is part df the city little known

except to those who dl1 in its vicinity or who do much driving.25

Harpers Weekly nentioned that The drive has not been greatly freqnented

because it has not really been laid out and the young maples do not yet

cast shade on it in the afternocz-i.20 And after Grants funeral

Martha Lamb even published pocket guide caita.ining directions cn

how to reach the reneral out-of-the-way tomb.31

Artists tended to depict the spot as rery lush filled with greenery

flowering plants etc Figs 12 and 13 photograph taken at least

five years after the oonpletion of the tnporary vault however reveals

quite different picture with just bit of scraggly vegetation in an

otherwise barren area Fig 14 The artists obviously found the

true picture to be too horrible or perhaps just too uninteresting to

depict accurately so they added their own eirbellishirents In the

lithograph view eping willows were added to either side of the vault

sirrply because they were traditional signs of nourning

There was sone local criticism of the tomb site Frederick Law Olmstead

who designed both Riverside and Central Parks along with Calvert Vaux

suggested that there was soma oonflict between the tomb and what had
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originally been intended as festive surroundings Shortly after

making this remark he nodified it to say that he did not really

question the wisdan of the selected site per Se only the manner in

which it would be developed.32 An idea of just what he may have been

driving at can be obtained by referring to suggested site plan

Calvert Vaux actually drew up in the fall Fig 15 It shcMs

the addition of new road cut to the terrain so as to effectively

isolate the taub grounds fran the precincts of the park proper

Far more vocal criticism than Olmstead concerning the site bane

fran xwspaper editors around the country who found the entire idea

of burying General Grant in York scandalous Many believed that

Grant should have been buried in Washington D.C Sate even charged

that the whole affair was schema by t- York real estate man to raise

the values of land in the vicinity of Riverside Drive The editors of

the Amarican Architect and Building zs publisI in Boston dismissed

the tanb site as neglected strip of uniztroved land adjoining the

Hudson River Railroad tracks Ecpressing tie feelings of many

1nericans they also stated that tie possibility of buring the General

anywhere else was

sunmarily swept aside by the enterprise of the great
City of York which liunediately appointed huge catinittee
of its most eminent beer-sellers brokers politicians and
Railroad man to take charge of matorial of sate unexplained
sort...33

The New York Post attacked this critique as the most astonishing

of all the manifestations of the curious jealousy excited by General

Grant desire that his body should lie among tie people of New York.34
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The xstility did not hcever disappear It was to have deep

and lasting effect on efforts to construct permanent uoniiiint to

Grant in New York Instead of being tenpDrary vault the structure

Jacob Wrey MD1cI had designed to receive tbe General body was to

serve as his tart for amst t1ve years.35
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For the tiire being New Yorkers took no notice of the carping of

the rest of the nation They were both proud and delighted that

Grants final resting place was to be in their city Within hours

of the General death Gothamites began to drape their buildings with

irourningdeooratioris Nany of them had purchased the necessary materials

rronths earlier in anticipation of Grant death flxse who had not been

industrious enough to plan ahead quickly made up for lost tine The

deoorating continted unabated for over week and everyone ccmtented

on the fact that never before had such displays been nounted not even

for Lincon It was suggested that this was not necessarily because

Grant was the uore beloved of the but that the city was bigger and

richer than it had been twenty years earlier and also because the old

antagonisms associated with the war had lessened with tine

Departnent stores hotels newspaper and governnent buildings were the

nost elaborately decorated Fig 16 But sewing girls and clerks living

in the tenenent districts also noimted their own huntle displays in the

windows of their hovels Perhaps nost touching of all was sign

poor colored bootblack nounted on his shack in the wilds of Nanhattan

upper west side It read He Helped to Set ire Free

The only major category of buildings that was left unadorned were

the private residences of the well to do They and their staffs were
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vacationing out of town since it was the middle of the si.umer New Yorkers

became so inlved in preparing for the funeral that critiques were being

offered of the decoratfrns on the various buildings The ornaments on

the Herald Building for instance ware branded as sloppy Generally

in York as in the rest of the nation the entellishnents ware to

remain up for the thirty day period following the General death

There was at least one bit of hiitir in the midst of an the sorrow and

it cerned the en1ellishnent of City Hall where Grant was to lie in

state before the funeral ODninissioner of Public rks Illin Squire

was in charge of the operation which he left largely in the hands of

the Unexcelled Firerks CclTpany.2 Included in the decorative sciene

at the Coniriissioner request ware few poetic lines extolling Grant

virtues Several days after the rk was aipleted someone realized

that the lines of verse were eerpts from tie Catinissioner own poem

War and Free1m written in 1865 Yorkers ware scandalized by this

self advertisement and Mayor Grace ordered the stanzas torn down on

August 6th.3

preparations for the funeral proceeded vendors set up stands all

over the city selling busts of Grant and bost of other items tal1

black silk nourning ribbons were airong the nost popular items and ware

dispensed in large quantities The Park Service has one of these in

its collections Fig 17 Bleeders ware also erected along the route

of the funeral procession and again the Park Service is fortunate
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in having in its collections rare broadside offering seats for $2.00

each at the corner of Broadway and East 4th Street.4

TIre was an intense aijiost norbid curiosity on the part of the public

in regard to every facet of the funeral preparations When Grant

coffin Style State Casket was finished by the Stein Manu

facturing Co in Fchester local citizens insisted they be all.ied to

see it and 15000 people dutifully filed past it inside the factory on

July 26th before it was shipped off to undertaker and thedist Minister

Stephen rritt in New York Once it was in rrittshand he too

placed it on exhibition An estiirated 70000 people saw it in his

establishmant on July 27th before it was finally sent off to Mt MCGregor

to receive the General Jxdy It was reported that shep girls and clerks

ran lute after work in order to change into their Sunday best before

getting in rritt line.5

Mayor Grace had appointed special cotmittee to oversee all details

connected with the funeral.6 While the comnittee nembers pondered such

niceties as whether or not to waar bands of black crepe around their

hats7 the drama at Mt rerwas drawing to close The Drel

Cottage had been under guard to keep away the curious since Grants

death Fig 18 Inside the tody lay under canopy richly decorated

with black broadcloth satin and silk triirmings and tassels Fig 19

Rich flower arrangenents filled the heuse Fig 20 On the norning

of August the family held private funeral service Dignitaries
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sat on the porch and others spilled over on to the surrounding lawns

At the oclusion of the cerny Grant reiriains were sent by train

to Albany where they remained on view in the Capital building for one

day After 80000 peDple filed by to pay their last respects the 1ody

was transferred to New York and on the evening of August it was placed

on view in the vestibele of City Hall where the walls and ceilings had

all been draped in black crepe making it seem like giant tent Fig

coffin was left open and 250000 peple filed past or in the wDrds

of one reporter ware hustled past

The funeral procession seven mile route was to begin at City Hall

Fig 22 and 23 proceed up Broadway to 14th Street then across to

Fifth Avenue and up Fifth as far as 57th Street There it SsOU again

cross over to Broadway and continue north as far as 72nd Street Passing

through 72nd Street to Riverside Drive the procession suld then ITOVe

directly north to the tençorary vault at 123rd Street.9 At 930 A.M

on August howitzer placed in City Hall Park fired three tines as

signal to the marchers to fall in line At 1000 A.M General

Aspinwall who was officially in charge of the cererlrnies ordered the

signal fired again and the procession was underway with Major General

Hancock in the lead

President Grover Cleveland and ex-Presidents Hayes and Arthur were

arrong the many dignitaries who took part in the procession There

were in fact so many of them politicians generals foreign

eirniisaries that virtually every available carriage
in New York
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Brooklyn and nearby Jersey had been hired to carry them bst

of the distinguished gentleman joined the parade at Fifth Avenue

and 23rd Street in front of the Fifth Avenue Hotel where the majority

of them were staying.11 Conspicus by her absence was Mrs Grant who

remained at Mt MGregor unable to bear the enotional strain of the

funeral-2

General Grants cataflaque was drawn by 24 black horses each of which

was attended by black groom Fig 24 Waves of marchers stretched

both in front and in back of it an estimated 60000 man in aU

Rifles ware carried upside dawn flags ware wraçed and druns ware

muffled The line of march was alnost three miles laig and it took

full five hours to pass given point Figs 25 26 and 27 An

estimated one million spectators had flawed into the city to watch the

procession Hords of people filled the streets and bleechers They

also hung out of windows and lined the rooftops in order to get good

view The nore adventurous even shinned up trees and telegraph poles

Just before 500 the funeral car reached the tomb site Fig 28

Grants cof fin was placed inside lead-lined cedar case that had been

on display since that norning Fig 29 These then inserted in

riveted steel container which was later sealed by wrkman The gate

to the txraryvault was solica11y locked and Mayor Grace was

handed the brass key 13 From that rrorrent until the early nonths of 1886
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twenty four hour day military guard was posted at the site

afterwards to be replaced by the grey unifornd Park Police The

day after the funeral the gate of the taiporary vault was opened

to receive flowers Fig 30 14

It is interesting to note how eager people ware not only to be kept

inforned concerning every detail of Grants death and funeral but

also how so many longed for sane tangible souvenir of the event Not

only ware oak leaves gathered fran tree near the tenporary tcxt

but at Mt McGregor people grabbed blossoms ferns whatever they

cxuld get hold of fran the grounds surrounding the Drexel cottage-5

Flcwers ware delivered to the cottage in such great quantities that

they had to be changed twice day As quickly as the old arrangents

ware renoved they ware snapped up as precious relics.16 When the

tenporary toith was under construction people raided the site and carried

away bricks until guard was posted and as wrknen sealed Grant

outer steel coffin on the evening of the funeral others

begged and tried to buy bits of coal fran the furnace at

which the bolts ware heated pieces of burnt candle rings

of rubber from the bolts and even scraps of od fran the

box in which the bolts ware placed.18

The cataflaque was also fair galte At least one man cut off one of the

large silk tassels while Grants body was being carried into the vault18

Many nore waited until the cerenony was over and politely sent in requests

for scraps of the cataflaque nourning drapery or whatever else might

be available The newspapers then piblished stories that the undertaker

was giving out souvenirs and requests poured in both to Marritt arid the

nly forned Grant Mnient Association They cane from Massachusetts
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Iowa Michigan Ohio New Hanpshire Pennsylvania in short fran all

parts of the auntry Adolf Schippert clerk from Tiffany stationery

departnent who had marched in the funeral procession with New Jersey

GR Post wanted piece of nourning drapery twelve year old boy

whose father had worked in the War Epartmerit while Grant was President

asked for anything fran piece of the canopy to splinter of the

car Mrs Major D.H Hurdley wrote as nr husband fought under

General Grant for nearly four years we think we are entitled to piece

of the drapery used at his funeral cannot you send us piece we would

prize it highly.19 The National Park Service actually has nall piece

of this once highly prized cloth in its coflections It was sent to

the Grant MDnunEnt Association by one of its founding trustees in 1913.20

Also in the possession of the Park Service is stupendous collection

of nenorial resolutions sent to Grants family after his death Fig 31
They came from organizations across the country and around the world and

not only documant the reverence with which Grant was held Iit many of

them rank highly as art objects Perhaps the rrost inpressive of them

all is massive volun sent by the City of New York Bound in blue

velvet it weighs approximately 35 pounds Its enornous folio leaves were

richly entellished by D.T Anes The volune was thought to be so i1Tressive

that it was minutely described in the New York Tines when presented to

Mrs Grant.21 Many of the other expressions of synpathy are equally

inpressive sone being bound in leather with gilded straps Others are

beautifully colored.22



GAPTER THE OUNDThX3 OF UJE GRANT uIENr 2SSOCIATION
AND ITS EARLY FUND RAISING EFFORtS

At 910 A.M on July 23 1885 just little nre than an I-our

after ans death nen walked into the office of the Mayor

of Rochester York and handed him $5.00 bill She had coma

to Airerica she said 45 years earlier and had done well for herself

She felt she owed great deal to the country and to Grant in particular

because he had preserved the Union The $5 00 she told the Mayor

was to be an anonyrrous contribution towards the constrixion of

Grant ToTTt This Native of Ireland as she styled herself becane

the first contributor to the future nonumant No site had yet been

selected for Grants burial nor had there been any mantion of nenorial

But the Native of Ireland like hundreds and thousands of other

Anericans know what had to be done and was ready to do her part.1

Once Mayor Grace received vorcL that the Grants had agreed to inter

the General remains in New York he inrrediately took steps to harness

the great enotions that were being expressed across the nation in

response to Grants death On the afternoon of July 24th Fe sent

the following form letter to many of Nei Yorks nost illustrious citizens

Dear Sir
In order that the City of New York which is to be the last

resting place of General Grant should initiate novemant to

provide for the erection of National Mnurent to the nerrory
of the great soldier and that she should do well and thoroughly
her part respectfully request you to act as one of Cbrrniittee

to consider ways and neans for raising the qi.rta to be subscribed

by the citizens of New York City for this object and beg that you
will attend neeting to be held at the Mayors office on Tuesday
next 28 inst at three oclock

On the 28th 85 prctninent New Yorkers answered the mayors call They
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quickly endorsed his suggestion to erect National MDnunent in

Grant honor They then appointed rrniittee to prepare plan

of organization for the group Ex-President Chester Arthur who

while in office only nonths earlier had signed the bill restoring

Grant to the rank of retired general was made Chairman of the Camtittee

black man Richard Greerr was narred Secretary.3

The next day the Cannittee on Organization as it was then styled

net for the first tine Those present decided to nane their group

The Grant bniment Association and its goal would be to erect

great national nontrient which shall appropriately testify to future

ages the apreciation by the civilized world of the genius valor

and deeds of the grandest character of the century Tie comitittee

reoDnirended that Arthurs arx Greener positions be made permanent

Later that day at full Association neeting the actions of the Comnittee

on Organization ware cxnfirned.4

Already ontributions ware pouring in for the Grant bniiient although

no one had yet given any indication of exactly what that rrornuient

might turn out to be uld it literally be statue mausoleum or

sone kind of useful building like hospital Apparently it did not

yet matter Western Union announced its donation of $5 000 towards the

cause on the very day The Grant knurent Association Ccirrnittee on

Organization net.5 The much nore canton small contributions ware

generally sent to the various newspapers in town and from there they

were forwarded to the mayor until the Association opened its own office
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By July 30th if not earlier Yorks newspapers began to

publish on daily basis the nans of contributors and the anoiits

they gave.6 Many of the anonyxous donations were quite touching

both in size and sentinent Yankee en sent 20 Soldiers

Orphan German hD Gives Up His Beer l5 boy nalied

Johnny wbo sold papers and blacked boots and wbose father was

soger also sent nickel.7 And Gerge Sadding of Central Islip

Long Island sent along $1.00 because the General was kind friend

to ire on the field.8

As early as July 29th the Mutual Life Insurance Ccany of fŁred The

Grant frbnurrent Association rent free office in its building at

146 Broadway The next day the crpany instead offered an office on

the first floor of its brand nz skyscraper at the corner of Liberty

and Nassau Streets.9 Ultimately the Association ended up in

third floor office at the Insurance Ccrpanys 146 Broadway location

at the southeast corner of Liberty Street The structure had been

erected in 1863-1865 after designs John Kellum and shortly after

1870 joined the citys small group of early skyscrapers when it was

raised four stories and had elevators installed
10

The Association

maintained their office there for the next seven years.11

Greener Fig 32 wbo was in diarge of this office was hizriself

rather significant nineteenth-century figure Born on January 30 1844

he prepared for college at Oberlin and Phillips Academy at Andover

He becane the first black to receive degree frc Harvard University
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He held nuither of acadenic posts afterja.rds then studied law

at the University of South Carolina and became tan of Law at

Hard University He was involved in Republican politics net

Grant while student at Harvard and in his rds had

political relations with him and enjoyed his friendship during his

last iliness Because of his acadnic background Greener was

addressed as Professor His inclusion in The Grant uirent Association

and his appointnent to its chief administrative office was thviously

intended at least in part to derronstrate the fruitful results of

Grants laxrs during the Civil War The Republican Party in

particular had been nost eager to advance the cause of blacks in

the post war period and Greeners position was prthably due largely

to ex-President Arthur.12

In anticipation of the great crcds that were expected in New York

on the day of Grants funeral the Association had distributed

subscription sheets to the various hetels in tcn in its first active

fund raising effort 13 bre than week later its nEnbers held

meeting at which ex-Governor Alonzo Cornell made noticn that

they raise $1 million for Grant bntment He suggested that if

$300000 had been raised for the base of the Statue of Liberty $1 million

was not too much to ask for the illustrious hero of Appomattox At

that point they had $50 000 in hand-4

Cornells notion had passed and in the follcing weeks the organization

shifted into high gear Printed circulars appealing for funds together

with subscription Jxoks were mailed to banks and postmasters all over
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the oDuntxy.-5 Attenpts ware made to organize the various branches

of business in Ne York for fund raising efforts inclixftng anong

others the insurance caipanies16 and the iron One of the

leaders of York Society Lispenard Steward solicited funds at

the fanous and fashionable resort Saratoga-8 Quasi-cctmrcial

relationships were even entered into such as one where in return

for an endorsrent the Cons.rers Coal Conpany agreed to pay The

Grant Ibnunt Association 37 for each ton of coal it sold-9

The $50 proceeds fran benef it baseball gane held between the young

businesen of Kingston and 1ndout N.i York ware also added to the

Associations coffers.2

Ire ware host of other suggestions for raising noney which

the Association declined to act on For instance one Vos who

had dronstrated an inoperable srw shoveling machine to New Yorkers

the previous winter urged the Association to encrse new puzzle

he had designed.21 D.F Adams reqsted the right to sell

Grant Murning Button in cooperation with the group In order to

boost sales he planned to affix pieces of Grant cataflague to each

of the buttons suggested that the cataflaqi be set up right in

City Hall Park where pieces of it could be cut off and attached to

the buttons right before everyones eyes to convince unbelievers
22

And A.A Esdra reconnended that all of the nourning cloth in New York

be gathered together and sold for the benefit of the fund.23

Despite flurrj of activity the needed $1 million failed to
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materialize in the ironths following Grants death The largest

single explanation for this was the intense opposition in the rest

of the country to Grants having been interred in New York This

senthrent was so intense that out-of-town newspapers led vituperative

canpaign urging people not to contribute to Grant nunt Associations

fund raising efforts.24 bst editors felt that Grant should have been

buried in Washington D.C and only days after his funeral they began

making suggestions that his remains be transferred t1re.25 It was said

that only ts papers outside of New York State approved of the Associations

objectives.26 For instance on August 27 1885 weekly paper in

Windham County Connecticut wrote

The York Mnurrent Oirrnittee have voted to raise one million

dollars for Grant unent They have raised about $50000

which will prcbably be spent in sending begging letters to other

parts of the cxuntxy.27

few days later the editor of the -Michigan ity Indiana Enterprise

coirirented

The feeling is pretty general in the West that as the E1pire City

secured the remains of General Grant over the protest of 9/lOths

of the citizens of the United States she is in duty bound to place

nonunent over the grave of the grand old coannander at her own

expense second to no other ncrtunent in the country bt superior

was one of General Grant soldiers and love him as no one but

soldier can and shall never get over the disappointnent felt

when it was decided that his remains were to be deposited outside

of Washington.28

And the general attitude was bluntly suninarized by the editors of the

Clay County Enterprise in Brazil Indiana who wrote

.we have not cent for York in the undertaking and

uld advise that not dollar of help be sent to the millionaire

city from Indiana .If the billions of New York are not sufficient

to embellish the city let the remains be placed in Washington or

sone other nerican city.29

That the newspapers reflected the feelings of large segnent of the
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population is confirned by nimerous letters that poured into The Grant

Mnunent Associations office People quithled with every possible

fact of the affair O.ds Baptist Pastor in thdlow Vernxnt

took issus with the choios of New York as burial location

Why sbould he be buried there and especially in the nost
isuitable of all places pleasure park there gaiety and
abandon abound3

The Rev S.S Weatherby of the Nethodist Episcopal Church in Le Ry

Kansas wrote

if you propose as we suppose you do pile of stone in your
park for you New Yorkers to look at we do not think we feel
mucli interest in it.31

Another cx.truDn refrain was that New York in the rds of one E.J Crossett

only wanted to bury our old CaTrnander there for the purpose of booming

real estate He lamented wish had some property near Riverside

Park 32 The Rev Wayland Spaulding of the First Congrationalist Church

in Poughkeepsie agreed

am reliably informed that the Grant bnument proposition
is speculation gotten up for noney noney noney and for

enhancing the valt of New York property

The out-of-town business onunity responded in largely the same way

The President of the Fourth National Bank of Cincinnati M.M White

wrote

Our people are of the opinion that Washington is the proper
location for nonument to so distinquished character
as the late General Grant and are willing to contribute to

any other location be1ieving that New York has no claims that
are as praninent as other locations that have been mentioned.34

And one Edward Harmond of Chicago retorted to circular sent him

consider it piece of well developed cheek to have such thctzrit

sent here.35
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Other cities were planning to build their Grant ntnuxrents

and this only fanned the flanEs of rivalry and served to divert

funds which might have gone to New York As early as August 1885

thicago had raised $30000 for nnunnt and Philadelphia had

collected quite tidy sum for its nxxnment as well.36

matters worse the Ccmnander in thief of the Grand Army of the

1public was also opposed to building naticnal nrznment to Grant

in New York and instead praoted the idea of erecting separate

norial in Washingtcn D.C.37 This effectively precluded any

possibility of raising funds within that gigantic and influential

organization

The contentious attosphere created by accusations suspicicais

rival plans for nonunEnts etc ultimately led Mayor Grace to

solicit Mrs Grants written statenent excerpted above38 on wIiy

New York had been selected as her husbands burial place Both his

letter and her reply were widely published39 but this did little

to quell the controversy

Aside frcii the opposition The Grant tbnunent Association faced outside

of New York there were internal prcb.ene as well The nEnbers were

sirr1y not active enough and although they were sate of the wealthiest

nen in New York they had theneelves failed to contribute generously

to
40

later cczrnentator renarked that they were too

respectable to raise the necessary funds fran others 141 The New York

Tines criticized them for sitting quietly in an office and signing
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receipts for ioney voluntarily tendered.42

Part of the internal prthlem may be attributed to political tensions

betweer the publicans and Talimany Hall Irocrats in the Association

Years later one manber Horace Hotchkiss was to recall

When Mr Morgan turned over to ire the Theasurership of

the Association the organization was largely under the local

influence of Tanuany Hall Mayor W.R Grace was President

and the Board of Trustees was dcxninated by that faction There

was no particular friction siixply we were not functioning there

was quite evident feeling that the Republicans might gain
national and local influence% This thought was in the air

cannot define its influence.3

Whether fran political differences over-refinrent in breeding or just

plain laziness the Association really began to bog dairi when the

active fall business and social season caruenced in Otcber 1885

Between then and February 1886 at least ten scheduled ireetings of

the Executive Cannittee had to be adjourned for lack of qixrum.44

The press regularly called attenti.cn to this neglect of what many

considered an alirost sacred c1uty

Ce final sturrbling block the fund raising effort had to contend

with was the fact that the public still had not the slightest idea of

what the called for $1 million was to be spent on In this regard

William Sloane the furniture manufacturer and retailer wrote

to Chester Arthur

the majority will hesitate sending in their subscriptions

until they kncw what the nuirent or nemrial is to be its

style as well as the actual cost 46

He also expressed the belief that the goal of raising $1 million was
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unrealistic as it indeed turned out to be Wifliam Lurrinis

later trustee of the Association also wrote

the nthers of the New York Stock Exchange wish sate

definite planproposed before they will feel nuch interest

in the work.4

Łgardless of these adnnitions the Association did not get around

to deciding what type of nonunent it would build arid adopting design

until five years later

Clearly the leadership of fle Grant Ibntment Association was either

too ill equipped or ill disposed to carry out the necessary task

Richard Greener was soon naited Chief Examiner of New York Citys

Civil Service Board and had less tine then ever to devote to Association

business even though le was being paid rather substantial salary.48

Nevertheless sale new initiatives were launched before 1885 cane to an

end Canvassers were hired to solicit contributions both in and outside

of New York Qe of these nen .W Thcitpson had recently stoceeded

in raising funds for statue to Peter Cooper and negotiations were

held with William Jenscn who had worked with the New York World in

raising the noney for the Bartholdi Pedestal Fund.49

In other efforts Civil War General George Sheridan was sent out

on lecture tour on behalf of the fund for which he was to receive

25% of the proceeds.5 lie Association also made plans to sponsor

fair at Madison Square Garden in Noverrber 1885 It was to feature

nusic by Gilnore fanus band and there was to have been beautiful

arid novel electric fountain in the middle of the exhibits But
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ntirier of the Associations nEnbers Seth Ii praiinently mig

them objected to such cantercial enterprises so the plan was

droçed.51 Iifl occasiaial.benefit performance such as Crosse

Theateroorstellung Fig 33 presented in Jersey City on

1cer 14 1885 si.1ied sate additional itrey.52 nä all along

the Association continied to mail out its circular appeals for

donations Regtests for catuercial endorsenents also continued

to pour in fran people like on Jacob Studer who was trying to

prcvote volute on he Birds of 1U America.53

Miraculously at the end of the year The Grant Ibntment Association

had $111 006.17 in hand54 This was surely princely smt of nney

but far short of the hoped for $1 million In the early part of 1886

the Association decided to incorporate The first draft of bill

they sthnitted to the State Legislature called for enty trustees

and three ex-officio nthers of the board The nuirbers were later

increased to 29 trustees and four ex-officio nEnbers including the

Dyors of New York and Brooklyn the Governor of New York and the

President of the Park Board of the City of New York lie list of

trustee/incorporaters of the Association included distinguished New

Yorkers Chester Arthur Hamilton Fish J.P M3rgan Cornelius Vanderbilt II

and the publishers of sate of the citys nore iirortant newspapers

including Jtes Gordon Bennett Herald Joseph Pulitzer World

Oswald Ottendorfer Staats-Zeitung and Charles Dana Tribune

The Act of Incorporation took effect an February 1886

Richard Greener had personally supervised its passage in the state

legislature.55
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The official incorporation of Lt Grant Iment Association did

flOl however generate any new and dramatic activity In the

Associations 18861887 fiscal year only $10000 was raised and

similar sum was obtained tle year after that Sate of the trustees

began to resign in disgust because so little progress was being
56

Given hfyq difficult it was to obtain donations the Association attezrpted

to go after cgressional appropriation In January 1886 the House

Catinittee on Military Affairs approved bill for $500000 appropriation

for tbe Grant i.ment provided the Association first raised

$250000 The next nth Congresaman brahain Dadney introduced

similarbill on the House floor calling for only $250000 But as

might have been expected there was intense opposition to it The

Association did sate lthying for what had becate House Bill l600E

but its opponents introduced rival bill in the Senate calling

for like anount to be appropriated for Grant M5nutent in Washington

D.C After long and hard battle one of the House Bill few

supporters was forced to write on July 25 1886 there is no

probability of any action this session The netter was effectively

dropped and defeated

ile all this was going on thousands of people were still visiting

the tenporary tath on regular basis January 15 1886 the

military guard had been withdrawn and New Yorks Park Police took

58
up the post Anong their nore ortant functions was to prevent
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anyone fran taking pictures in the vicinity of the vault since

The Grant urnt2ssociation had the exclusive privilege to sell

photoraphs of the site.59 on Decoration Iy 1886 the U.S Grant

Post 327 of the G.A.R planned to held grand camnorative cerny

at Grants Tetoraxy Vault Fig 34 The 2\ssociaticn took advantage

of public interest in the event by placing collection boxes in hotels

all aro

The ceretay itself was quite iitpressive elaborate flcr arrange

mants were sent fran all over the countxy to decorate the vault Qe

of the nost elaborate life sized horse and rider was unfortunately

damaged in transit and never displayed Sate 20000 pecple gathered

at the tatb site Fig 35 and waited patiently until the sheets of

cloth which surrounded the vault were dropped revealing the elaborate

flower displays set on tiers of bleechers Fig 36 Lre were

wreaths shields cannon and other unusual arrangTents Fig 37 61

Decorating the tenporary tarb becarre fairly regular occurance after

this although on far less elaborate scale Figs 38 and 39

Fund raising scheies in 1886 were fairly limited Attenpts to organize

the various trades in New York into cannittees failed to elicit any

response.62 One Harley Newcath managed to convince the Association

to sponsor third-rate opera of his entitled the Hermit of Cashel

It was to play at the tropolitan Cpera House for an entire week

beginning tcber 1886 As it turned out only one performance took

place because of lack of public interest and the Association netted
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wopping $20-$50 for its efforts.63 Ctie George daCunha started

Niccel Fund Associationt in Mntclair New Jersey for the

benefit of the Grant bnuint and it yielded no nre than dollar

or two.64 Finally just before the year ended the hunorous waekly

I1 J.x1ge sponsored puzzle contest that surprisingly managed to

raise about $1000.65

In January 1887 Mrs Grant donated $987.50 to the nonuTent fund

thich had been sent to her as bath pay di 1r husband fran the

xican War era.66 Otherwise the only highlight of the fund

raising canpagin in 1887 was the York Stars decision to launch

its own drive for the Grant nutnt Call The Star Fund for the

Grant Dbnunnt it was bbviously inspired by the rld earlier

canpaign on behalf of the Statt of Liberty The goal was to

raise $125000 in other words to match tbe sun then in the hands

of The Grant Mnuxrent Association fairly successful start was made

Leaflets were sent out all over the cxiuntry Old enotions seemed to

be reawalcened and once nore the sort of sentimantal letters that had

flooded newspaper offices in the sumier of 1885 were received by the

Star Tho Hungry Jews for instance sent in what they could.67

But the old cynicin and rivaLry also managed to surface After

notice of nodest contribution to the Star Fund by the President was

published the following letter was received

Kind Sir
The generosity of Pres Cleveland giving $10.00 to the

Gen Grant Statue Fund sic has prctrpted ma to be equally

as open hearted Mr Clevelands salary averages $137.00

day inc1iing the days he attempts to fish and holidays
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on which he is loafing fran business-

The $10.00 he gives being 3/8 per cent of his daily wages
enclose the saiie percentage an mine can easily keep pace

with him in Charity...7 3/8% an $1.50 is .1206 hardly but
enclosed please fir

Ibdesty prevents signing my nan and have nothing to win
fran political friendship

Rothschild68

When all was said and done only $10000 was raised by the Star

Their effort had been dina1 failure69 and the general propects

for catpleting the Grant ntnt fund were not good



CHAPTER VI IN PUrtJIT OF DESI THE FIBST CPFIITICT
FOR THE GRANT WT

Although there were mixed feelings over whether Grant should have

been interred in New York there was widespread interest in the

nonunEnt that would be erected there in his nxZy As early as

July 26 1885 the editors of the New York Thibune expressed their

ideas about the nxunnt fley recctmnded it be

nodern and not classic edifice. its r1iand
friezes and tablatures sic should represent scenes frctn

the life of the Nineteenth Century .and it is to be hoped
that it will be so far as possible arepresentation and exanle
of nodern and expecially Anerican art and not mere servile

copy of the Antigue.1

The idea of building nodern and distinctly Prican nonunent in

Grants nory was brought up over and over again over the next few

years and seene to have been taken to heart by nrber of architects

Naive nrbers of the public were excited by the sane idea Within

days of Grant death George Ditson doctor frcxn Cleveland Ohio

urged The Grant rbnurrent ssociation to erect nonunent caTposed of

diminishing tiers of red white and blue glass columns placed one on

top of another and surzrounted by an angel pointing heavenward The

recatitended material was nodern the colors patriotic In later letters

Ditson elaborated on his plans and provided The Grant Miient Association

with sketches Fig 40 Mrs Claxy Sheafor of Burlington Kansas

had ideas on the subject as well She argued Grant was rrodern man

and that his nonunent should properly be built of nodern materials

The ones she specifically proposed were glass paper and iron although

the particular manner in which they were to be ccmbined was not
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specified.3

The architectural profession took an irmdiate interest in the

subject of ITenorializing Grant as well In their issue published

the day Grant was interred the editors of the 1marican Architect

and Building News announced cxxçetiticri It was to be an exercise

along the lines of one of the concours emulation of the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in Paris The editors eriphasized that they were not

calling for designs for the national nttint/tath of General Grant

that was to be erected in New York Rather they were soliciting

designs for Ixore nodest structure that uld cost no nore than

$100000 and which ould be suitable for small city .Only preliminary

sketches not elaborate finished drawings were required The editors

stated that they were sponsoring the catpetition because they had been

appalled at the badly designed ccrmrorative nKxuments that had sprg

up all over zrerica folling the Civil War They hoped that the

results of their contest sxu1d serve as positive influence and

prevent new crop of badly designed Grant nonients fran being built

Architects Charles Cunmings and Henry Van Brunt were to jixge the

carpetition along with sculptor Thurnan Bartlett and there were to

be $50 prizes for each of the top three designs Newspapers across

the country publicized the contest.4

Exactly many designs were received in response to the invitation

was not recorded but approximately twenty of thii were published by

the Arrerican Architect at the end of Septerrber.5 Widespread interest
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in the results was derronstrated later that year when Initeur des

Architects published in Paris reprinted thirteen of the designs.6

Many of the ccxretitors had ignored the requirennt that they design

small mELxrial Chief anng them was Harvey Ellis whose proposal

won first place Fig 41 This Utica New York architect designed

an enonrous Rarnesque stri.ture which was quite handsane and had

decidedly military character to it Clearly Ellis had the Grant

frbnunEnt in mind since he placed his building on top of steep hill

overlooking body of water clear reference to Riverside Park

and the Hudson River

fellcx caetitor called El design preposterous piece of

nonsense.7 ANew York Tizrs critic did not feel too strongly

about it one way or another But as general cczment on the entire

exercise he stated

None of the work of these bright young nen has been

siiple enough for the cbject proposed but sane have
made suggestions very fit for the nonunEnt of smaller
man

In his eyes the second prize design by Otto Von Nerta of Washington

D.C Fig 42 was square nunent of the conventional type found

in all German cities .It stands on the regulation platform The

nontnent designed by the third prize winner dare Luce of New

York City was the only one with enough nerit to be worth discussion

and that Irerit lies chiefly in sberness of treatment not in originality

Fig 43 Calling all the sketches nore or less rruishy he concluded

the shing is not such as to fill one with encouragerrent.8
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the rest of the designs covered bewildering range of shapes

sizes and styles There was gothic pavilion variations on

the bell tower in the Piazza San Narco in Venice and the tr
of the Cathedral of Seville This ccaetition was in many ways

dry rim for the actual Grant iutnt cczipetition held in 1888-1889

both in terms of the variety and uninspiring nature of the results

nurrber of the architects who participated in the itierican Architects

ccrttest took part in the later official cciipetition including

Otto Von Nerta C.C Yost and Henry Avery In fact Avery sistply

reworked one of the two designs he suhiitted to the Irrerican Architect

arid sent it on to The Grant ntmnt association three years later.9

nEntioned in the last chapter the nthers of The Grant bnITent

ssociation really had no it9eR at all of what kind of nonent they

cared to erect to Grants nnDry In an interview with the Brooklyn

Magazine in the fall of 1885 Alonzo Cornell thairman of the

ssociations Executive Cczmittee stated that he arid the other nrbers

of the group were waiting to see how much noney they could raise before

looking into the character or design of the nenorial He did however

suggest that it might be appropriate to construct nonumerit library

and mausoleum all in one.10 At just about the sane tine New York Tribune

was recarnending the construction of national military museum.11

interesting and lengthy article that appeared in the North Airerican

Review two nonths later pulled together many of the ideas expressed

both publically and privately in regard to the proposed Grant a1uITent.12
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Echoing the New York Tribune the Review stated

Ore sees often aud hears daily the demar that the tanb

shall be strictly Anerican Give us they say sctething

characteristically Anerican

At the sane tiiie the periodical rted as had the editors of the

Aiterican Architect that there was the real danger that monster

might be built After curious analysis of history aud architecture

the Review theorized

The phase of national life ar art to which we most

nearly approach the intellectual bent most akin to us
is that of the middle period of the 1rnan enpire .What

then uld be more fitting for the plain material

Anerican people to erect to this large mirxled but simple

hero than the sort of nxent which the Ranans reared to

their great dead

Because of sate differeres in the use of materials in the Nineteenth

Century versus the Ranan period sana adjustnents would necessarily

have to be made But in the final analysis the Review recumended Grants

nenorial be graud Ranan tanb of noble dinensions treated as to its

details in Romanesque style If Harvey Ellis design did not exactly

fit this prescription it approximated it Sate later designers were

to follci it to the letter as will be denonstrated.13

In Septeirer 1885 the Airerican Institute of Architects wrote to

The Grant rbnment Associatiai urging that an actual cupetition

not simply an exercise such as the one corxlucted by the Ine4can

Architect be held for the design of the Grant Xbnuneæt The

organization suggested that it be alla.ied to nane ten architects to

take part in the onthst each of whcmi would receive $1000 for his

services Then twenty judges ten of which would be naned by the
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A.I.A and ten nand by the coiretitore thenelves would jixlge

the results recatndaticxi was widely pitlished The Grant

i.mnt Associaticn ignored the suggesticm.14

Instead the Associaticn went about things in its cn rather awkward

way At an Executive Ccuinittee nting in ter 1885 its mairbers

decided to encourage artists architects and all others to forward

designs and ntxlels to the Association for consideration The next

naith statrent that they were-ready to receive designs for the

structure fran interested parties was denounced as ridiculous by

the New York Tis which called on the Association to issue

definite program in sum to make up its mind about what it was

looking for before soliciting roposal special cannittee

was then appointed to decide on plan of action for citaining

design draft invitation for catpetition was actually drawn

up by Richard Greener but never issued The draft interestingly

called for $400000 uornient rather than $1 million one.-6 The

year ended with repeated calls in the press for the selection of

design7

The year 1886 cane and went with virtually no activity on the Associations

part in respect to securing design Troubled by the fact that it

should have been doing satthing anything in January the Association

announced it would make selection at once fratt the designs then in

hand which had been sent in on speculation.18 It did not In Decenber

unsolicited proposals were still drifting in and most of them were dreadful9

The New York architect Calvert Vaux co-designer of Central Park

suluitted one that was so ccniplicated that written descriptions give
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little idea of what it was actually intended to look like

nother design by George da Cunha the creator of the Nickel Fund

ssociaticri was dismissed by the Three in the follcMing manner

If any other thing could frighten people rtore cczipletely

away frczt the Grant fund than this stndy it would be
kindness to keep it hidden.2

1gardless of aU these delays public interest in the project never

flagged Periodicals ccaitinued to publish descriptions of what were

felt to be the nore interesting of the unsolicited designs for the

Grant urrent Engravings were published as well In the first half

of 1887 the Architects and Builders Edition of the Scientific Anerican

carried illustrations of three proposals by architects Joseph Etchler

Joseph Stark and George tthias Figs 44 45 and 46 21 th
Etchier and Natthias were later to sulinit their designs in the Grant

1ni.ment Associations formal cxiretition.22

In the spring of 1887 Richard Greener sent out form letters to nrurent

ccniittees around the country asking what their experiences had been

and hc they went about obtaining designs for their respective projects

Antng others he polled the Garfield bnunent Fund in Cleveland the

Lee bnunent Fund of Baltinore and the Grant Imnt uid of Clücago.23

At the sane tine other nthers of the Association solicited the help of

noted New York architect Napoleon LeBrun in drafting rules for fore

ccxnpetition.24

bruptly on June 1887 the Grant iunent Association announced the
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opening of the official cunpetition for the Grant Ibrnment and the

information was published in the newspapers the folliing day.25

Unfortunately the announcenent was prnature The Association still

did not have the faintest idea of what it was looking for and could

only prcxnise that further details on the subject u1d soon be

released In fact about the only solid piece of information contained

in the official announoatent was that the carpetiticri was scheduled to

close on October 31 1887 Inquiries for further information cane in

fran all over tie rld and ware left unanswered At least one nter

of The Grant Ibnunent Association itself was annoyed with the manner

in which the whole enterprise was being handled when he stated in

letter to Richard Greener that the announcenent was too crte

and will anount to little.26 was right Architects and the

press heaped criticin on the Association for this ill considered

nove27

As of October 31 1887 the day the axipetition was to close no

details had been announced The Association kept pranising Iever

to issua circular at an early date. .togetler with plan of tie

site for the benefit of interested parties.28 Iarc1s the end of

Novatber an editorial in the NE York Tines made an unfavorable

carparison betwaen inefficiency of The Grant IbnTent Association

and the speed with which the Episcopal Church was going about the

constrtion of the manTroth Cathedral of St John the Divine
29

July

later did Napoleon LeBrun deliver final draft for the Grant Mnunent

cxxrpetition to tie Association and it was not until January that the
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long-promised circular went to press.3 This circular addressed

It Artists Architects and Sculptors was dated January 26 1888

and released to the press and pi.tlic on February The formal

caetition for the Grant vbnzent was at last underway ti Yorks

newspapers published the announcenent in its entirety31 and the

essential details were ilmEdately flashed to the European continent

by wire so that they appeared in the Lorion Tines and other inrtant

journals on February 6.32 IXnstic and foreign architectural periodicals

also carried t.ie news.33 The Association had officially lowered its

expectations by calling for $500000 nnunEnt rather than the

initial $1 000 000 nuent it declared it u1d hiild in the days

following Grants death Nevertheless the cxxpetitors were encouraged

to suggest hew sums in eccess of $500000 might be used to entellish

their proposed creations after an initial constrtction period in case

additional furxs became available All designs were to be sunitted

by November 1888 They were to be drawn to scale of 1/4 to foot

and the cciipetitors were to suinit elevation or sections

perspective drawing and as many plans as necessary They were also

at liberty to su1it indels with their drawings if they so those

The circular promised that nnittee of experts u1d be aointed

to jixige the competition and that the top five designs uld be awarded

prizes of $1500 $1000 $500 $300 and $200 In order to avoid

favoritiu all entries were to be marked with either notto or

cypher not signatures so as to prevent the jodges fran identifying
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the work of their friends and pupils eclillon practice The catpetitors

nanes were to be placed inside sealed envelopes bearing the sane

identifying marks found on their designs and only after the ccztpetition

was decided were the envelopes to be opened thus revealing the nanes

of architects Written explanations of the designs were invited and

the catçetitors were also requested to state nnh carpensation

they expected to receive for their work if they were awarded the cannission

for the Grant lument

In what was beccining azist tine honored tradition the Association

again cane under fire this tine fran broad spectrun of professional

organizations that criticized the terma of the carpetition The

rican Institute of Architects had host of objections The prizes

were too small the scale of the drawings too large and the reference

to nodels too inprecise either everyone should have been required

to suthiit nodal or everyone should have been forbidden to do so

The Institute found fault in the Associations failure to nama the

cannittee of experts at the outset and it insisted that the cost of

the Grant n1ent should have been itore definitely stated As it

was ccitpetitor could theoretically su1xit design for either

$500000 $1000000 or irore and still be within the rules Finally

the Institute was offended that the Association was obviously atteapting

to barter with the architects by asking each to nane his price since

standard practice called for architects to receive 5% camiission on

the cost of given project Similar cbjecticns were raised by the

New York Architectural League The Western Association of Architects

and the Illinois Association of Architects Many of these protests

were picked up and reprinted in the daily and professional press.34
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Individual architects aso protested that the required 1/4 scale

was in-practical sincE it would force the caipetitors to produce

absolutely enontous drawings.35 ney also clalTored for site plans

which the Associatiou had earlier pranised to provide but didnt.36

Richard Greener was alaxned by the attacks since the Association

had tried its best in having Napole teBrun draw up the rules of

the caTpetitian Greener appealed to Professor of Architecture

C.F Cborne at Cornell University for neutral appraisal of both

LeBrun circular and its critics thservaticris Osborne replied

that many of the points brought up by the .A and other were in

fact valid But nore inportantly he questicned the

uncertainty as to whether this is to be ccitsidered

ccrrpetitiou for piece of sculpture pure and sinpie or
for an architectural catositicn. It is quite evident

think that your cartiittee is itself in doubt at this

point 37

The evidence of course was precisely in the fact that the caipetition

circular was addressed It Artists Architects and Sculptors

Uquestic-iably even at this late date the Associatici hoped that

miraculous design of sate sort would caie into its hands and determine

the nature of the as yet nebulous Grant nunent

The Association did trend its ways in part by issuing site plan to

the carpetitors and reducing the pemnissable scale of the required

designs to 1/8 to foot 38 In all an estimated 3000 circulars were

sent out in response to requests atrug other places fran Austria

Belgium Canada England France Ireland Prussia Russia Switzerland

and of course all parts of the United States.39 As the Novther 1888

deadline approached nunber of the carpetitors begged for nore tine
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So the de1ine was nxved back to January 1889 Already 40

designs had been received.40 The deadline was then again rescheduled

to January 10 1889.41 In the end 65 designs ware suhnitted 42

of which cane fran Europeans and other foreigners.42

The Association originally planned to store the designs in space

that was made available to it for free loft over beef packing

house at 49th Street arid 3rd Avenua Q-ie of the caxipetitors cbjected

so strongly to the idea of placing his ITcdel there that he ended up

loaning second floor space of his for the Associations purposes

The building was located at the northest corner of Broadway and 38th

Street at the north end of the Tenderloin District.43 Initially the

Grant numant Association had planned to appoint canitthe of three

experts to judge the designs but it ended up appointing camtittee of

six including architects Napoleon LeBLnm Chairman JanEs Ware

Secretary George Post arid Jans Renwick Jr Professors of

Architecture William Ware of Co1trbia University and Solaai Woolf

of City College also served.44

Illustrations for about one-third of the designs can be identified

today Given that these were for the nost part published in the

contanporaxy press and were therefore considered to be the nre

successful of the suxissions they give good idea of the results of

the cztipetition The designs with rare exceptions can be described

as quixotic.45 The designers gave their creations strange stylistic

appellations such as Thiian ntique.46 Paan Byzantine Gothic and

Egyptian influances were cathined at will.47 huge equestrian statue
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set on top of inprthable base t.ier of Babel-like affair Fig 47

and nstrous asseith.y capped by an enornous hand and sword Fig 48

were all proposed

Both the jndges and the nrbers of the Grant 11Ent association were

easy Public expectations had been aroused and the fourth anniversary

of the generals death was fast approaching Yet there seemed to be no

way to ignore the fact that the ccnpetiticti was failure Correspondence

between Greener and the Secretary of the Crinittee of Experts James Ware

in april 1889 indicates second capetition was seriously under

consideration.48 Iter that nxth the ocmnittee nude its formal report

to The Grant Mnuint ssociation Five prize winners were selected

but the catinittee recaiitded that neither these nor any of the other

designs be adopted for the Grant Itn.mnt They explained

the terms of the capetiticn .did not offer sufficient

inducElents to lead me of established reputation and

experience to undertake the labor and expense of preparing

drawings. .only few of the schElEs sulinitted are worthy
of serious consideration and even these consist either

in general plan or scheire which is good coupled with

details which are ccmirziplace if not actually bad or

radically bad general schemes with well stndied and rendered

details.49

thwilling to admit defeat the Executive Caiinittee appointed its an

sub-cainittee to consider the situation while at the same time

requesting the experts to reconsider the matter.5 second report

by the experts confirmed their earlier judgment but offered the

suggestion that the winning design could be used as starting point

in new catpetition.5l

It was not until Deceater 1889 that the Executive Carrnittees sub

carrnittee reported on the situation In the opinion of its nrbers
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great many of the entries had not adhered to the rules of the

ccztetiticn Iy aMed that the Catinittee of Expert had passed

over number of rather rthy designs arid that the designs recamiended

for prizes ware not necessarily the best of the lot Nevertheless

they conc1ed that the best thing to do uld be to award the five

prizes according to the experts recamiendatic arid to hold second

carpetiticai.52 Although nearly year had elapsed since the caetition

closed no official announient was yet authorized

But secrets were hard to keep then as they are today Both the

New York rld and Harpers Weekly managed to obtain photographs

of what ware purported to be the five designs selected by the

ccnnittee of experts Of these four actually ware prize winners

although the order of the awards was confused In any event the

public was given fair idea of what to expect once the results of

the cxznpetition were made official.53

Turning to the winners the first prize was awarded to kolf Cluss

arid Paul Schuize who were reputable architects fran Washington D.C

Fig 49 .54 As dnstration of hcw casually the rules of the

caetition were observed by the calpetitors and the judges alike

the Cluss and Schuize design would have cost $1 million to build arid

not the $500000 called for in the Grant MDnunent Associations circular

Even without its bronze ornairenth the proposed nKuTnt would have cost

$75OOOO The structure was to have had 120 foot base and shaft
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rising to height of 240 tall pedestal standing in frcnt of

the shaft was to have been surirounted by large equestrian statue

of General Grant Harpers Weekly felt that

concerning this nxnimnt. there is little to say. the

tcer is light-house decorated in the worst of taste and
crned by statue The pedestal for the statue is raised
out of all proportion in order to bring the horse and rider

against corrparatively unfretted part of the tcwer.56

In overall concept the naiitEnt was rather similar abeit on iruch

larger scale to Larkin Msad Jr S1 1868 design for the National

Lincoln Mnuint Lincolns Tarb in Springfield Illinois Fig 50

Lo of Cluss and Schuize drawings for this project extrTely rare

survivors indeed are in the collections of the National Park Service.58

The second prize was awarded to Philip Rinn of Boston architect of

the Bennington inunent.59 His structure Fig 51 was to be an

astcmling 518 in height and topped by an angel holding up what was

to be the largest electric light in the world The schare was essentially

variation of well developed thema Washington having its shaft

and Boston its Bunker Hill iuirent Fig 52 Harpers Weedy protested

New York should not indulge in cciiw-iplace and seek to get little

higher obelisk even if it were designed by master It added that

in this particular case The details of the approaches are poverty

stricken. 60
r.inn neglected to suthit an estimate with his proposal

The Leipzig flint of Hartel and Neckelman took third prize.63- The design

was quite dramatic Fig 53 but its fronts are too much broken and

its shape as whole unsatisfactory Harpers Weekly caTiplained.62

This too had well knn precedent Zrthur Mathews widely

published and highly praised 1879 proposal for Washington Ibnunnt
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Fig 54 63 Again the architects neglected to sulinit the oost

of the project

The fourth prize winner was the nest interesting of all Fig 55 64

It was su1njtted by Julius Schwainfurth of Boston and was the kind

of nonnt the editors of the New York Tribune and the North Anerican

Review had called for four years earlier Harpers Weekly clained it

shqed the nost understanding of what is needed for nonutent to

rough and taciturn soldier.65 oo1Lg to ScIeinfurth

The style used is that which se fitting to the character
of the illustrious hero i.e Ranan .Although have
given it distinctive Anerjcan dacter.66

I1e prosal called for 170 square foot platform On tcp of this

was to rise 110 square structure surrounded by circular tcxer

96 in dianeter The whole was to be 216 in height If one of

the five designs nust be accepted Harper Weekly oonc1ed

this neets best the need for solidity and sobriety in mausoleum

Obviously Schweinfurth design bears strong similarity in general

conption to the nonunent kxxn today as Grants Tcib But it also

bore very strong resEnblance to major nDnutent that was then in

the ccurse of oonstructjon the Garfieki Mausoleum in Lakeview

Cenetary Cleveland Ohio

The Garfield Mausoleum was designed by architect George Keller and

had been selected frcn anong 50 designs in .xupetition similar to

the one held for the Grant nenorial The original schene was accepted

in July 1884 and looked startingly like lighthouse.67
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September 1885 Keller had revised his plans and produced far

nore substantial and aesthetically pleasing design Fig 56 Its

principal feature was 50 in diameter circular tower surnounting

square base The 180 high ens1e was dedicated on MnDria1 Day

1890.68 Schwainfurth had been in Cleveland fran 18841886 just when

Keller had worked out the final details of his ciesign69

General William Sherman later called Kellers nonuierit magnificent

enough for Grant70 and evidently Sc1einfurth was of the sane opinion

Strangely Ixever he took great exception to the ccllparison between

Garfield Mausoleum and his own design After the Harpers ek1y

article appeared he wrote to The Grant bnument Association

Having been informed that my design for the Grant Lnent
is an inprovient on the national Garfield bntnient at

Cleveland permit me to plate before your honorable body
the enclosed photo of the sane that may be in yotir

estinable opinion cleared of the inputation.71

Schweinfurth disclaimers notwithstanding his design and the

Garfield Ibnient were similar and both bore relation to the future

design for Grants Tarb

Herbert Gribble an Englislnan and designer of the Church of the

Oratory in South Kensington won fifth prize in the canpetition.72

ne of his drawings survived and all that is known is the esthnated

cost of his proposal $81000 12/16/89 and the fact that it contained

Maxican Egyptian and Greek elements73

Whatever else might be said for than the four kxn winning proposals

in the Grant Iibnument canpetition ware sinply rehashes of well known
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established ncdels Both the architects and the jndges seeted to

be guided by the sane conservative tastes In referring to the still

unofficial results of the cczrpetition Harpers Weekly declared

it is fair to assute that no one of these plans will be accepted

and an editorial in the New York World expressed the opinion that

in general the designs were awful and failed to reflect General Grants

personality Ihe Association failure to officially announce its

decision in the ntter brought niierous and scsietinEs arry irjuiries

through the fall of 1889 as to what was going on.75 As if fther

proof were needed of the Association indecision and lackadaisical

attitudes at just aut the sane tiie it began issuing souvenir

certificates to Grand Army of the Republic contributors to the

Grant nunent fund On these certificates there appeared an

engraving of caipetitor Max Schroff design for the Grant r43nutent

even though he was not even being considered for one of the prizes.76

At long last the Association announced the awards after its annual

neeting on February 20 i89O One disgruntled cxuçetitor referred

to the experts who jtxlged the canpetition as old ladies.78 The

New York Tines in an editorial chided

open cxvpetition does not attract nen whose reputation is

established and who have nore trustrthy occupation than

engaging in what must be lottery Le canpetitors were
therefore for the nost part either unsuccessful nen or rovices.79

Harpers Weekly 3/22/90 45 and virtually every other periodical

agreed.8



OJAPIER VII SECCtD CCMPrITICW FOR ThE
GRANT

Orer two years had passed since the opening of the ccirpetitiai for

the Grant bntment and the Association was still without design

This did not reflect credibly cr1 the group since its reputation which

was already sullied by its inability to raise the necessary funds

for the structure An editorial in the New York Tines scoffed that

if the Association had sinply accepted the proposal for caipetition

that the A.I.A had sulinitted to it in Septrber 1885 both tine and

ney would have been saved and design probably would have been

selected long ago.1

The Association was aarently unsure on haq to proceed after the

crushing failure of the first caipetition Adolf Sanger

Irer of tie Executive Ccmnittee presented tentative plan in an

interview with New York Tines reporter towards the end of March

1890.2 He stated that the Association would soon invite artists

and architects to send new sketches for $500000 ntnunt and that

they would be paid for their sketches as long as their asking price

was ncderate The Association would then have the option of asking

the author of particular design to elaborate on it or the Association

might pass it along to others for elaboration Sanger continued It

will be in no sense carpetition it will sinply be response

to request fran us for designs fran nen of acknowledged ability

He concluded by speculating that the third and fifth prize winners

fran the original carçetition would be invited to participate in this

new adventure tspite Sangers disclainers there was very little
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that differentiated this plan fran that of the disasterous first

caretiticn

ü.ickily uore rational approach was being fornulated by others

within the Association As early as Deciber 1889 the special

subcarinittee appointed to review the first capetition had reported

to the Ecutive Ccnnittee

.we recarirend second caetiticn when the carinittee have
decided whether to build MDntment or norial Building or
both that the area be covered the height of the Miurrent
or icrial Building the space required within the walls
for the different purposes whether it sheuld provide Sarcophagus

Yetorial and an iDservatory what the irialBuilding is
to be used for and the spaces required for the different

purposes to be clearly set forth in the second circular

inviting ccietition designs to be issued by your association

.we recarirend that only sixth caipetitors deared worthy and
neritorious by the association be invited to ccmpete in the

second ccaipetition under clearly prescribed forn of specifi
cations and detailed directions of the style of nonent or
1orial Building that will ireet the requirients of the

associa3

These recamendations appear to have been fully accepted and acted

upon just few days after Sanger remarks to the Tines For on

April 1890 the sane paper reported

After long interchange of views resolution was adopted
by The Grant Mru.rent Association that the structure ought
to be of sh altitude and capacity as to present an attractive

elevation and to afford anpie roan within it not only for

sepulchre for General Grant and his wife but also for irenrial

hail.4

In short the Association at long last made up its miz as to what the

Grant bni.urent should be not an thelisk shaft nor titanic piece

of sculpture but large structure that would be both tar and

neeting place If these requirents had only been stated years

earlier hcw sinpie things would have been Lrte Association at the
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saite tine decided to invite architects and designers of high

standing to present proposals for this strxture

Ci 1pri1 1890 the Association mailed out letters to an undeter

mined nther of architects asking if they would be interested in

participating in liiiiited caietition for the design of the Grant

tnument.5 The response was good and on April 12 Richard Greener

sent out second letter to five architects announcing that on the

previous day the Executive Caniiittee had officially selected them to

be tie participants The architects were John Ord of Philadelphia

and Napoleon Lel3run Charles Clinton Carrere and Hastings and

John Duncan of New York Greener wrote that each was at liberty

to sulinit one or itore designs for $500000 structure The scale

was to be either 1/4 or 1/2 to foot and the designs were to be

sthnitted by July 1890 The Executive Ccirrnittee woui recamend

that the winning design be accepted by tie full Grant ument

Association The unsuccessful cciipetitors were each to be awarded

$500 Finally Charles Clinton was to call all of the architects

together to work out the details concerning the caipetition to the

satisfaction of all.6

Within few days the architects had net and established their awn

rules Each would subnit two elevations one or two sections along

with the necessary floor and site plans No perspective views would

be allowad All drawings would be done in black lines washed in brown

Hiinan figures were to be permitted to indicate scale The sky could be

either lined or washed in but trees were not to be included The
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architects also made number of requests tywanted their

drawings displayed publically before decision was made arxl they

asked that group of three qrts and three Executive Catinittee

rrembers make the award They also wanted their drawings returned

to them at the conclusion of the coipetition and they sought assurances

that the winner would definitely be tployed by ti Association

Finally they asked for an extension of the deadline to July 15 1890

stead of July

maxnbers of the Executive Cczrndttee appear to have been waxy of

their experiences in the first conpetition They decided therefore

that the decision making process wocid be theirs alone and that no

experts would be involved They refused to exhibit the drawings

before making their decision and they refused to give assurances

that one of the five architects would be nployed by the Association

until they saw the results of the cançetition The only concessions

they made were to return the drawings to the cczrçetitors and to extend

the deadline to July 15 1890.8

All of these arrangemants appear to have been carried out in seecy

possibly so that the Association could avoid further criticin in

case of second failure Hever at least one of the architects

wlx sthnitted design in the first ccietition seems to have had

an idea of what was going on early in 1pril and he was upset he

was not going to be asked tb participate in the second ccznpetition.9

But as late as May 11 the fourth prize winrr in the first catpetition
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Julius Schweinfurth was busily recarnending Follen MKim

AugusthsSt Gaudens and August Ix1in as judges for possible second

ccirpetition in which he hoped to participate He referred to them as

.nen who are familiarwith classic precedent and are not

carried away with petty groups of cannon shields piles of

cannon balls and all the incongruities which have heretofore
in this country been considered to be sine qua non in

ITkDflUflflt..

It was only week later that shocked Schweinfurth asked for

confirmation of story he had heard that second couetition was

already underway.1 As late as July sane architects were asking for

instructions on 1x to canpete the second tune around although the

details of the second carpetition surely must have been made public

by that tijie.11 Even later few architects were not about to let

the small matter of an invitation stand in their way and they went

ahead and sent their unsolicited designs to The Grant Ininent

AsSociatiOn-2

The five catipetitors were not ready to submit their designs on the

appointed day and asked for an extension of the deadline until

1-rjl3 The Executive Camittee was loathe to grant their request

because the rest of the nation was graing iitpatient with the Associations

delays Over two years earlier the New York Herald had called for all

the maiters of the Association to resign and allow fresh start to be

made by different group of xren.14 In 1889 at its National Encanpnent

in Milwaukee the G.A.R passed resolution calling for the renoval

of Grants remains to Washington D.C The New York posts of the G.AR

tried to fight this nove pledging themselves to build the tarb

Gen Charles H.T.C Collis leader of the local G.A.R began to badger

the state legislature to revoke The Grant rbnurnent Association charter
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and turn aver its funds to rw group The Association was able

to turn aside this attack by making Collis tnistee and eventually

Chairman of the Executive Ccvinittee.15 But in August 1890 Senator

Preston Plumb introced resolution in the U.S Senate that

was similar to the .A and called for relocating Grants remains

to Washington It actually pased.16 N3 the resolution had only

to before the kuse of Representatives The Executive Carmittee

uld only agree therefore to give the architects until September

to submit their designs.17 The Association was under pressure and had

to dElonstrate to the public that it was vigorously fulfilling its

cbligations

The finished drawings ware packed in boxes as tall as man and when

they were turned in on September virtually filled the Associations

offics on the fifth floor of 146 Broadway8 After an initial review

one by one the architects were called in by the Executive Ccinnittee

to explain their prcposals in greater detail9 Sare nembers seem

to have retained bit of pessimism concerning the enterprise to

the very end Collis Chairman of the Carirtittee inforned the

Nq York Tines that if rone of the five designs ware jtxIged

satisfactory the Association was prepared to choose one of the designs

fran the first cxetition for execution He seared to think that

in any case sate design would ncw be selected Apparently corns

was quite eager to let the public in general and Congress in particular

kna that the Association was determined to act
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Happily we crw quite bit about all of the designs subnitted in

the second cxetition Reproductions of all the elevations

survived as well as sate sections and plans.2l architects

written proposals have also survived either in typescripts or the

published acunts of the contest.22 The Pssociation had of course

publically cafled for mairorial hail to be included in the nonunent

design
23 it other features appeared in all five designs as well

indicating that further specifications were probably given to the

architects and which axe ncti lost For instance each of the

proposals included provisions for observatories and exhibition

space for trophies All of the designs were also in lassical

style as opposed to the mind boggling diversity that characterized

the entries in the first coiretition And all five of the architects

were apparently instructed to make provisions for erecting the

Grant tnuitent in stages.24

Ite Tines reported that of the five designs one would cost $400000

three $500000 as requested and one $800000 Unfortunately which

was which was not nentioned.25 It would seem that CharleÆClinton

sinple design would have been least costly while the opposite

would have been true of Carrere and Hasting elaborate arrangenent

Critical reaction to the five designs was quite varied after they were

made public

In the words of Napoleon LBrun his design was spacious dare-covered

mausoleum. .entered through lofty triunphal arch Fig 57 The
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112 x102 plan was arrged. satewhat like the Pantheon of ancient

Rate interior rotunda rreasured 65 in diarteter and its dare

rose 100 in height The dare was to be constrted of concrete

just like the Pantheon 26 and its exterior was to ie sheat1

with gilded bronze scales Pn exterior observation gallery was

planid at the base of the date and at the very top of the 166

high nnuitent there was to be statue of Victory. .with standard

and upliftd sword and branch of laurel typical of war and peace

critic writing for the Nation liked LeBruns design the test27

but reporter for the rald called it better in proportions

than in detail.28

The nost elaborate of the designs was sulnitted by the firm of

Carrere and Hastings Fig 58 In clear denonstration of their

Ecole des Beaux-zts training they asserted in their written

proposal for the nonunent that

From an artistic point of view the nost interesting solution

of any architectural problem is to express outwardly the

interior plan so that the problem and its solution shall

be as clearly revealed by the exterior grouping as by the

interior disposition of the bailding that is each part

of the interior should be itotivated clearly and in the

Irost honest and natural way in the exterior effect

At the center of their design was sta1l version of the Pantheon which

was to serve as the irnoria1 hail This was flanked by two rall

towers similar to the onss Bernini to the ancient structure in

the 17th century and which ware subsequently pulled down In back of
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this the architects placed lofty tcer that rescrbled the cananile

in the Piazza San Marco in Venice This was to rise directly over

Grants sarcophagus thus marking the spot for people to see fran

miles aroud Finally the entire affair was to be approached through

the aima of an enoinous semicircular colonnade adorned with decorative

charts and inscriptions relating to the Civil War as well as

allegorical stats and r1lr of Libertyt Justice and Peace

New York World referred to this proposal as in many respects

the nost striking of tbose su1itted.29 The New York tily Ccimrcial

Mvertiser confirired this opinion by stating that public taste

would have been satisfied if Massers Carrere and Hastings design

had been accepted.30 But the Nation in nore sther account noted

it cannot be believed that the effect would be altogether happy 31

The ensrble was far too carplicated

The design by architect John Ord had the sad distinction of being

the least interesting of the five Fig 59 Its plan was in the

form of Greek cross with overall exterior diirensions of 126 x145

Inside its central dare was to have risen 152 above sunken crypt

designed with the xanple of las Invalides in mind The exterior

was to have been of white marble with gilded dares and statue

of Victory was to surrrount the 201 high strture Elevators were

to have led to thservatory balconies The kindest of Ord critics

simply thserved the nroria1 hail is not well planned.32 Others

referrn to the design as not fortunate in detail or proportion33

and very ugly.34
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charles Clinton later parbier in the well kncMn firm of Clintcn

and Russell suhnitted circular design because it is the historical

form for tczrbs Fig 60 ctually his nnunnt resrbled structures

sixth as the le of the Vestal Virgins in Pcine nre than any ancient

tait It was to have been built on 160 square 17 high platform

and would have contained crypt large rotunda and nrial hall

above the rotunda Clintàn placed lantern which would be used as

an thservatory above the main portion of the building and on top

of this statue of either Cohrbia or Victory would have stood

over the largest electric light in merica.35 The Daily Caturercial

Mvertiser camnted that Clintons design was not very attractive

and save for the .nonuirental rotunda would not deserve rrention at

all.36 The Nation hit the nail on the head when it said the wbole

structure ses much smaller than it really is It appears to the

eye as slight and delicate garden pavilion37 even though its

proportions were gigantic

The winning design was sulinitted by John Duncan and it will be

discussed in detail in the foll.ring chapter The selection was made

by the Executive Catuiittee at ireeting held on Septeirber 9th at

240 Fifth Avenue the hare of Col Knox The news was published in

the evening papers for that day and was carried in the irorning papers

on the 10th.38 John Ord was the first of the architects to hear the

ns and he hurried over to Duncans office to let him know Qie by
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one the others then dropped by to offer their congratulations.39

On Septenber 11 the Executive Ccziinittee made report to the full

board of The Grant Ibniznt Association It read

The results of the architects labors is iu before you
and your conmittee takes pleasure in stating that the
admirable sork produced by all of them is the best
assurance that their selection was j1icious in fact each
of the desis found advocates ancng the nembers of your
cxirnittee The preference hever was largely in favor
of Mr John Duncan and ycur carnittee now unaninDusly
remerid the adoption of his design 40

report was ado ted tie next dy Richard Greener

nailed Duncan an official letter anncuncing his selection as

architect of The Grant niitent Association.41 Greener also

ordered checks in the anount of $500 drawn for each of the five

cxupetitors decision apparently having been nade to reward

the winner as wall as the losers.42 By then the architects

drawings wexe already on display for the edification of the public

at the galleries of Ortgies and Co 366 Fifth AvenE.43 It

probably seeired unbelievable to great many people But at long

last over five years after General Grant death design had

been accepted for his final resting place



CWPTER VIII JOHN 4E.Y DUAN
WINNER OF flIE C4ISSION

Relatively 1tt1e is known about John Fnenway Duncan Fig 61

Even his rnidcUe name is usually incorrectly cited as Hemingway.1

He was born in New Orleans on Jantry 22 1854 to John Duncan

arid Mary Hemingway His father was native of Scotland and

his nether came fran New York State.2 Just before the outhreak

of the Civil War the family iroved to Binghamton New York where

Duncan appears to have spent the rest of his youth.3 He once told

rorterthat he stndied architecture at Cornell University which

was close by his Ire.4 check of the records at that institution

failed to turn up any reference to Duncan But he rray have attended

courses there witheut officially registering

ican first appears in Trows New York City Directory for the year

18791880 He listed himself as an architect tbongh he had no

off ice address He disappeared for several years arid was then back

in New York in 1883-1884 when he was listed as having an office at

19 Park Place He is said to have been associated with the well known

architect James Ware6 wI-o was also listed as having an office at

19 Park Place in 1883-1884. This would seem to indicate that the

younger men was working in his shep Duncan appears to have left

New York again in 1884 and when he returned the next year he took

an off ice at 237 Broadway right next to the building where Ware had

recently relocated his offices at 239 Broadway Thereafter

Duncan was to continue his career in New York witbout
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interruption for decades.7

Janus Ware generally designed buildings in the mx1ern Pnanesae

style that H.H Richardson had me popular in the late l870s and

early 188 Os.8 His principal rith.thg work in York the 1885

Osborne aparthEnt building at 57th Street and 7th Avenue is fair

testhrony to his stylistic preferences Duncan followed in Wares

footsteps in his earliest buildings Though referred to as having

been proficient in the eccliastica branch of architecture9 no

works by him in this genre have cc to light His first major

carmission was for what was variously called the Washington

rbnunent at Newburgh the Newburgh knumant arid the Tower of

Victory It was intended to celebrate the 1883 centennial of the

end of the P.evolutionaxy War.10

rking under M3urice Power who was the general contractor for

the jcb Duncan designed 53 high strture with ground plan

treasuring 37 32 His drawings were accepted in mid 1886 and by

eaxly 1888 the building was conpleted Sculptural ornairentation

was provided by William tbnovan.11

The Tower of Victory Fig 62 as it is called today was built of

rough cut .7lbany limastone and white Indiana sandstone Its

heavy walls massive arched openings and steep tiled roof set it
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squarely in the Richardsonian traditicr belvedere was

provided under the roof which was supported by 13 colunu-is

or piers synbolizing the 13 original colonies The sirrple slit-like

openings created by these piers enhanced the Richardsonian

look Duncans design was heavily lampocmed in sai quarters

probably because the Rithardscaiian vocabulary was still relatively

new and the general public was as yet unaocustatd to it Ce

critic referred to it as appealing to devotees of nodern art

while dismissing it as three-story snoke house.12

called it unsightly13 and Harpers Weekly thought the building

suggested nothing so much as an incxxtplete windmill.14 The design

did hcwever have its admirers Qe JanEs MacLeod copied it

in virtually all its details and in 1887 sutxnitted it in New York

Architectural league cctçetiticn for noria1 Clock and BeU-Ter

on Village Green Fig 63 iacLeod won the first prize gold ndal.3-5

Duncan becanE nber of the Architectural League in 1887 and began

to shcw designs for both buildings and interiors the follcing yearl6

and he continued to do interior decorating for the rest of his career.17

His drawing for wood franE Ray of New York Houses published in the

Leagues Catalogue for 1887-1888 again errphasizes his interest in

the prevailing picturesque architecture of the era Fig 64 In this

case Shaw Queen-Ann style influenced the architect as much as

Richardson Fananesque
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In 1888 Duncan entered two major ccznpetitions both of which he

was ultimately to win The first was for Soldiers1 and Sailors

Mnttent for the main entrance to Brooklyns Prospect Park Saris

36 architects submitted designs for the project in 1888 Professor

William Ware and D.T Atwood served as judges and their

decision was annoi.iriced in August 1889 Duncan was handed the

catmission plus $1000 prize He brought his old friend sculptor

William ODonovan into the project with him as well as

sEakinl8

For this iiortant carinission in mve that was to have iuplications

for all his future work Duncan abanced his predeliction for

Inanesque and Queen Ann architecture and instead designed classical

nom.mnt in the form of Panan triunp-ia arch Fig 65 In the

early nxths of 1889 Standord White had also designed trii.mphal

arch to celebrate the Centennial of Washingtons inauguration on

April 30th It was hcwever far rrore ndest than Luncans and was

intended to be only trporaxy fixture.19 This later gave way to the

permanent arch in Washington Sguare and host of teirporary trirpha1

arches that were erected in New York in honor of Co1irbus Dewey and

others around the turn of the century Since it was designed and

exhibited in 188820 Duncans arch may with sate justification be

viewed as the father of all the rest
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Th other carpetition Duncan entered in 1888 was for the Grant

MnurEnt He was one of the 65 cthtestants in what turned out

to be the fiasco of the first cczietiticn Unlike his early

projects he had partner in this one man probably naired

Jonathan Harder about whan nothing is kncMn.2- Duncan prcbably

discussed his proposal with Richard Greener in the fall of 1888

for he was given letter of introduction to the latter fran the

office of Maurice Pcer in 22 The design Iican sthritted

was undoubtedly thought weU of since it was one of fourteen published

in the Boston Daily Globe in My 1889 Fig 66 23

The illustration was poor one and failed to shag the entire building

But it gave sare idea of Duncan conception He stated

The object of this design has been to produce
nruirental structure that should be unmistakenly

tarb of military character

The Boston Daily Globe thought it resrbled the tath of Napoleon

Fig 67 and if cczrparison is made between the dares of the two

the analogy is readily seen There are no other apparent similarities

Duncan carplex schenE included four subsidiary dares logias

arrbulatories an exadra and an equestrian statue of Grant in front

of the building set on 70 high pedestal The structures overall

height was 150 and the facade was to be 128 wide Inside rotunda

dare was to rise 100 above the main floor.24 nurrer of these

details dirrensions the placeirent of statuary etc were to recur
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in Duncans seccnd design for the Grant rriunent He estimated

that the entire project could cost anywhere fran $496095 to

$904095.50 deperxling on how nuch sculpture and other detailing

was desired

An interesting question is why Duncan was invited to participate

in the second and nxre exclusive caietition for the Grant MnuiTent

Although his Tower of Victory and Soldiers and Sailors Arch were

substantial accclTplishne.nts he was not really an establishiTent

figure in the sane league with Napoleon LeBrun Charles Clinton

and Carrere and Hastings why Jthn Qrd was incltked in the ccztpetition

is another mystery In fact after Duncan was ardec3 the catinission

for the nmnt sciie of his fellow ccxtetitors snidely rarked

that if Board of expert architects had made the selection

Mr Duncan wouldnt have been in the ccmpetition 25

There were probably nurrer of factors which led to his having

been invited His design for the first carpetiticri nay have

especially impressed saie ireirbers of the Association His old

nentor Janes Ware was Secretary of the original Board of Experts

that jndged the carpetition and William Ware who handed him first

prize in the Soldiers arid Sailors Arch contest was on the Board as

well Either one or both of these gentlen may have recarrended

Duncan inclusion in the second ccirpetition In i9kLtion there is
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no way to detennine what other personal influence Duncan may

have brought to bear on the situation Perhaps his old patron

Maurice Power prciioted him Furthernore Duncans wife was

the fornEr Dora Livingston.26 If she was one of the Livingstons

of New York sih connection could have only helped her husband

in any endeavor

Duncans winning design Figs 68 and 69 was far ilore polished

than the one he submitted in the first caipetiticn.27 The granite

stzixture had ground plan of 100 square feet and was 160 feet high

Its massive block-like lower section was surltExinted by great drum

adorned with an ionic colonnade and this in turn was crowned by

stepped pyramid sni-circular apse also topped by stepped

pyramid projected fran the north wall great flight of steps

with ts landings led up to portico on the south facade The

portico was supported by succeeding rows of four six and four doric

colunns In terms of its general characteristics Duncan wanted the

tath to avoid any resarblance of Habitable tMelling 21Ta1g

other things this neant

All openings for light and ventilation are either per
forations of the stonework or filled with netal grills

protected carefully from the elents and provided with

suitable arrangenents for drainage for any water which

might drift in all glass being avoided

This philosophy also determined the nature of the one entranciay which

lay beyond the portico It was made up of three gigantic openings

pierced through the structure massive walls Bronze gates alone

guarded the passages
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The exterior was intended to be richly ornairented Fig 170 Doric

piers corresponding in height to the portico coluzmis ware placed at

the four corners of the strixture Betwaen thEn stretched rows of

doric pilasters and attached cohums on the east wast and north

facades Windcw openings were pierced between the attached

columns Decorative noldings featuring Greek fret anthernion leaf

and other notifs ware everywhere on capitals below windows etc

I1 first of several cornices was supported by the columns pilasters

and piers and was made up of the arms of the various states set

between triglyphs 28 The next cornice at the top of the strxture

block-like base was adorned with nore shields and eagles and an

upper nolding of lions heads flanked by egg and darts notifs Just

below the ionic colonnade in the drum Duncan placed frieze of bull

skulls and swags Yet another heavy cornice topped by large and small

anthemion leaves crowned the colonnade And finally the base of the

stepped pyramid was decorated by ndallions containing the nanes of

fanous Civil War battles and flanked by fasces

Elaborate sculptural decoration was everywhere aitheugh Duncan

indicated the drawings were only neant to suggest the points ware

the edifice u1d best receive statuary and embellishnents An

ejuestrian statue of Grant was placed in the middle of the second

flight of front steps Also eqi.strian figures of the ccztinanders

of the four branches of the army under General Grant were placed over the
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four host southerly columns of the ITain facade Roan was provided

for full relief panels featuring Grants Major Generals on the

east and west facades.29 Unidentified figures were set to either

side of and above an inscription-bearing plaq on the south

facade Thipods appeared at the four corners of the nain parapet

and great quadriga surmounted the pyramid the rear figure

of itourning facing north was placed on tcp of the apse

The interior of the building was basically arranged in the forum

of nodified greek cross with enoxuous coffered vaults over each

of its arms Fig 71 Galleries spanned the arms on three sides

and these to the east and west were supported by paired columns

large central space was left free for nEetings of patriotic

arx civic groups.30 Dirtly ahead as one entered was slightly

raised platform or rostrun that overlooked sunken crypt

where Grants sarcophagus was to lay This latter feature was

clearly derived fran the design of Les Invalides Fig 72 and

Duncan ackncMledged the inf1tnce stating

cannot see hcw that can be avoided it certainly cannot

be improved upon

lbove the rorial Hall pendentives supported drum containing

yet another gallery which was reached by staircases in the southwest

and the southeast piers Outside winMs were on one side of the

gallery and on the other thirteen openings cczrnninicated with the rotunda

area in the case of the thirteen openings in the belvedere of
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of the Tower of Victory they represented the thirteen original

colonies Above the openings were placal another set of windows

at the base of high cofferei datE

Incan placed Guardian figure in the crypt and intended sate

form of nosaic decoration for the area as well prthably

classical friezes as indicated in his section He thought

the pendentives were capable of the highest ornanEntaticn with

figure subjects formed fran Marble Ibsaic and suggested they

feature Grants special victories in the War of ion Duncans

drawing represented these in the form of allegorical victories

soimding truitpets The panels above the thirteen openings in

the upper gallery were reserved for the shields of the 13 original

colonies continuous band of stars and then another of wreaths

were set above them Other than these features the interior of

the structure was ornarrented with the sane elaborate noldings the

architect had earnErked for the exterior

Ce feature of Duncans proposal that was particularly attractive

to the ners of the Grant ru.mEnt Association was his provision

for building the nonunEnt in stages31

Appreciating the situation of the ccznnittee have made

special study of nrj general scIre with referenoe to such

portion of the MausOleun proper as could be built caplete
in itself for the anount of rroney which the ccimittee have

ncw in hand This have sketched separately and have

thtained estimates which are sufficiently approximative
to warrant ne in saying it could be built within year
or eighteen rronths car1ete for $150000 to $160000
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The first stage of costruction would include only the north

piers and crypt portion of the building Figs 73 and 74 lthough

in the front elevation this enseirble appears to be no nore than

small pavilion it nust be rerrrbered that the structure would still

have been 100 feet wide and about 50 feet tall PJ.l of the other

architects had presumably been instructed to suthit contingent

plans similar to Duncans but none of then sed to take the

request seriously

Duncan also paid close attention to the area surrounding the building

Fig 75 He fol1ed the 1885 suggestion of Vaux and Parsons and

separated the tath grounds fran the rest of Riverside Park with

new road cut He also sited the building so that it was not exactly

on lire with river front Instead he faced it squarely south

tcMards 72nd Street and Riverside Drive the point fran which the

majority of I\urists and Visitors would be expected to approach it

Fran 72nd Street its pyramid would be visible then gradually the

lcwer portion would care into view as people noved north on Riverside

Drive until the entire building would revealed to them at around

110th Street

Qie of the rrost iipressive features of Duncans overall proposal

was for grandiose approach to the tarb which was intended to sweep

up the bank of the Hudson River It was adorned with triunthal

arch and was to include landing for excursion boats and stop
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cii the Hi.zon River Railroad line.32 approach was nant to be

functional as well as ornamental. Duncan worried that the

pecularities of the soil and rock foundations cii Riverside Drive

might not support the weight of the massive tarb be designed

Therefore he reasoned that the river approach might serve as

an additional precaution against the possibility of landslide

by shoring up the steep bank.33

As in the case of his four caiçetitors prcçosals reaction to

Duncans design was mixed New York Herald pcked fun at what

it called the squat ugly stepped pyramid or candle extinguisher

the architect had placed at the suirmit of the building.34 The

Nation referred to the general conception as not fortunate

Grace indeed and hany of parts are not to be

found in the exterior which it would riot be unfair

to call clumsy

The Camercial Daily Mvertiser agreed calling the tath boxy

and again drawing attention to the pyramid

Whatever Greek precent the architect nay have found

for the flight of steps on the roof of the tath its

inpression is not classic.36

Warm support however came fran the American Architect and Building

News which declared

-i the whole nDst pec1e will prthably agree with

the judges in giving the first place to Mr Duncans

design which.. is beautifully proportioned splendidly

rendered and masterful to degree that none of the others

unless perhaps Mr Clintons approach.37
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An editorial in the New York TiJreS concurred

The superiority of the accepted design to the .others..

is that it has been Itore successfully st3ied with

reference to the site that it provides with equal

care and success for several points of view of alnost

equal iuportance and that its architectural character

is one of greater severity greater massiveness and

greater dignity It has the further advantage over

these that it recalls less strongly any building already

extant So far as novelty is irerit this design has

it in greater degree than any of the others that were

conceived in the sane general spirit.38

The sources of Duncan design can be identified today But

they were not all clear to the majority of the architects

contenoraries with the excepticn to the architects acknlodged

reference to Napoleons crypt.39 The New York Tines declared

there sre no precedents exact or approximate for the architects

design.4 Duncans only kna.n statenent on the subject served to

foster that perception

My idea was to foll the old Greek style or in certain

parts the old Pcinan In reproduction many alterations

have taken place in these old buildings but the crie
idea was evoked fran the Ancient Greek and Ranan So far

as know there is no counterpart or even shadowy

resentlance to the taib in any nodern tarb.41

Sane people disagreed An anonyrious letter was sent to the

American Architect and Building News in protest after Duncans

design was selected charging that it had all of the essential

features of interior and exterior and is similar in many ways

to the design of Julius Scheinfurth which had been su1nitted

in the first ccxretition In what was thviously intended to be
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slap at Duncan the magazine published Schweirifurth design along

with Duncans to show their similarity.42 Both Schweinfurths

design Fig 16 and George Kellers Garfield Mausoleum which

proceeded it Fig 17 may haVe influenced the architect in

general way But certainly uore than recxnstructions of

Hadrians ltaiib such as the one Luigi Canina offered Ca 1842 Fig 76

The Nation as matter of fact suggested that Duncans design

resenbled tanb of the Patan Inperial epoch such as. that of

Caecilia Matella or the great Mausoleum of Hadrian.43 ther

arnynous architect who entered the first anpetition for the

Grant rbnument also designed building similar to those of

Schweinfurth and Keller It was even closer to Duncail design

than either of theirs in that it was purely classical and had rx

heavy Pananesque overtones Fig 77

What may have been an even irore important conteiporary inspiration

for Duncan is krcwn only by description today In 1887 the

New York Tribune mentioned photograph which had arrived in the

United States fran the well-krxywn sculptor William Wethore Story

who was living in Pane It depicted nodel Story had made for

the Grant MDnument which had square base below massive circular

tower surrrounted by 1onade above which rise steps as in the

Mausoleum of Mausolas crowned by an equestrian figure of Grant.44

This photograph was on display at the Banking house of Drexel 1brgan

and Canpany in New York in June 1888 .45
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The TcTb of Nausolus at Halicarnassus unquestionably influenced

John Duncan and was the source of the stepped pyramid which so

baffle1 his contenpDraries The New York Herald thought the

pyramid had been suggested by the base of the Pantheon dane46

while rx one else was willing to venture guess as to just what

its precedents were Nausolus was Tetrarch of Caria and died in

353 B.C His tanb was worked on by number of fanous architects

and sculptors and when caupleted was declared one of the Seven

bnders of the Pncient rld Its general design so influenced

the Panans that they coined the word mausoleum as generic

term for tomb The Mausoleum at Halicarnassus in fact served

as the inspiration for the tanbs of Ixth Cacelia Matefla

and Hadrian which The Nation singled out as possible nodels for

Duncans Grant Mznument.47

The Tarb of Nausolus was destroyed in the Middle ges48 and as

result the question of exactly what it looked like intrigued generations

of historians and architects Beginning in the Renaissance Period

and continuing even into the present century dozens of suggested

reconstructjons of the building have been advanced based on Plinys

description of it and after excavations of the mid nineteenth

century sane fragments of the tart and its sculpture that are now

in the British rtiseum Airrost everyone ackrrdedged that the building

was rectangular had roof with 24 steps and was crowned by quadriga
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But agrent stopped there The height of its base whether

its 36 ionic oolunris were arranged in single or double

and the anourit and placeint of its statuary were all subject

to question

The differences between of the rnstructions offered in the

late 18th and mid 19th centuries respectively Figs 78 and 79 will

suffice to shcM the diversity of opinion on the subject third

example Fig 80 is of interest not only as another illustration

of the variety of possible solutions to the puzzle but as the

clear source of the design Gecrge Matthias su1nitted in the first

etition for the Grant bnuint Fig 46

design for the Grant nurrnt appears to have been

influenced by still another rnstruction of the Tanb of

Mausolus by the architect Bernier Prix de winner of

the Ecole de Beaux-Arts His design was fourth year envois

and arrived in Paris in 1877 Figs 81 and 82 The upper portion

of Duncan Grant MDnunent is virtual reproduction of Bernier

design although the one had circular plan and the other square

one Fig 83 The French architects high base is there his ionic

colonade and nore importantly both architects carried the wall behirxi

the colonade up behind and above the cornice line to serve as

recessed base for the stepped roof None of the other reconstructions
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of the Tanb of Mausolus have this feature Instead their roofs

rise directly fran the cornice

The question of course arises as to how Duncan became familiar

with Beimiezs design It was not published until at least 189250

and there is no evidence that Duncan spent any time at the

Ecole desi3eauxArts in Paris where he would have had the opportunity

to view it first hand.53- However Duncan may very well have seen

copies of Bernier drawings in New York Anong the drawings

of Henry Avery for instance 1/31/52 4/30/90 are section

Fig 84 and plan dated March April 1878 which he drew while

student at the Ecvle des Beaux-Arts 18721879 His drawings

are clearly adaptations of Bernier reconstruction although Avery

chose rectangular as opposed to square plan and made other minor

changes Avery interest in the Tctnb at Halicarnassus is further

evidenced by his having taken detailed notes frait C.T Newtons and

Pullan History of Discoveries at Halicarnassus Cnidus and

Branchidae London 1862 vols during his stay in Paris.52

Although Duncan may have seen copies of the Bernier drawings made

by sonne else the Avery connections sens the nost likely The

two New York architects must have known each other They were

approximately the same age and Avery was one of the founders of the
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New York rchitectura1 League53 which Duncan joined in 1887

Avery was also the author of drawing that may have served as

an intermediary between Bernier envois and Duncans Grant

Mnument Fig 85 Though undated Avery labeled it for

Grants 1zth His penciled nctations also indicated the structure

was to have had 100 square base and rise 153 in height

Duncans building it will be rnbered also had loot square

base and was only higher What is even uDre significant is

that Avery anticipated Duncan by rendering the colonade in the

round So too he applied niellions onto the drum just below the

stepped roof as Duncan was to do In yet amther nre quixotic

drawing for the Grant bniinent Avery also anticipated Duncan by

including river approach in his design Fig 86

Avery died in April 1890 so all of his studies predate the

canpletion of Duncans winning design But if Avery was so very

interested in the Grant nument cxxretition why it might be

asked did he bother to show çotential rival in his designs

The aner may lie in the fact that he considered his original

sch for the Ironument to be the best It was frst published

in the American Architect and Building News in 1885 and he orked

up variation of it for the first ccxetition Fig 87 This may

have rendered his other ideas of only secondary iiortance and thus

he may have felt free to show thai to his friends He certainly seers
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to have had nre than personal interest in the Grant Mnnt

project since he appears to have assisted Richard Greener in

various matters possibly even reviewing the terms of the first

cxiretition.55

Thus far nuxtber of sources have been identified for Duncans

general conception and the specific notif of the upper portion

of his design One last crucial influence nuist be mentioned and

that is the Ecole des Beaux-Arts Altbough in all probability

Duncan did not attend the Ecole his Grant MDnunEnt was indebted

to it in everyway aside fran its apparent direct or indirect

reliance on Bernier In rather critical review La Construction

Mderne noted that Duncans design restibled the Pantheon students

of the Ecole had been ruired to produce as an exercise for

generations.56 This was not an off hand rnark project similar

to Pantheon this time for Necropole was actually the subject

of the Prix de 1ine capetition at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in

1883 The rules called for an enseithie of structures to be erected

on top of nountain One especially large and imposing building

was to be locati at the center of the calex to bouse the tmb

of the nost important man in the Necropole 57 The design by

the second prize winner in this xitetition Quatresons bears

familial relationship to Duncans Grant Mnunnt Figs 88 and 89

Inside the use of large barrel vaults galleries in the drum of the

dcme row of attic windows above the galleries and decorative

bath of stars all recur in Duncans design
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In the year that the Grant bnument was cxsripleted the Ecole

held projects rerxius for Un_Panthecn.58 It was to have

great hail crypt vestibule in short many of the features

included in Duncans design There was even provision for what

uld have corresponded to Duncans rostnnn.59 The drawings

sthnitted by the architect Blot very much resthled Duncans

Grant numant especially in plan Figs 90 and 91 It is

quite likely then that Duncan had closely studied number of

the EaDle des Beaux-Arts cunpetitions before ccznpleting his

design for the Grant MDntmnt He studied then so well and

incorporated so many of their general details in his scheme

that the later drawings by Blot independently reflected similar

solutions to similarprobln In general concept as well

as in many of its details Duncans design might very well have

been the production of Beaux-Arts student The only difference

is that he must have incorporated so many of their general details

in his sch that the later drawings by Blot independently reflected

similarsolutions to similarproblem In general concept as

well as in many of its details Duncans design might very well have

been the production of Beaux-Arts student The only difference

is that he must have obtained his kxdedge of the school and its

methods second hand fran practicing architects and professors who

studied there and fran the journals that published the work of its

students



CHAPTER IX 1E EARLY PHASE OF CISTRUCPICN AND

IHE CQ4PIEflCN OF THE BUIlDING FUND

Even though design for the tarb and an architect had been

selected The Grant nunEnt Association still faced major

cçpositicn in Washingtcn In October 1890 Senator Hale introduced

joint resolution in Congress calling for the construction of

military and naval nniseum catplex in the capitol sou1d incli.x3e

the tczibs of Grant and other inportant indIviduals- Although

nothing ever cane of this neasure Senator P1urbs earlier resolution

calling for the relocation of Grants remains to Washington was still

very much alive Pluirb and his allies had been encouraged in August

by remark U.S Grant Jr had nie which seenEd to support their

cause.2 Their resolution had passed the Senate in that nnth and

it finally made it to the floor of the House on tceirber 1890 where

it was vigorously debated New York Pepresentative Quinn led the

opposition to the neasure by charging

The parties .who are really desirous for the renoval are

few people who real estate in or around Washington..
There is not particle of respect for the nryof Cneral
Grant

He thus turned the tables on earlier critics who had accused New Yorkers

of wanting Grant remains in their city to bolster real estate values

Pepresentative FlcMer of New York sarcastically reccuuended that

Congress not stop at Grant arid that it bring the bodies of the nations

other generals and ex-presidents to Washington as well Pepresentative

Raires of New York demanded Congress peunit Grants remains to repose

in the spot his family have chosen and finally Pepres ntative Currinings
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of New York exclaind Grant said Let us have peace say

Let him have rest

the other side of the issue lepresentative ONeill of Pennysivania

clained that newspapers all over the countxy and even these outside

of New York City in the State of New York were in favor of renoving

Grants body to Washington His colleague Cutcheon of Michigan

asserted that the New York site was unfit for the general Sinca right

near it was roadside inn erected and kept as was inforned for

the benefit of the sporting ccirimmity with its horse sheds and other

surroundings. In the end when the vote was called 93 went on

record for the reitoval of the body but 153 voted againàt the

resolution and there were 85 abstentions neasure was finally

and soundly defeated.3

Even before the matter of the Plimb resolution was finally resolved

the Association proceeded with its plans to construct the Grant

nmnt In Otcber it signed contract with Duncan4 and then

turned to the matter of exactly where the permanent ntraurent would be

located Days after Grants death both the New York Tines and the

Tribune had recaiiended that it be built on the site of Clarenont5

At about the sane 1re Calvert Vaux Lendscape Architect for the

Departhent of Parks and Parsons Superintendent of Parks expressed

the opinion that the site of the tenporary vault was the best in the

area and that it would make sense to erect the permanent ntrent there
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In what was prdably response to Frederick Law Olmstead

sgestion that there might be conflict between the tait and

the surrounding park6 it will be recalled Vaux and Parsons recamnded

separating the tarb grounds fran the park proper by cutting nz

road through the area bridge such as the ones separating pedestrian

and vehicular traffic in Central Park could then be constrixted fran

the western portion of Riverside Park across to the little island

for the use of visitors to the tciib.7

Fofling Vauxs and Parsons suggestion the nEnters of the Association

had always assuimad the pexinnent tcirb would be built on or near the

location of the tenporary vault Thus when General Collis airman

of the Executive Ccirnittee rret with the Ccxmissioners of Parks iii

early Cotober 1890 to officially settle the matter he was surprised

to learn that everyone was not necessarily in agreennt on the

subject Caxinissiaiers insisted on once again bringing up the

possibility of erecting the nonunent on the site of Clarentnt

They also made it clear that they had no intention of building the

elaborate river approach to the tath task Duncan had hoped they

would undertake Anong other reasons they cited the architect

$54000 estimate for the approach as being ridiculously lai and

that it would probably actually cost $250 000 to build Finally the

Carinissioners insisted on assurances that if they were to permit

construction of the nonutent to beqin it would be carried straiqht

throuqh to caipletion After this neetinq shaken Collis remarked

realize that the lot of ground which supposed was dedicated to us
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hadarecltapefenceallaroundit.8

The question of exactly where to locate tle ncnunent contirnEd to

be prthlEn for rronths Groundbreaking cerentnJies were set for

2pri1 27 1891 the anniversaxy of Grants birth and as the date

approached the iss was still unresolved The Department of Parks

ulthrately gave permission for the ceremy to proceed even though

the site had not yet been selected and no permit for construction

had been granted.9

growbreaking cerezmy itself was dramatic and tional

event The Grant Xbnment Issociation placed the Grand AI.W of

the Ipublic in charge of the affair prthably in the hcçe of

arousing the groups interest in the project tharles Freeman

G.A.R Ccimiander for the State of New York made itost of the arrangeirents

Political rivalry cane into play when Gay David Hill and

Mayor Hugh Grant both Dencrats refused to attend the event to

as not to pratotethe interests of Grant and the Pepublicans.-0 But

the day was success anyway The chief participants net at the

Clareint Inn on the norning of the 27th Then in front of the

teioraxy vault units of the .A lined up and forrred square

around the spot where the grounreaking was to take place New

York City posts assentled an the east and south sides of the con

figuration Brooklyn posts on the west and Pennsylvania New Jersey

Connecticut and all other visiting posts were on the north side.11

the crad sang Inerica to the acccznpaninent of brass band the

U.S.S Yantic fired twenty-one gu salute fran the Thsan and

Freeman drove into the ground silver shovel inscribed with the
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principal events of Grants career The first clods of earth were

duitped into specially painted and flcMer bedecked wheelbarrcM.2

Speeches were delivered fran tenporary grandstand nearby and the

principal orator was General Horace Porter who in fi short

nEths was to assun leadership of The Grant 1bnimnt Association

Fig 92 At the conclusion of the cerenxnies 300 orphan fran

the Sheltering Arms Institution filed by the teiporaxy vault and

cast dn bo.iuets of forgetme-nots in tribute while crcds

converged on the wheelbarrcM to strip it of its flers and to

snatch up the earth it contained as souvenirs.13

April turned out to be particularly good nonth for architect

John Ilincan Not only was rk about to canEnce on the Grant

nuztent but he was awarded the one other iiTportant nErorial

catrnissiai of his career the Trenton Battle Ibniiint Fig 93

It was to be erected in honor of the Revolutionary War battle won

by Washington and efforts had been underway to have it built since

1843 carpetitia-i for the design was finally held in the early

part of 1891 Duncan was called in to act as jndge and he ended up

walking away with the ccxrmission himself Duncan again availed

himself .of the services of William Inovan and Thanas Eakins

for sculptural ornamentation and the IronunEnt was carpleted in 1898 14

My 1891 the Building Canrittee of The Grant Mznunent Association

selected contractor for laying the first portion of the tanb

foundations This was John Brady who had once been journeyman
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bricklayer before going an to establish firs that specialized in

residentia constructj.on.15 Brady ended up receiving virtually all

subsequent contracts for the caistructian of the tarb and remained

on the jcb until 1897 His bid of $18875 won out over those su1xitted

by ten other contractors whose quotes ran up as high as $32637

June 10 1891 the Association signed formal contract with him.16

Within few days site was selected for the permanent mtaiunent

that was acceptable to everyone it encapassed the spot where the

ttporaxy vault was located as recamnded by Vaux and Parsons This

was the highest spot on Riverside Drive and it was felt the taib

would be nost easily seen there fran all Back in February

Duncan had made drawing shadng the tarb on this general site

Fig 94 and in rch he had had borings taken so he could calculate

the depth to which the foundations would have to be laid-9 The site

that was finally selected differed only slightly fran the one plotted

on Diuican February drawing Fig 95 The foundations for the

northern section of the tart alone were to be laid under the ternis

of the first contract and these were so arranged that the teirporary

vault stood directly south of what would be the sunken crypt in the

finished nonumant Cice the foundations were catpleted Duncan intended

to have the teirporaxy vault iroved an top of the crypt foundations

and then to continue building the tart around the teirporary vault

It is not altogether certain whether the Association intended to

erect the apse portion of the structure first with the funds it had
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in hand or if it interxed to proceed with the constncticn of

the entire ncunent in the hope of raising the necessary fws

as the work proceeded In all prthability the nElers thnselves

were undecided on this issue as they were still debating it eight

rronths later

Excavations began at the end of June and ccntinued throughout the

si.muer and fall Figs 96 and 97 small wood frane cottage

at the site had been built for the sale of photographs and other

souvenirs in 1890 had to be noved out of the way and to the

south.2 Duncan originally planned to dig dcn 20 feet belc.i

grade but for reasons of econany the association decided to limit

the depth of the foundations to 16 feet Not satisfied with this

Duncan cafled in the engineer who originally did the borings on

the site and had him submit report recannding the Mtional

depth.21 This was accepted Over the course of the simner as

the excavations proceeded Duncan worked on general set of

drawings for the entire tcith and he submitted them at the end of

July ccording to him

These drawings incinde the entire strixure which is nore
than have been asked to make but it would be istpossible

to cbtain satisfactory results by stndying in sections

and in case of delays or death wish to leave record

of tie entire scbae as projected.22

What appears to be seven of these drawings have survived.23 They

indicate that only rraiths after submitting his caietition drawings

Duncan had rethought sate of the details of his design The size of

the crypt opening in the apse was greatly reduced and its nest
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southernly pair of colts eiuiu.nated crypt was thus placed

squarely beneath barrel vault corresponding to those on the east

and west sides of the rotunda and which was not incinded in the

initial cciietition drawings This alteration was an iBprov8nt

over the initial design The attic row of windows above the

gallery in the dane was eliminated Cki the exterior Duncan

ircdified the stepped roof of the apse and replaced it with

sloped roof instead In between the attached coxuuis on the apse

be indicated the placnent of elaborate reliefs and inscriptions

By late igust tie excavations for the northern piers were caipleted

and on the 27th Brady began to lay concrete in thick well

rarrued layers The work continued on round-the-clock basis lairps

were used at night so hat the various layers would all bond together

and constitete one solid ness Iron beams were incinded at intervals

to further strengthen the piers By early Crtther all of the concrete

was laid and negotiations were going on to extend Brady contract

to allow him to excavate and lay the foundations for the southern pier.24

Before he could do so the teioraxy vault had to be noved out of the

way

Giant jackscrews and hydraulic punps were used to slowly lift the

t8tporary vault up out of the ground foundations and all fle entire

mass was then slid along over three huge qreased beans until it was

set down on the exact spot where Grant sarcophagus would one day

rest in the crypt The entire process took approxite1y one nonth
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since the vault had to be rrved slowly to prevent it fran breaking

apart
25 One periodical remarked

.with nore sentimental people this transfer of the tath

would have been marked by some ceratony but the New Yorkers

açear to have looked upon it siuply as an engineering feat
aix no ore but the workiren and few reporters seem to have

withessed it.26

Ore of the meithers of the Association building cinnittee suggested

that the nove ought to have been recorded with phctographs that could

then be sold as souvenirs the proceeds going to the building fund.27

But this does not seem to have been done as only ore pItograph of the

nove exists Fig 98 28

By Nover before the frost settled in Brady was able to cmp1ete

the work assigned to him urer the extension he was granted to the

first contract He p1eted both the southwestern and southeastern

piers as well as the foundations for the steps in front of the tath

He was also cnrinissioned to erect set of wooden steps fran the top

of the fourxations to the doorway of the teirorary vault so that

the public would oontinie to pay its respects to the General.29

In all it was estimated that 6751 cubic yards of concrete were poured

into the foundations and the total oost of work cane to $47286.80.30

In mid January 1892 the Association took bids on the first portion

of the superstructure of Grant Tanb.31 This was granite base that
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was to rise fran abcie grade level to what was referred to

as the water table which was ten feet high nth or so later

$17 000 contract far the work was let to Brady who intended

to obtain the necessary stone fran the T..bion Granite QrrTpanys

quarries in Friendship ir.e.32

Although the Association was xroving ahead with the granite work

up to the level of the water table no decision had yet been

reached as to what would happen after that Jmcan was asked to

suthit detailed estimates on the cost of erecting the apse portion

of the tatb alone in early February33 and he prepared nec studies

of what that portion of the building would look like if caipleted

in advance of the rest of the stnrture Figs 99 100 and 101

As he t1n conceived it the apse would have been much less

elaborate than it was in his caipetition design The stepped pyramid

roof he originally proposed was dropped Ibre significantly he

tailored the design so that apse would be easily integrated into

the larger structure The southern facade was left bare of ornairen

tation since it was only intended to be terrporary curtain wall

that would have to care dan one day Fig 99 The side elevations

were arranged with single coluiui and window opening so that these

features would form the northern nost bays in the overall east and west

facades once these were cciipleted Fig 100

fl principal reason for tie Associations indecision on how to

proceed was due to the fact that it had still failed to substantially
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increase the size of the building eund Harpers Weekly did

point out that the Association had raised far Irore irey than

any other organization in the country that was planning on building

xtaint to Grant.34 But this was llconsolation In March

and april 1891 the Association had made concerted effort to

cbtain $500 000 for Grants Tarb fran the state of New York This

was to care out of the Ironey that the federal goverrurent was

refunding to all the northern states as surplus tax ironies ran

the Civil War era The Association reasoned that at least

portion of this ny could appropriately be applied to the

construction of Grants Tarb t.fortunately the state legislature

did not see things that way and the noney was denied the Association.35

In addition to this the Association had continued to resort to the

type of nickel and dii scheies for raising rroney that it had been

relying on since 1885 In return for fee one catany was permitted

to print Duncans design for the tczth on soap bar wrappers
36 large

colored lithograph of the tarb was to be issed37 and musiôal production

Allegory of the War in Song was staged at Madison square Garden.38

Clearly sane new direction was needed and chain of events that would

supply it was set in nxticn towards the middle of 1891 It was then that

controversy arose over Richard Greeners salary Up until the

Annual Deting of 1887 he had been receiving $200 per innth in return

for his services Then he voluntarily reduced his salary in half in
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order to cut the office expenses of the Association.39 Nc that

the organization was beginning to let ccntracts for the actual

ccmstruction of the Grant MlunEnt Greener felt the added workload

justified the restoration of his original salary tre were protests

both within the Association and fran the public at large Gen Collis

was particularly angry about the situaticn At an Association nting

in the beginning of Cotther Collis had two of his friends elected

to the Board in the absence of the Associations President

William Grace who sided with Greener Ctie of the new nrbers was

Civil War General Horace Porter who had delivered the principal

speech at the gouareaking cererony in pri1 1891 and been an

aide-de--camp to Grant Figs 102 and 103 The other was Jaus Peed

Their election had Richard Greener very much alarmed Grace was

furious over the new developTents since they gave the Republicans

voting edge aver the Denccrats on the Board and because his

authority was being idermined by Collis So he resigned fran the

Association leaving the group without chief executive.40 Finally

at the annual neeting on February 18 1892 Horace Porter was selected

to be the Associations fifth president succeeding Chester Arthur

Sidney Dillon Cornelius Vanderbilt II and William Grace He held

the position for 27 years.41 Greener then declined to be reelected

Secretary and James Reed took his place.42 There were nore

resignations in the follcwing days fran Hamilton Fish Seth and

Governor Flower but the Association was in new and capable hands

The anbitions of the news administration were revealed in the Annual
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Report for 1891/1892 which expressed the hepe that the Grant

MDnunent could be axr1eted in tima for the opening of the

Colurrbian Exposition in Chicago in 1892 Porter quiäkly noved

to make the Association irore efficient He assured the public

that no officers ou1d be paid salaries He also rixved the

Association office fran its old rented headqarters at 146 Broad

way to the Mills Building at 15 Broad Street Porter offices

ware there and the ner D.O Mills had agreed to give the Association

free of charge office on the 9th fkor that ireasured 15 30

The public was gerra11y pleased with the change One editorial referred

to the old regirre as inefficient Its intentions ware good hit

it was irrractical and its results nih.45 Bigger and better things

ware ni expected

Porter began by making sorre structural changes in the organization

He decided to increase the nber of trustees fran 33 to 100 in order

to infuse rtore new blood into the operation 46 He and his colleagues

even decided to renane the group The Grant Tanb and bniitent Association

so as to underscore the organizations new life.47 Both of these

neasures required action by the state legislature and through

slip up the change of naire failed to be included in bill that was

introduced for the Association benefit by State Senator McMahon

So the bill pased without it and was signed into law on March 17 1892.48

Porter and the others didnt feel it was srth initiating separate

piece of legislation so the organizations nanes was left as it was
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Th of fund raking ra1 Coils
that the

Ssocjation en finance bureau to raise the ney ceSsa thieth the Porthr initi iujse was in anotherdirec Ne hed to work with and Ay of the pubUc
and raise as as $250 000 with the group Ne felt amther
$100000 might then be obtai fr the State of New York and
there was always the

Possibility of once again appealing directly
to the public or the trustees.SO

Th an attt to secure the state Pte and .the

Association had Assied introduce bill in the ASs1y
on March 1892 Which would have given the group $500 000 for
Grants tt.51 It soon becaire appar that the bill could be
pass for the right price which was to award the contract for
the caipletion of the structure to John

Brady and the Union Granite
Catpany They had Strong Political con ections and

Presumably they
would pay off the

necessary legis1a5 with funds derived fran the
statj finanj contrac Brady and the Union Granite Caany would
receive 10% comnission on the net cost of the boilding materials
and labor so the bill would give them at least $50000 or so for
themselves and their political allies in Albany draft agre
for this arrangen was even drawn up but in the end it all fell
through it may have been because of the disast effect the
arrangen would have on public opinion of The Grant Monument Associationif it became

generally kncn.52
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Shortly after his election to the presidency one of Porter

Chicago a1ajI-tes Janes Cott wrote to him

the seces of agin for the Associations fund

raising drive tt told Por that agin had organjz Chicagoscj to bring the 1ds Fair of 1893 th that city Essentially
this involved his running large fund raising campaign to ensure
that the necessa nies uld be a1able to actnally beild the
fair grounds Cragin was also responsible for

Organizji all sorts
of other events including state wide celeliration of Washingtons
Birthay.S3 Porter made iruiries and was told that Cragin was
man fun of push enthusja etc.54 Cragin and Porter then

corresponded directly and the former assured the latter that he
could raise the nney for Grants Itinb and that it could be

acccnipfls in short tine Also he re ned that Porter
not make his involvent in the project kncqn Since he felt things
uld run more ooth1y if it ware not generally known that an out-of
towner was directing the efforts.55 The to man finally net face to
face in mid March and Cragin was given green light to proc His
aTpensation was left open.56

Cragin essentially planned to run the kind of finarxe bureau that
General Coils had recaj It was clear to him that the Associations
best if not only potential source of funds lay in 1Łw York City
because of the rest of the nations hostility towards Grants having
been interred there As one city paper bitterly Observed

T1 inUon was th make the rk national that brdplan was thwarted by mean narrow sectional prejudices and
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rivalries.57

Anotj also c1airr that the rest of the country which looked
to New York to help it in every tine of calama.dy or needto lend it n1ey for all its local enterprises and to takenetrcpo1jj lead in all nationai

enterprises haschosen to consjcer that the faii and tcib of U.S Grantbelong exclusively to New York City 58

Thstea of looking at this as plem Gragin decided to use it
as an asset With Poer as the front Gragin would

popular sentht in New York and turn the building of Grants Ltjrb
into defiant respon to the rest of the nations apathy and
hostility Local pride egged on by the press would al1cq bin

acclj at had sed iossjb1e to othe coue of
six years

The cazTaign was kicked off in the final days of Mxch 1892
The goal was to raise $350000 in

apProximately 30 days so that
the building fund would be calpletecl in tfre for the laying
of the taibs cornerstone on Grants Birthday 2prj1 27 1892
Instead of sirrply issuing an appeal for funds and then waiting for
them to appear Cragin intended to Organize fund raising carrnjttees
withjr each of the trade and business groups in the city In that
way there would in effect be scores of fund raising ocutnittees instead
of just one Thousan of print circulars were mailed out by the
ssociatj to annoui-c where and when the leaders of the various
groups were to maet for the first this rcws the firm that

printed the citys business directories was hired to address the
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so that eve was ea 60

made it Point of Pers1y atg ast all of theprejjjreetings He told eac of the assgrroverand over again

he to the
sinesslce ganjzjthat Poses to ca on this rk plan that does

nOt aeal to busj can be SCeSS 61
ha be hed the Prs plan waselaing1y posjtj and total of 185

were fo62of the citys stdistinjcjtjz
to leadWi11j 1e wa

of the boek bUs5
Bierstadtthe ajsts

the restauxa Richa Htthe
Wjllj Stey the pia manufacrslouj

Tiffany the decorators tharlas
Tiffany the

jewelersand the list went on.63 The Citys flewspapers
enthusiasUiithe use and al1y

daily weekly and
Pfessjonaljou began carlying progress rorin each issu The mayorhelped things along by signirg proc1ajon on lpril that urgedall New Yorkers to give to Ui 64

bevy of clerks was hired by the Asscojatjon to han theeno aity of taria that nq passed in and out of
Officesand to najntj the

burdeiiing finacjai recor Vi5 of the tcvwere Widely Pub1j to rith every of what ty were
Contributingtcqarr nal1 handojll5 were even printed and Widely distrthuifor this 65

The city was
floOded with lteers
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cariying subscription books fran office to office Fig 104

Wooden contribution boxes were placed in banks hotels elevated

railway stations stores and even steanboats for the general publics

donations These cane in variety of sizes measuring square

Fig 105 12 square and 16x16x12 Glass bottles were used

as well nst1y on the elevated.66 Neighborhood groups also collected

mzney and the aners of the advertising franchise on the elevated

lines cooperated with the drive by posting notices of the various

canrittee Ireetings in stations all over the city.67 These efforts

served to electrify the city Everyone was caught up in the effort

and as the Tines put It actually became fad to raise ney for

the Grant tzuxrent

Not to leave any stone untuned Porter actively pursued contributions

fran the G.A.R In order to inspire its mrbers he had The Grant

4ient Association pass resolution in April that would provide

library within the tarb that would house the names of all surviving

nrbers of the Civil War era axnr and navy The men were all to

inscribe their names on partiment leaves which would then bound

together.69 It is not altogether clear hc many if any veterans

actually signed these sheets or hai much iratey was raised in the process 70

Porter also made an atttpt to cbtain $250000 fran Congress but this

effort was not successful.71

Cragins carrpaign went eeedingly well but all the credit of

course was going to General Porter Cie of U.S Grant old friends
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cerenony began with martial arts music played by the

United States Band prayer was offered by Dr Jdm Hall and

then Ibrace Porter stepped up to the snail carpied speakers

stand He was able to report only partial success He had managed

to raise $202890.50 in 30 days This was nore than the previous

leaders of The Grant Ibni.tent Association had managed to raise

in six years Yet it was still short of the $350000 the

Association needed He therefore urged everyone to redouble their

efforts so that by Maioria Day the fund would be cxzipleted

President Harrison then stood up and said few short words before

walking over to where the oornerstone hung fran boan This six

foot square block of granite was at the southwest oorner of the

nonunnt.77 Inside the cornerstone was copper box filled with

everything fran the traditional copies of the day newspapers to the

bylaws of The Grant frntrent Association While music boaied away

Harrison wielded solid gold trowal with an ivory handle and the

cornerstone was lowered into place Fig 107 78 me trowel was

later handed to Mrs Grant who had been present.79

Chauncey Depew delivered an address and Dr John Hall gave the

benediction before flag signaled the U.S.S Miantorioh on the

Hudson River to fire the twenty-ore gun salute that marked the close

of the proceedings.8 cererrony connected with Grant would have
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been catplete however without obligatory lines of children

scattering flower petals in front of his tçorary vault Fig 108 81

That night tradition that began on 1pri1 27 1887 was observed

when huge banqiet honoring Grant was held at DeimDnico Silver

spoons with inges of Grant Tait on thEn were distributed as

souvenirs Fig 109 82

The Association sent suocessive waves of circulars to the various

trnittees urging thEn on new incentive was offered in the form

of certificates that were pranised to each contributor of 50 or

irore to the building fund Fig. 110 83 Contests were also sponsored

in the citys granrnar schools and colleges calling for essays on

Grant These were intended to get the stixents and their parents

talking and thinking about the 2eneral and his tanb Grairniar school

sti.xlents turned in sare 8000 essays.84 The Association also

advertised for paid canvassers and prospective candidates were asked

to state their nationality when ap in85 rainy ieiiorial Day

Porter was unable to announce whether or not the full sum had been

raised because all of the contributions had not yet been tabulated.86

following day 1Mever he was able to state that the full $350000

had in fact been raised with little to spare.87 Large contributions

had frau many individuals and corporations whose naires are still

familiar today Kuhn Loeb John Rockefeller William and Cornelius II

Vanderbilt Rogers Peet and Co Lord and Taylor Sterns William Astor

Andrew Carnegie Blocrningdale Altman Brooks Brothers and many

others.88
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By the tilTe the fund raising canpaign was fully wraed in

the Spring of 1893 it was calculated that $404000 had been

raised That sum ccitbined with funds raised by the original

officers of the Grant Ibnnt Pissociation plus the interest

that these ntthes yielded over the years cane to $600000

altogether Pin estimated 90000 people had contributed to this

titanic fund nore than had been raised previously anywhere in

the world for similarpurpose89

The eçenses for Porters cairpaign caire to $17960.26 ca less than

5% of the sum raised.9 Of this Edward Cragin açears to have

received the princely stun of $5000 for his services.91 He was only

occasionally nntioned in tie press92 whereas Porter was constantly

praised Scire were speculating that his performance as President

of The Grant MDntnt Association would make hini goverrr of

New York.93



IAPTER ADVANCED STAGES CF CCSTJCPIa1
AND THE CCt4PI.ErICN QF THE MtJIENT

Duncans design for the Grant Mutnent evolved with the passage

of tine The overall concept remained largely intact but the

details were significantly nxdified colored lithograph prepared

on behalf of the Association in late 1891 and published in early

1892 already reflected sane changes Fig 111 The apses stepped

pyramid as nentioned in the last chapter was eliminated So ware

the pilasters that Duncan used to ornanent the corners of the

structure in his original design The four outer colums on the

portico were gone as was rrn.h of the elaborate ornanentation of

the different cornices In general Duncan was noving in the direction

of sinplification whether for aesthetic or financial reasons or

both

Cki February 28 1892 Duncan had his first neeting with General

Porter.2 Exactly what took place at that neeting has gone un

recorded But fz days later at special neeting of the

Association held on Narch resolution was passed that would

enpa.er the Executive Camiittee

to nodify the plan and general design for the tath..
provided that the thEre of an elevated mausoleum containing

sarcophagus .shall not be interfered with but the apse

may be dispensed with and the sarcophagus located beneath
the center of the dare should the Executive Cannittee deem
such change advisable .3

Duncan was then instructed to prepare plan for the consideration
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of the Executive Crinittee that would eliminate the apse and

relocate the crypt to the center of the building He was also

invited to catirent on the proposed change.4

Duncan appeared at caimittee rreeting cm March 14 as riuested

and presented two plans instead of cme The first which he

seated to favor relocated the crypt to the center of the building

but did not eliminate the apse No drawing of this arrangent

survives The second plan for which drawing does exist siiiply

relocated the crypt and dropped the apse as Duncan had directed

Fig 112 The architect inforited the caimittee that he thDught

the overall design of the interior would definitely be improved

if the crypt were to be relocated but he warned that this w1d

autanatically eliminate the possibility of using the central space

as nrial ireeting hall The alteration would also necessitate

his dropping the east and west galleries and their supporting

colunuis but he retained the south gallery along with the colunined

and gated entryway to the building Iter considering the matter

the Executive Carinittee gave Duncan permission to proceed with his

preferred plan and for the tine being the elpty apse was

retained Fig 1l3

little nore than two weeks later the Carrnittee reconsidered

and instructed Duncan to drop the apse.6 After clarifying the
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situation Duncan then passed the order along to the builder.7 Now

nore than ever the interior plan resezrbled the one suIinitted

by Julius Schweinfuzth in the first carpetition for Grants IZY1

Fig 114 Soon another dramatic alteration to the original

design was made reduction in the overall size of the building

In rch the designs Duncan had presented to the Executive Caiinittee

were still for 100 square foot building and as late as the end

of April the press continued to rrention this as the taths size.8

Yet in the midst of the fund raising canpaign Porter was concerned

about the nonunEnt final cost.9 This no doubt led him to order

Duncan to scale da.n the size of the structure and by Nay

Duncan had done so Fig 115

The original plan that called for 100 square foot plan at the

base of the building line was now ircdified to 90 square feet At

the base of the water table in other words at grade level the

nonuient was 95 10 square height was reduced fran 160 to

150 All other dinensicns were adjusted accordingly as follows

the cube-like base becane 72 high the tower with its stepped

pyramid 78 high Overall the ta.er was 70 in dianEter while

inside it was 40 in dianeter The greatest distance between the

interior walls was 76 The arches over the are of the Creek cross

like plan were 50 high and fran the main floor to the top of the

coffered daie it was 105 The cypt opening was 25 in dianeter.1
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When construction on the base of the taib began in later spring

1892 presi.mab1y the change in scale had been made in tine for

Brady and the Union Granite Cttsipany to make tie proper adjusthents

the tatiporaxy vault had to be nved once again fran what had

been intended as Grants final resting place in tie apses crypt

The tarbs north facade was to rise right over the spot where the

terçorary vault had rested for approximately seven na-iths So on

May 25 it was lifted up again and slady iioved 75 north to

spot in ntinued to occupy for the next five years or so while

the Grant runent was under construction Fig.116

IXuican and Porter then turned their attention to an inortant

matter selecting the right grade of granite for the structure

above the water table Sare 8000 tons or 82000 cubic feet

of granite would be required to caiplete tie building12 and

sate of these pieces sixth as the drums of the doric cohutnis

would have to be as large as in dialTeter.13 Given the size

of the order and difficulty there would be in cutting out sate

of the pieces they wanted to be especially sure of the material

and the people they would be dealing with The two Iren traveled

about fran one state to another inspecting naunents and materials

And it was seven nonths before they settled on particular

stone 15 It was supplied by tie Maine and Ni Hanshire

Granite Ccupany fran their quarries in North Jay Maine little

ta.Jn 60 miles southwest of Bar Harbor6 Porter solicited .appraisals
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of their stcne fran builders all around the country 17

Sanpies of the material were sent to Harvard for chnical and

microscopic analysis while governnent testing laboratory

determined its strength It was discovered that the material

would break under 15720 pounds of pressure per square inch and

that it crushed under 16310 pounds per square inch.18

R.G Dun and Caany predecessors of Dun and Bradstreets were

asked to report on the financial status of both the firm and

its principals The finn was rather slaz pay Porter was told

but the quarries and other facilities were good The two

chief executives flicker Payson and 1ra Cushman were worth $100000

and $200000 respectively.19 Everything seemad to check out

properly and so Contract for Grant Tarb was awarded to the

Maine and New Harrpshire Granite Capany in the spring of 1893 in

the anountof $230000.20

Fdr this sun of nriey the finn was to supply all of the exterior

granite work for the building and set it in place Of the total

anount $131 000 was for the square portion of the structure $84 000

for the tazer and $15000 for the steps The specifications the

Maine and New Hanpshire Granite Capany were expected to fo11

were quite strict The Asscciation had the right to reject any
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stones that were smaller than 18 square feet and which bore

blemish of any kind For larger blocks intended to be placed

up to the top of the doric columns single blemish per stone

would be permissable as long as it was not over 3/8 in diaxreter

Above the top of the co1.inns single blemish per stcxe was alled

up to 1/2 in diameter In short Dincan wanted to be absolutely

sure that the building would present sparkling white unblemished

appearance when caipleted and he ended up rejecting $10000 worth

of granite that was shipped to the site.21 The granite in the

square portion of the building was to be dressed with ten cuts

per inch and that in the upper portion with eight cuts except

for the treads of the ramid which were only to receive cuts

per inch The risers on the entrance steps were to receive 10 cuts

per inch and the treads A.l stone was to be cut and laid in its

bed all rrouldings were to be undercut and fine rrcrtar of equal

parts LaFarge Cement and white sand was to be used Although the

columns would be made up of solid granite the walls of the building

were sinply to be veneered with blocks ranging alternately in 1/2

and 13 deep courses These were then to be backed up with hollcw

brick solid brick and concrete in square portion of the building

while in the taer they were to be supported on steel skeleton.22

John Brady was then awarded contract in the anount of $104482

for all of the work in the superstructure other than supplying and
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setting the granite.23

Many people who worked on the projeot car1ained of rrcteness

of the area and its inconvenient accessibility by ordinary neans

of travel.24 The Superintendent of Work at the site rrbered later

in life that when-he first arrived the jcb you could see for

miles around just by standing at ground level Lag Island Sound

and other distant points were visible and only few buildings stood

closeby 25 the work proceeded the neighborhood becama saihat

busier Construction began on new canpuses for Colurbia University

Lachers College and Barnard and for St Lukes Hospital and the

Cathedral of St John the Divine.26 area was already being

called the 1nerican 2cropolis.27 Yet nxths before the tarb

was ccxpleted the New Yotk Tiis remarked that still only carriage

people cners of vehicles who were accustcned to long drives were

familiar with the area.28

Construction proceeded very slcwly It appears that little was

aocorrplished in 1892 because of serious stonecutters strike

in Maine In February 1893 the papers were lanenting that no new

stone would be on site until the simer.29 The provisions of the

Maine and New Hanpshire Granite Carpanys contract called for the

delivery of its stone to begin cm June 1893 but the carpany

held back until Brady and the Union Granite Carpany finished work
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an the watertable That did not take place until the end

of the construction season when it was discovered that the

st side of the building had been built 1/8 short of 90

and that the northwest and southeast corners of the building

varied 1/4 fran true right angles Duncan then ordered the

Maine and New Hanpshire Granite Ccxrpany to follai the as built

thnensions rather than those indicated on his drawings

In early April 1894 drawing was sent fran the quarry to Duncan

shcdng the progress that was being made in quarrying stones

for the colurrns Fig 117 31 next nnth the blcck began

to arrive an the site Duncan was not very pleased with the

initial shipeEnt since it had been loaded an lathed trucks

without any protection and arrived sneered with coal dust He had

to warn the caipany that he would begin to reject stones if nre

care was not taken 32 The nontiis passed quickly

and before anyone knew it work in both the quarry and on the building

had to be suspended once winter set in As of Decenber the

walls of the strture had reached the height of 45 33

At the Associations annual ireeting in February 1893 it had been

estimated that the Ironunent would be carpleted in the fall of 1895

At the follcMing annual neeting the date was noved up to early

1896 Clearly not even that date would be realized
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During the follcwing constrxtion season there were further

catplaints about the slcness with which the stone was being

delivered fran North Jay
35

rnmtier of large stones intended

or the colurms were rejected and Duncan had minor battle

with the granite carpany because he clained the snoke fran its

steam hoist was staining the stcnerk already in place.36 Over

the course of the sumtEr souvenir hunters began to chip away

at the blocks of stone waiting to be set in place and so fence

had to be built around the entire building site for protection.37

Haiever slady the work proceeded pecçle were thrilled to see

at least sate progress made 1rs Nellie Gunlock National

President of the Ladies of the G.A.R was even inspired to insist

that .the captains of .all boats going up and dn the Htx1scm

either cause salute to be fired or colors died when passing

the tarb of General Grant.38 This was ritual already in practice

on the Potanac as ships missed Mt Vernon.39

Work on the drn of the building began taards the end of the season

and after sate debate Duncan and Porter decided to add an extra

course of stone to it making it higher than indicated in the

specifications Apparently they determined this would improve the

aesthetic effect.4 The iron skeleton for the dri.un and pyramid

went up in the first half of 1896 Figs 118 and 119 41 and by

the middle of the sumter Grants Tcath was finally roofed over.42
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All exterior work was substantially ccspleted by Septenter Fig 120

1hat remained to be done was the clean up work that had to be

delayed until all major contractors were off the site

Preliini.naxy estimates for finishing the interior of the ntnulEnt

were taken beginning in the surmer of 1895 But apparently

no decision had yet been reached on the exact materials which

were to be used Tooled hard VenTat marble and various types

of polished granite and Italian marble were still under consideration

in the fall.45 In the spring of 1896 1.mcan forwarded report

to the Association outlining his final plans for the interior He

enphatically stated

the entire interior of should be near as white as

possible..

and recamnded that marble be extensively utilized He thought

an It1 ian blue veined variety soui.d be ncst appropriate for the

ler portion and that Lee marble would be best for the upper

portions of the interior He also preferred marble to granite floors

He recanrerx3ed that the coffered dare and vaults be of refined plaster

and Keene cenent although he consoled the mathers of the Association

with the fact that marble vaults and marble date could be supplied

at later point in tine if sufficient funds were cbtained since

the strength of the strtcture is laid out to receive the 91itional

weight At least one of Duncans early drawings for the interior
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izxlicated that he had wished to use white marble with black

marble inlays in the upper portion of the interior.46

Cice again contract for the interior work was assigned to

John Brady47 although he subcontracted the marble work to

the Schneider-Birkenstock Marble Co.48 There were few problema

such as the contractors supplying damaged stones but all turned

out well in the end The It1 marble which was used was

later referred to as Carrara marble and it is the close grained

highly polished stone that makes up the walls and paraphet in

the crypt the crypt stairs the paraphet that surrounds the upper

lip of the crypt the door surrounds the wainscoating on the

main floor and the pi.asters that stretch uard fran there

Lee marble looser grained stcme that was for the tost part

ip1oyed in tooled and unpolished state inside the tcirb appears

in the sqjare piers of the crypt as well as its capitals and ceiling

the floors and the paneled walls of ful attention

was also directed tcaxds finding an appropriate stone for Grants

sarcophagus Duncan originally wanted to use single sarcophagus

for both General and Mrs Grants renains In order to discuss this

point he mat with Julia Grant at the end of 1891.52

to the architects plan which was designed in her words only to

save space General Grant nust have his sarcophagus and

my casket beside him she declared.53 year later Duncans
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drawings for the crypt still shcwed single sarcophagus But

he eventually gave in Black was initially deened to be the

appropriate color for the sarcopliagi54 although other colors

were considered At one point the ssociaticn was thinking about

building special rail line in Tie Siding Wyaning in order to

obtain the right stone.55 Then sanpie of fine red granite fran

the quarries of the Berlin and Mnte11o Granite Caipany in Ite1lo

Wisconsin cane to everyones attention When highly polished it

closely resexrbled porphexy the material used for Napolecns

sarcophagus in les Invaiiies56 In the spring of 1896 the

association signed contract with tie firm to supply both the

general and his wifes sarcophagi for $3500 New York.57

The first stones quarried for tie sarcophagi developed blnishes

as they were worked dain fran the rough and had to be abandoned.58

Then one huge block was obtained fran which fine stones for both

sarcophagi were cut.59 iginally incan planned to have Grants

nanes placed on the lids in raised letters and their birth and

death dates were to go on the sides of tie sar 60 This plan

was abandoned and only the nanes in sken letters were cut into

the lids.61 Grants sarcophagus was finished first It weighed

1/2 tons was 10 long wide deep and stood on two

supports Porter wanted to place the generals sarcophagus in the

center of the crypt and then have it noved to one side once Mrs Grants
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sarcophagus arrived But Mrs Grant again thjected because she

wanted her place assured right fran the start So the generals

sarcophagus was placed to the west of center Fig 121 62

arrived in Jersey City by train on March 15 and was placed

on barge and shipped to pier at the end of 37th Street in

Manhattan It was then hauled up to the tarb by five teams of

horses The New England bru.mnt Cczpany supplied 10 10

square dias of dark greyblue Quincy granite for both sarcophagi

to stand on Lgether with this 3is Grants sarcophagus stood

1/2 high.63 Mrs Grants sarcophagus was subsequently installed

in late January 1898.64

Duncans original plans for the tab had called for elaborate

ornane.ntation sculptural and otherwise inside and out The

ssociaticns financial resources as has been noted were inequal

to the task Under Contract Greek fret notif was cut at the

top of the watertable on the north and south sides of the tarb but

no funds were available later to extend the pattern to the east and

west.65 There had been high hopes that donations fran the axn

would permit the erection of an equestrian statue on the front steps

and Duncan went ahead and had pedestal built for it Hcwever when

it becarre clear that the funds would not be forthccxning the pedestal

had to be rioved at cost of $684.45.66 Duncan plan to place

gas-lit bronze candelabra in the five niches of the crypt was also
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abandoned 67

panels above the blind colonades on the east west and north

facades of the biilding had to be left blank bit Duncan arid Porter

were reluctant to leave the taub totally devoid of nbe1lishnent

The Maine and Hanshire Granite Carany was therefore authorized

to cut fourteen decorative shields in the cornice over the portico

and panels at the left and right rners of the paraphet over the

south facade It was sane tine before vaguely militaristic shield

was decided upon for the latter.68

In terms of the fine arts Massey Bhind 7/9/58 to 10/22/36

açears to have been handed ccztmission witbout cxarpetition in

April 1896 to wor5c up nodel for one of four pŁndentives for

the main rotunda Tcwards the end of the year there was sane

worry as to whether or not the Association then meagre funds

would be sufficient to cover the cost of the pendentives.69

Aitbough we have no record of exactly when Rhind was ultimately

carrnissioned to execute all four of them By the end of January 1897

Rhind full size nodels were ready to be cast in plaster by Klee

Brothers and few weeks later they were ready to be set in place.7

Originally Duncan seems to have envisioned placing trurpeting victories

in the pendentives.71 Allegorical figures were settled upon instead
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although virtually no contenporazY accounts interpret the neaning

of Rhind enseirbles General Horace Porter n1e one passing

reference to them as being enblenatic of the birth military and

civic life and death of General Grant.72tt With this in mind it

is fairly easy matter to decifer theimagery In the Birth

pendentive tree of life serves as foil for two figures Fig 122

1ne one on the left holds an open book syiol of the learning

that takes place in ones youth while the other holds distaff

syrrbolizing the s.nan danain or the hate where Grant was reared

In the next pendentive both figures hold martial enblenis referring

to the General Military Life Fig 123 figure on the left

clutches large sword with lions head hilt and shield adorned

with dusa image The figure on the right has heinet tucked

under her arm The Civilian Life pendentive an allegorical figure

on the left holds palm bough signifying victory while her ccipanion

supports cornacopia wrapped with garland and syirbolizing the

prosperity brought on by the end of the war Fig 124 Between the

two is Irnan faces probably allix3ing to Grant authority while

President The imagery in the final Death pendentive is less clear

Fig 125 what is probably intended to be votive lanp rests on

top of pedestal of strength betwaen the two figures fte one

on the right holds globe which may have been intended to represent

U4pty73hI

L\zo ornanental figures ware also to flank the central plaque on
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the paraphet of the south facade pparent1y Duncan had

fairly specific ideas about what they were to look Like since

an 1891 drawing for the south elevation shs two figures sketched

in that very nuich resenbled the executed sculptures Duncan

solicited proposals and estimates fran Charles Niehaus

Philip Nartiny Daniel Chester Frenchand Nassey Rhind French

was too busy and declined to caipete but all of the others did

and the camuission went to Rhind who was already working on the

interior pendentives.74 By the fall two large blocks of granite

were set in place for the figures75 and in the course of the winter

shed was built over than so that work could proceed during the

cold weather.76 The figures were described in 1897 as representations

of Grants fanus phrase Let Us Have Peace.77 This was the

inscription carved into the pl that two figures frarre The

figure Rhind placed on the left holds sheath of palm leaves

sbol of victory The figure on the right holds sword wrapped

in what are probably olive leaves The figures therefore were

probably intended to be siDo1s of Victory and Peace

will be recalled Duncan originally did not intend to glaze any

of the openings in the tath With the passage of tinE he becama

irore practical and the entire building was made weather tight

Fifteen square windcws were set in the 1cer portion of the

building only nine of which were visible fran the rotunda The

other six lit the vestibules to the two staircases and the occoli
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of the snl1 daned reliquaries78 in the nortIi.est and

northeast corners of the building fifteen windcws were

glazed with clear glass and wooden fraiies fitted with purple

silk panels were then placed over them.79 A.theugh Duncan had

originally intended to pierce the drun of the dane with thirteen

windcws syimtry won .out over syztholin and only twelve openings

were made after sate debate they were fitted with curved sash

and glazed with white enaneled glass.8 round the spring of

1893 when the specifications for contract were written Duncan

was contp1ating placing an occulus in the center of the rotundas

dane and the stepped pyramid in lieu of ornanenting the sumit of

the latter with
81

Practicality won out here too Ixiwever

when Duncan decided that an inner roof lying under the pyramid would

be necessary to protect the building fran leaks Fig 126 Such

roofs were carmonly placed inside church steeples and the one for

Grant Tcirb cost $685.82

The triple entrance in the south facade was ulthnately pared

darin to single portal and instead of bronze gates huge pair

of doors was called for Everything fran all wood to all bronze

doors was considered Bronze was preferred but the weight would

have been too great so ccaipranise was reached The doors were

made of ash covered by bronze panels held in place by 296 bronze

rosettes Each door neasured 16 1/2 high and wide and together
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they weighed tons and cost $1900 Nr Borkelt of the firm

Borkelt and Debevoise manufacturers of the doors added scinething

that was rot called for in the contract He took sheets of parchmant

and had them filled with the signatures of scores of peDple many

of them praninent The sheets were then laid on top of the ash

doors before the bronze panels were sealed over them In that way

many Yorkers had their nes permanently incorporated into

the fabric of the taib The doors were hung in place on

April 12 1897.83

In addition to work on the tanb itself the grounds surrounding

it had to be graded and landscaped Both in 1895 and 1986

Duncan again urged General Porter to see what he could do to

convince the city to build the sweeping approach fran the river

he included in his original caripetition plans 84 And General Collis

in the spring of 1895 cama up with master plan of his own for

laying out elegant boulevards leading to the nonurnent He also

recatinended the city acquisition of large piece of land to the

east of the tar to prevent any structures frau being erected in its

vicinity If the entire plan had been carried out it would have

involved the condemnation of vast tracts of land and total cost

of $518000.85

The city was not particularly interested in obligating hundreds of

tbousands of dollars for embellishing the area surrounding the taub
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Duncans proposed river approach and Collis plan were igIxred

The Department of Parks reneged on pledge it had made to rtove

the stables connected with the C1araont Inn However in the sumter

of 1896 the Departhent did agree to spend $120000 to install

plaza in front of and aroi the tanb and to landscape the area

frau 120th Street to the ncrthern terminus of Riverside Park In

order to sI the tatb off to its best advantage the Tirres anrxunced

The nonument will rot hidden in anywise sic by trees

or shrubs close to it.6

benches were installed in the area directly adjoining the tanb

since it already had granite bench built into its base for the

convenience of visitors

Duncan ended up making fairly tidy sum on the overall project As

of spring of 1896 his 5% carmission on the cost of materials and

contracts came to the vast sum of $25588.24 Of this the architect

generously rebated $5000 to the Association as his contribution to

the project.87 The total cost of building the tarb and raising the

funds canrxt be exactly determined frbst sources put it at $600000.88

But as of the early part of 1897 $572154.70 had been let in contracts

If Duncans carniissions as of year earlier were added to this sum

along with the $17960.26 it cost to run the 1892 fund raising campaign

this alone would come to considerably nore than $600000 nore

reasonable figure would be at least $625000

By February 1896 the officers of The Grant Ibnument Association
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were able to accurately pr1ict that the tarb and surrounding grounds

would be ccznpleted in time for deltcatioh ceraiinies on the 75th

anniversary of Grants birth April 27 1897.89 By then construction

would have taken six years to cxiiplete At tfr.es there were as

many as 600 men working on the job and it was report that one

man had lost his life in the process 90 But Porter was proiæ of

the organizations track record under his stewardship It had

taken 17 years to cxiiplete Bunker Hill MDnument and 37 years to

oxnplete the Washington Ivbnlnnent after their cornerstones were

laid He did nuich better.9



CHAPTER XL DEDIC7TION OF IHE GRANT Nt4ENT

At the end of 1896 the Board of Estinate made $50000 appropriation

to defray any and all expenses connected with the dedication or

inaugural of the Grant IbnunEnt on April 27 1897 Fig 127.1

In February Mayor William Strong appointed over 300 gentleman

to the Grant Ibni.mnt Municipal Inaugural ccinnittee

the event.2 The grcxip was later referred to as the Municipal Grant

nltent Catmittee3 and included everyone who was anyone in New York

George Baker Chauncey Depew Charles Dana Abraham Hewitt Joseph

Pulitizer Theodore Roosevelt Henry Rothschild and many others

were all mairbers There re what seeid to be an endless nurrber

of subccxrrnittees including ones dealing with Expenditures Plan and

Scope Military Affairs Naval Affairs Decorations and Platforis

ftansportation Press Public Safety and Order Badges and Reception

April 27th was to be declared full holiday by the State of New York

and everyone referred to it as Grant Da It was generafly agreed

that the dedication cereinnies would be like second funeral and

that in many ways they would constitute Grants final canonization.4

But it was of course the Hero of Appcinattox that was being honored

primarily and not the ex-president The Timas predicted that the

dedication would be the nost inpressive display within manry.6

giant parade was to be the principal attraction and naval flotilla
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was to be deployed on the Hudson for added interest

Everyone ndered just when Grants remains u1d be rtoved fran the

Welve year old teiporary vault At the request of Fred Grant the

transfer was to be carried out in quiet and sinple manner so the

actual date of the nve was kept secret Duncan made arrangmants to

have licate coffin on hand in case the old or had deterioratedl.8

He also made an agreeient with boiler maker pranised to cxipletely

destroy the outer steel case that surround the coffin once Grants remains

were renved This was to prevent its falling into the hands of

souvenir hunters.9 On April 17th the transfer was made quickly and

quietly Fig 128 The tenorary vault was then

torn down on April 26th and in May the forrrer Chinese Minister Yang Yu

planted ginko tree on its site.11

The bricks fran the vault were all placed under guard and then hauled

down to City Hall where they were deposited in an old basemant jail

cell for safekeeping The Mayor intended to distribute them as

souvenirs to all public schools G.A.R posts and veteran organizations

in the greater Nz York area fly were each to be given label with

facsimile of his signature on it-2 At least of the unlabeled

bricks found their way into the hands of the Grant family On

March 26 1903 they deposited them with the Smithsonian Institution
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and in 1979 the Smithsonian transferred the bricks to the aDllections

of the General Grant National Matorial Fig 129 13 They were made

by Ingbam and Sons Wortley Leeds England Each has single white

enan1 face and they were thviously used to line the tenporary vault

Another of the bricks was recently acxjuired by the National Park

Service It is identical to the other two bit is boxed and bears

printed identifying label with facsimile of Mayor Strong

signature 14 Evidently this is one of the bricks that the Mayor

planned to distribute

flre were thousand and one last minute details to attend to up

at Grant Lttb flock of sparrows long ensconsed in the

rotunda dane had to be cleared and the marble polishers were

busily at work cleaning the interior Unfortunately they were

sealed behind the great bronze doors one day when the lock jarrnd5

Cutside just to the north of the tart the Daughters of the Anerican

Revolution were in the process of erecting an enornous wooden flagpole

that was two feet in dianeter and 150 high It was neant to display

the largest flag ever flown fran pole giant measuring 35 50 16

In front of the tath and to either side John Brady was constructing

the official grandstands and tenporary triuthal arch to span the

eastern branch of Riverside Drive all for hefty $20250.0O.17

Stretching down Riverside Drive arid Broadway all the way to 59th Street
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church groups clubs and entrepeneurs were erecting bleechers of

their own The sweet small of pine boards filled the air with

the pounding of haxmer and the shouts of barkers who were trying

to sell seats to the hundreds of thousands who milled about the

area in the days before the dedication.18 seats ranged in price

anywhere fran $1 to $10 and boxes were $20 to $50 People recalled

that at Grant funeral bleechers were also built and that the

asking prices began in the $2 to $5 before pliimting to 50.19

History repeated itself in that just too many seats were built and

they were just too epensive Prices ultimately ended up falling to

25 and 50 and many seats went unsold.2

Vendors or fakirs as they were called prowled up and down Riverside

Drive hawking everything imaginable Their wares included supposed

chips of marble fran the tomb buttons badges Fig 130 souvenir

that programs that rivaled the official ones Fig 131 and other items

relating to the tomb Grant and the Civil War.21 Departirent stores

were nobbed and many such as Bloaningdale were selling wide

variety of Grant souvenirs.22 The krerican Numismatic Society issued

special madal Struck by Tiffany and Ccnpany it had profile of

Grant on one side and representation of the tarb on the other It

was available in bronze at $2.50 and special gold version was

produced for presentation to Irace Porter.23
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The city was full of exciteltent Crcs congregated in and

around Grand Central Terminal to watch the various dignitaries

arrive The 1xtel rapidly filled up arid it became as difficult

to obtain room as it had been nine years earlier during the

Blizzard of 1888 Locals were aimised by the soldiers who good

naturedly wandered over the lawns in Central Park totally unaware

that it was against the rules They also looked after the young boys

in uniform who had little too much to drink One pair in- this

predicanEnt were lifted off acurb in the Bcery and loaded into

cab by good samaritan and sent back to their baadqiarters Large

nirbers of pickpockets and other criminals attelupted to sneak into

tcMn with everyone else So the police departhent was forced to post

officers at all points of entry to arest suspicious looking people

as they stepped off the trains and ferries These were stmurily

incarcerated until after the dedication was over.24

Unfortunately the weather on the 27th turned out to be terrible

Beginning the previous evening terrible northwest wind began to blcw

During the day it reached grueling 57 miles per hour and brought with

freezing tenperatures and great clouds of dust and dirt It minimized

the crcwds to certain extent especially along Riverside Drive which

was and continues to be generally colder than any other area in

Manhattan because of its elevated and exposed position on the banks

of the Hudson.25
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Back in March Porter and Duncan agreed that the decorations for

the dedication would be funerary rather than gay and so

grandstands surrounding the tath ware ornannted with purple and

black bunting.26 The high winds ripped rruch of this to shreds

The canopies that ware to shelter the President speaking and

reviewing stands ware totally blown away and at one point there was

great concern that the V.I.P luncheon tent behind the tomb might

be blown away too It was not and the great sheaves of cypress

leaves secured to the columns of the portico by purple siJc sashes

and 100 zen .Anrican Beauty roses ornanenting the speaker stand

all admirably braved the winds too.27

Probably nDst disappointed of all by the waatler was pIKtographer

William Ek1dy W1X had the novel idea of catching the cerenonies

in series of aerial views that end he stationed lien on either

bank of the Hudson Rivers with dozens of gigantic kites fitted with

caneras He and his assistants sent kite after kite into the air

but each was either torn to shreds had its ropes snapped or was

siaply forced crashing to the ground total of 18 ware lost on

the New York side and 16 over in New Jersey.28

The land parade began at 930 arid proceeded fran Madison Square

still the heart of the City up Madison Aveni to 55th Street and

then across to Fifth Avente Mrs Grant and her party joined the
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procession at 31st Street The parade would have ordinarily

proceeded directly up Fifth Avenue fran the Square but that

fashionable thoroughfare had been torn up to allow for construction

of sate kind Fran Fifth Avenue and 55th Street the parade

proceeded to 59th Street then across to Broadway or the Boulevard

as it was called Fran Broadway it went north to 72nd Street then

across to Riverside Drive and up to the Tctrb Ilte procession was

to pass the Grant nl.rent on the west circle around north of it and

pass it second tine on the east Fig 132 before heading via

119th Street for the termination point at Broadway and 117th Street

Same 50000-55000 marchers participated approxintel the sane

nuirber that had taken part in the fureral procession alnost twelve

years earlier 1nd the weather notwithstanding as at the fureral

million spectators looked on.29

The crowds that rode north to the tcith broke all records on the

elevated railway lines The trains were jantied up back to back

and sate passengers found they were able to make better tiie by

getting off the trains and hiking along the side of the tracks.3

At the tanb site stout wooden rails had been set along the crown

of Riverside Park to prevent people from being pushed down the

hill.31 Sate of the nore amrbitious spectators climbed up on top

of walls Fig 133 or into trees in order to get good view of

the proceedings Fig 134 Many of then tossed fruit sandwiches

and other edibles to the marchers as they passed
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President who was staying at the Windsor Hotel left for

Riverside Drive at 1000 A.M After his arrival the official

ceritnies began At noon the praninent guests retired to the

tent behind the tarb for lunch parade arrived at the site

at 1240 and was kept waiting for 20 minutes until McKinley

finished eating Then at 100 P.M he took up his place on the

reviewing stand and the procession nrved forward Figs 135 and 136

Mrs Grant was at the Presidents side and began to weep when

band passed by playing MesteFidelis marchers oontind to

file by until 700 .M ttKin1ey left sel1 before that and was

wisked away by launch on the Thx1scr river was filled with

foreign and darestic warships at ancher that stretched fran 72nd Street

up to 140th Street.33

Because of the crcwds the tcinb was not opened to the general

public on Grant Day though of ocurse the dignitaries visited

it Duncan requested heavy ixlice presence at the site during the

days folladng the dedication since he wanted to make sure there

would be no tragedies such as the one that took place on the Brooklyn

Bridge one week after it was opened on May 31 1883 The bridge had

been so crcMded that panic broke out in which twelve people were

trampled to death and soores were injured Sare 10000 to 15000

pilgrims did visit the tath on pril 28th and the visitation figures
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for the next few weeks were equally iiressive The grandstands

and the triimphal arch were left in place until norial Day but

the speculatively built bleechers were reuoved iiniediately.34

The ton site was praised as being superior to that of Napoleon

Hadrian or Theoderoic rnausoleis The building itself was

described as

rarkab1y white and marble-liie in aearance and in

the clear atuosphere of sunny New York day is readily

mistaken for the latter stcne 35

Duncan careful attention to the purity of the buiixling stone had

paid off Elsewhere this DazZling white effect was described as

product of the direct inflnence of the fanous white City the

Anerican Renaissance daninated rld Colithian Exposition of 1893

at chicago36

Aside fran observations on its chrcinÆtic quality the finished .tarb

cannot be said to have been as caplete critical success as it was

an eirotional one periodical observed

Perhaps no edifice has ever been erected in the City of

New York that has apea1ed so strongly and so generally to

popular interest and syipathy as the Grant bnjment It is

to be our one great irenorial of the struggle for union
nonunent not only to the forelTost of our generals but to

the cause of liberty and union and in sense to all who

fought and died for that sentiment

It considered the facade to be inosing well proportioned and
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dignified but declared the side elevations to be lacking in

interest and the upper portion to be out of scale with the massive

square base 11 interior was thought to be quite woixerful.3

The Ekglish journal The Builder noted that ttj proportions are

not altogether happy on the exterior of the stncture and that

it sorely needed sculpthral adornmsnt to unify its severe geczietic

forms

As building the tarb is large enough and irrportant enough
to serve its purpose satisfactorily b.it it fails of ccxr1ete

sucss as work of art because its designer was unable

to avail himself of the lavish decorations the Bcns on

whose tarbs he was irodeled his cin would have eirployed..

notif of the interior it thserved was inspired by Les Invalides

but it lacked the grand effect of the latter principally because of the

use of plaster rather than masonry vaults Iver The Builder

had to concede that

nore elaborate nonurent could have been erected but

without that liberal state aid which no country in the

world save France kncs hc to advance it is difficult

to see hcM nore inposing one could have been built. .it

is entitled to rank anong the nost notable nonuirents in

Airerica...38

America prceinent architectural critic bntgomery Schuyler was

generally nore enthusiastic

There was no question anong those who saw the designs sthnitted

for the Grant Ivbnuirent that the accepted design was by far

the best of them the only one in fact that could be seriously

considered The others sre either unduly wild or unduly tame

He found only one akness in the exterior design the baldness
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of the drum of the dune He also felt as did The Builder that

the interior

the plaster work is not worthy of what is belc it
The figures of the pendentives look huddled ath awkward

and the whole effect of the ceiling is to cheapen what
is berath

But he endorsed the overall effect and had the distinction of being

the only one to identify the Mausoleus of Halicarnassus as one of

Duncans principle sources of design.39

only truly sad note connected with the dedication cerenony was

that JaITOS Reed dedicated Secretary of The Grant lvbntunent

Association for five years died just few days before the event

and was buried on April 26th.4



QJAP XII ThE YEN FOILGING ThE ENING
GR2 NP

Grant Day General Horace Porter officially tuzned the

Grant Mxiun.nt over to the City of York and its Mayor.1

Actually the cerenony was aily syntolic The Grant Mnunent

Association retained title to the building and was respcisible

for its ireintenance and day to day operation But under

cooperating agreenent the ôity was to provide the Association

with the necessary funds to carry out is mission The authorizing

legislation for this a.rrangene.nt was passed by the state and

entitled An Act to Autherized the Board of Caiinissioners of the

Departrint of Public Parks of the City of New York to Eiter into

Contract with the Grant i.mtAssociation for the Care and

Preservation of the Izrb of General crant at Riverside Park

The contract took effect on Noventei 1897 and allced the Grant

Mnint Association $7000 per annum It was rered in 1908 for

21 year period and again in 1934 for another 21 years always the

rate of $7 000 per annum.2 Eiring the 1950s however nore

than $7000 was appropriated by the city each year since the

Associations expenditures had naturally gone up over period of

half century And even tiough the 1934 contract expired in 1955

the city continued to finance the Grant Mnment Association until

it turned Grants Tarb over to the NatiaiÆl Park Service in 1959

when the Tcxrb opened to the public in 1897 The Grant nimnt
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Pssociaticri retained the forner superintendent of construction

George Burriside as curator of Grants lthb neaning that he

was the man who greeted the public supervised the janitors and

generally represented the Association on the site Burnside and

his assistants wore Civil War-like uniforirs supplied by Brooks

Brothers and ornanented by epulets bearing tie initials

for Grant rnunent zssociaticn.4

In accordance with his original design for the tath Duncan had

installed two spiral staircases in the southeast and sout1st

piers of the building to permit visitor access to the drum of

the dare The handrails of the ircn stairs were supported by

decorative cast-iron swords and quarter dare skylights were set

the stairwells to provide light.5 Unfortunately even before

the tuib was opened to the public Duncan changed his mind and

expressed concern about allowing visitors to climb these stairs

there is no gain by admitting the public to the gallery
and large risk involved by the long spiral flights

The galleries were as it turned out permanently closed to the public

In the sane letter however he implied that visitors were routinely

admitted to the crypt George Burrisides son George Burnside

claimed years later that the public had never been allowed anywhere

but on the main floor and he would appear to have been in error.6
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During the eight nonths or so that the tarb was open to the

pt1ic in 1897 an estimated 560000 visitors passed through

the doors of the nn.itent.7 The rules re very strict

gentlemen were required to renove their hats and no lot1

talking was permitted twenty four bour day police guard

was stationed at tie nonunent ore man being placed inside the

structure and another on tie outside

Fran the very beginning Sunday was the biggest visiting day at

the tanb Flocks of Yorkers and tourists fran out of town

made their way to the urcer reaches of Riverside Drive to admire

Duncan enorirous structure Sate cane on foot but nost either

rode bicycles took the elevated railways one of the borse drawn

stages or cane by excursion boat and docked at 129th Street

Maxthattanville Figs 137 138 and 139 During the early years

after the tanb opened tie visitation remained heavy around 500000

people per year And these large figures were totaling up it must

be recalled at tine when the population of the country was xrn.ich

na11er than it is today In 1906 visitation peaked at 587484

Witbout doubt the structure was ore of the major tourist attractions

in tie city and one of the best known buildings nationwide

Although substantial ntmber of institutional structures were
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erected within few blocks of Grants 1tt in tie 1890s the area

iniidiate1y adjoining the tarb remained quite barren for sate tine

Fig 140 As apartment buildings began to fill the area aro
the tine of the First World War The Grant nment Association

began to see saie reverses in their fortunes and those of the

tctrb As itentioned above visitation peaked in 1906 and began

to gradually decline thereafter the obvious cause for this trend

was that those Americans who had actually fought in the Civil War

or who had relatives sxth as brother or father or uncle who did

were slcæydying off Younger generations of Americans had

no iimediate first hand experience of living with General Grant

as national figure and the Civil War itself was fast becaning

satething encountered in history books alone Fewer people were

thus inspired to seek out the former cczimander final resting place

Either George Burnside or one of his assistants was to note in

the tath attendance book for 1917 that even on Sundays attendance

was beginning to taper off He attributed the decline to the public

fondness for Boat excursions low price music and dancing.-0

Police protection soon becane problem The old 1enty-four hour

day guard had been witI-rawn and General Horace Porter still

president of the Association caiplained that in the warm weather

ncaiths people were gathering on the front steps at night and lying

down He also noted An unruly class satetines enter who refuse
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to remove their hats insist upon smoking their cigars and using

offensive language Children were also caught at night zipping

back and forth across the platform at the top of the steps on

roller skates and were kncn to draw charcoal figures on the

granite And finally there were the relic hunters who chipped

away pieces of the building for souvenir Periodically the

ca1aints of The Grant Mnurrent Association were heard and

poljceTren would be stationed at the tarb but it was losing

battle And by World War II the building was only checked

periodically during policemans rounds as it is today

CaTrnorative cerronies were held at the toirb both on Grants

Birtlay and on torial Day frcn the very beginning The U.S

Grant Post 327 of the Grand Army of the Republic State of New

York was in charge ofmost of the programs for years and only

gave way to the Sons of Union Veterans in 1929.12 The Veterans

of Foreign Wars favored the tarb with their ercises fran tine to

tine and to this day the army and various Civil War groups hold

cerEtonies on the site each April 27

In the early years there were few physical changes in and about the

tarb The earliest photographs of the building shaz that wooden
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stomn door had been installed by Duncan aijiost imTediately3

Inside the bzo reliquaries in the nortIst and northeast piers

were at first left ipty14 Shortly thereafter collection of

Civil War battle flags were placed on display in both roa inside

iiipressive bronze and glass airtiglit cases15 Mrs Grant passed

away in Washington D.C on Decenter 14 1902 and she was interred

in her sarcophagi on Deceirber 20.16 .7fter her death Col Fred Grant

carried out an old family plan and turned over to Grant 11IEnt

2ssdciation positively enornous nrIDer of get well and carmanxrative

letters scrolls and testinaia1s that the Grants had received

during the Generals illness and iniidiately foUaiing his death

The collection contained over 3000 itema and the nost iiipressive

were hung on the walls of the reliquary roans7

Because of the large crcds that visited the tath in 1909-1910

the city erected permanent rest roan facility directly to the

west of the building as replacenent for wooden strncture that

appears in photographs at least as early as 1900 Fig 141 It

was handsare little building designed to stylistically match the

Grant MDn1.ment It was the work of the Departhent of Parks architect

Theodore Videto and cost $45000 Built of Cleireford granite

its doric cohurned terrace was visible at street level lb either

side were staircases that descended be1c grade to the rest roans8
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In the early part of 1913 the Louis Ccznfort Tiffany studios were

ccinnissioned to install set of nine purple stained glass windows

in the lower portion of the rotunda They were to replace the

clear glass windows with their purple silk shades that had

initially been placed in the nonunent 2pparently by that tine

the shades were becaning rather ragged The other six windcws

in the lower portion of the tatb rie of which were visible fran

the rotunda were not included in this $975.00 project
19

installaticui was caipleted by February and evexyxke was very

pleased by the new effect General Porter noted that the purple

glass

.produced light effect vastly superior to the purple
silk curtains which had foxirerly been in use to produce

prer tone of color in the nzrID. 20

The only other changes nede in these early years included the

construction of small wooden shelter or office in 1915 just

to the right of the entranceway as one entered This was

necesitated by the freezing tenperatuxes inside the tarb during

the winter which were adversely effecting George Burnside and

his assistants.23 few years later in 1923 Grants Tarb finally

caught up with the 20th Century when its gas jets were capped and it

was wired for electricity.24 And in 1927 theplaza iimediately

surrounding the tath was repaved by the city This was done because
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poor drainage fran the original plaza had caused t1 structure

to settle as rm.h as at its soutkst corner by 1925 PIe

Association feared that if the situation re allowed to go

uncorrected tIe entire building might in tine collapse.25

The possibility of carrying out nore of tIe sculptural

ornanentation Duncan had originally intended for the noniiient

was much discussed over the years possibly because of tIe

lack of it had been criticized in sate quarters Various

solutions were proposed as to to proceed bit the architect

hijtself regularly changed his mind in regard to what was required

and the Association never seened to have enough noney or willpower

to do anything

Duncan recalled towards the end of 1925 that his original caetition

design for the nni.ment included group of statuary actually

quadriga on the suirnit of the biilding bit the reduction in

size of the nDnunent necessitated by cost reduced the scale so

that it would prohibit using group and the only finial possible

would be single figure that of peace 26 It seems that Duncan

himself attempted to secure furing for this figure in 1897 just

before tie tomb was carleted fran tie Municipal Art Association now

known as the Municipal Art soc ty27 Apparently everyone was confident
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that the crning figure would be supplied shortly after the

dedication It was drawn in on the cover of the program for the

dedication cery and General Porter made reference to it i.n

his speech on that day8

Still later in 1928 Duncan c1aiied that the crning figure

was to have been Victory rather than figure of Peace

He went on to say

This qtEstion was brought up Several tines with General Porter
and the Camittee of about the year 1900 but eventually it

was decided that it would be less liable to arouse criticism

if bronze pine cone similar to the one fornerly on top
of the Pantheon at 1te and which is nz in the Vatican

Gardens Fig 142 were used instead but all propositions

were finally abandoned.29

Thus figures of Peace Victory arid even giant pine cone

had been proposed to cap the nuiiment In regard to the last

suggestion it is interesting to note that Julius Schweinfurths

caipetition design for Grants Itirb submitted in 1889 the design

that so resrbled Duncans was crcwned by pine cone Perhaps

Duncan found sate inspiration there In any event he seenEd to

like the idea enough to have produced drawing lost shing

the pine cone in place at the apex of the tcztb.3

In reply to an iruiry fran General Potter in 3912 Duncan suggested

that the nost essential ornannt that the tanb needed was not

satething for the cap but an equestrian statue of Grant for the

front steps Next in inportance he recanrended the placing of .four

non-portrait equestrian guardian figures. .over the four central

coluns of the entrance.31 This too was change since his
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original design proposal had called for equestrian portraits of

four of Genera Grants canrades in arne over the portico and

not sxrp1y four abstract guardian figures

The Association did nothing about this particular recamendation

The subject of statuary again cane in 1919 when Duncan was

elected Vice President of the organization.32 The architect

went to the trcthle of getting in touch with frssey Rhind

who gave him prices for statue of Victory an equestrian

Grant and four subsidiary equestrian figures.33 4gain nothing

cane of this In 1921 the Secretary of the Association was

instrxted to look into having figure of Peace made for the

apex of the Tatt Nothing was done.34 Ien in 1925 the subject

was raised yet again. Duncan nc tbought that it would be iw.re

inportant to place the four equestrian figures over the portico

than to set the equestrian figure 9f Grant on the front steps

because the equestrian statues were necessary to caiplete the

design whereas the portrait statue of General Grant .is really

no part of the structure and could be placed there at any tine 35

Tkinas tnny Secretary of the Association then sent out letters of

inquiry to the various trustees to determine what they thought the

possibility was of raising $125000 to supply the fouiz equestrian

figures for the portico and figure for the crain of the pyramid.36

The general reply must not have been terribly encouraging since the

matter was dropped
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In early 1928 the matter was still under discussiou rch 13

Duncan wrote to General Harbord President of the association

that he had spoken to number of sculptors about the possibility

of their doing vrk for the nonunent D.C French and J.M Rhind

anong th but that they were all too expensive Therefore he

was going to ask prices of one 1len Newman.37 It seema

hever that Duncan was praroting Newmans career since he only

wrote to Rhind week after telling Haxbord hcw high his prices

were38 Newman was willing to execute the four equestrian guardian

statues for $ll2OOO Harbord looked into the possibility

of having the statues cast fran malted civil war cannons but

he was told there were sizr1y not enough around for the purpose.4

Duncans final camEnt cii the mattet was delivered in Ppril when

he advised against placing pedestrian statues over the portico

as oçosed to uestrian and that if there were not enough noney

available to do the four then the Association should place the

uestrian Grant on the steps of the nontmnt and execute three

wall plaques in bas-relief for the panels above the colonades on

the east north and west sides of the nonumant.41 In suni the

architect continued to change his mind on the subject of statuary

each tiiie he was asked

real possibility that scnething might actually be done to
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thellish the tath arose when William Iine1ander Stewart took

an interest in the matter Stewart had led an earlier and very

successful drive in March 1918 to raise the naiey necessary to place

statuary a-i the Washington Arch in Greenwich Village At the annual

flEeting of 1927 Stewart urged the nrbers of The Grant bnuITent

sscciation on to action.42 After asking around William Maad

of the fanus firm of MKim Iad and White reccimnded that

Stewart hire John Russell Pope 4/24/74 to 8/27/37 as architect

in order to undertake the difficult task of caipleting and enriching

43
the tcnb Duncan was presumably getting too old for the jcb

Pope was of course the distinguished designer of the Jefferson

roria1 in Washington anaig other fanous structures He had

also designed Irple of the Scottish Rite for the masons in the

sal-re city building was inspired by the Lxrb of Halicarnassus just

as the Grant Munent had been In April and May 1928 Stewart

and Pope engaged in an extensive correspondence concerning Grants

Tczrb And finally Pope recamEnded to Stewart that sate landscape

work would be required in addition to sculpture if the project was

to be real success.44

At the sane tire Pope put Stewart in contact with sculptor Paul

Manship 12/24/84 to 1/30/66 to get his advice on the project

Manship examined set of blueprints Duncan had prepared around the

turn-of-the-century and the sculptor essentially recciniended that

the architects original decorative schema be executed at cost
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of $250000 to $300000 This was to include bronze basreliefs

in the panels above the colonades on the east north and west

facades Nanship felt that flying figures would be ntst appropriate

in these spots and that they might represent the triuirph of Genius

or Fane or such qualities as Courage Preserverance Righteousness

tc He thought that figure of Victory approxiirately 10

high u1d be best for crning notif And he recarnended the use

of equestrian figures tripcxs and other ornanents in accordance

with Duncans drawings The only departure fran the architects

original plans that he proposed was to place an equestrian statue

of Grant on the plaza in front of the tarb rather than on the landing

in the front steps Stewart had apparently already discussed this

point with the sculptor.45

After spending ccrsiderab1e antunt of the studying the tcffth

John Thissell Pope drew up set of rxxmendaticxs on Decenter 1928

and then made an oral presentaticai of them before Special eting

of the Board of Thustees on Deceirber 10 1928.46 Pope had evidently

had John Duncans full cooperation since Duncan had placed at his

disposal the original drawings for the project and in Popes on

words he was eager to keep Mr Duncan happy pope disliked

the exposed nature of the tart the way it aixst seemad to shoot

up into the air Therefore one of his primary recamendations

was to provide the nnurrent with nore substantial footing This
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could be achieved by ringing it with waflways and retaining walls

on tvo levels In addition he suggested that large trees be

planted around the building to provide transition beIieen the

structure and its surroundings This was of course totally

at odds with the original plan for the site which ained at

avoiding any dense planning in the area so that the tath might

be shcn to its best advantage.48 And again in 1912 when the

Japanese govxrirrent offered sm cherry trees to the City of

Ne York Porter and Duncan had advised against their being

planted anywhere near the tarb least they obscure the structure.49

In terms of ornanent Pope said

The handling of the sculpture necessary to catplete the

picture is caiparatively sinpie matter The sound

principle that one main sculptural nDtif should ccxmiand

rather than that several equally inportant intifs should

catpete anrig thelves for attention is the basis of

the suggestion submitted

He therefore rejected Manship advice that the Association

carry out Duncans original sculptural program Instead he proposed

that an equestrian statue of Grant be placed on the plaza and

that this serve as the ensenbie one main sculptural iwtif He

then cane up with novel idea of building an ornanental pedinent

over the portico in lieu of the four equestrian statues Duncan

intended to place there He himself would design it For the

three panels on the east north and west facades he proposed grey
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marble plaques with inscriptions and sane architectural sculpture

This- sane stone would be for pair of candelabra that would flank

the front steps And finally the granite cap on top of the stepped

pyramid that was intended to serve as base for piece of statuary

was to be renoved The total cost of this project was to be in the

area of $400000.50

Otto Egge.rs of J.R Popes shop executed set of what xmist have

been presentation drawings prepared for examination by the Grant

nunent Association in 1928 Figs 143 144 145 and 146 These

drawings shcM that it was prthably very fortunate that Popes plans

never cane to fruition The sculptural pedinent Pope proposed would

have been an absolute disaster unnecessary and out of scale The

acilition of the long awaited uestrian statte in front of the building

was good idea but the selection of Paul Manship as the sculptor

was again less than inspired The nrxlel for the piece which Manship

was ultimte1y to produce was interesting but in striking art deco

style.52 If it had been executed in full scale and placed in front

of the nonunent it would have been hopelessly out of keeping with

Duncan structure In fact all of Pope proposed enbellishnents

dn to and inclnding the two candelabra he recarnended for either

side of the steps would have resulted in nodernization of the tanb

rather than its ccpletion

In the early part of February 1929 fund raising canpaign was inaugurated

for the carpletion of Grant in accordance with the plans of
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John Pope.53 The project received favorable reception especially

since the Ltzrb had been open to the criticism of possessing too

cuTbrous and gloctny an effect .54 and was regarded by nost people

as good deal of an aesthetic eyesore.55 In order to handle the

fund raising campaign the Associaticzi set up special office in

the Chairber of Camerce building where it had been given free space

The office was placed in charge of one Tiunas Hotchkiss who in

the crse of his career had helped to cciipile information for the

rcorninantal Stckes Iconography of Manhattan Island Stationary for

the Special Comnittee to Canpiete the nunent was printed up and

of course William Stewart was in overall charge of the effort

He was to caplain that the other trustees ware not pulling their

weight in the campaign Contributions ware not cxzning in at the

anticipated rate and many uexrbers of the Association were riot only

failing to solicit contributions bet neglected to give thenelves.56

By June $106375 was in the Associations hands sun considered

disappointing.57 Nevertheless its relTbers ware determined to go

ahead with the project largely because of the unflagging support

and enthusiasm of William Rhindlander Stewart He convinced the

Association to sign the necessary contracts to get the rk underway

and he announced that he uld personally guarantee paynent if the

necessary funds ware not forthcaning fran other sources Therefore
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contract for $35 000 was signed with John Russell Pope on

June11 1929.58 lfl sin represented the then standard 10%

architects fee on what was then estimated to be $350000 project

fees had gone up since Duncan day second tract in the

amDunt of $75000 was drawn up on the sane day for Paul Manship

signature bet there is sone question as to whether or not the

Association signed it.59 The contract specified that Manship

was to produce an equestrian statue with secondary smbo1ica1

figure in direct connection with the equestrian figure The wiole

was to be 14 feet high and Manship estimated it uld take three

years to execute.6 Just before leaving for European trip

Manship stated that the catinission required severe and tranguil

type of figure not the Grant in full novent or action but the

Grant of the last review. He also suggested that perhips two

rather than one supporting figures would be ntst appropriate.61

This was the formula suggested by Otto Eggers in his drawing of

the proposed eqtstrian satue Fig 146

Fran what seeni like rather pranising beginnings the novenent to

catplete the rtDnlnt tuubled into total disarray The primary cause

of this was the crash of the New York Stock Market in Octcber 1929

This put quick end to the fund raising effort nurber of people

had trouble fulfilling the pledges they had made earlier in the year

and certainly no new pledges ware caith-ig in In pddition to the crash
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William Rhirlander Stewart the u1d-be guarantor of the contracts

with Pope and Manship died on Septnber Duncan fol1ced soon

after on Octcber 18.62 For at least year or so the Association

still maintaird plans to go ahead with the entire project Progress

reports on the planning end of the project contind to be recaived

at least through the fall of 1930.63 But scinetine shortly thereafter

it nuist have been clear to everyone that they could it go on At

the annual rreeting in 1932 it was anrunced that in all $122515.76

had been taken in during the fund raising canpaign.64 tJ sum

approxintely half had been spent on expenses conrcted with the

Association office architectural fees and Paul Manship contract

Of what was left no.ich of the noney was invested in stocks and

bonds the market value of which was substantially below what had

been paid for them The contracts with Pope and Manship ware

therefore suspended.65 The following year the Association

u1ete1y closed down the off ice it had cçerd at the outset of

the fund raising canpaign.66

Stocks and bonds ware not the only things that ware down Visitation

at the Tarb p1irmeted to levels rver before experiered essentially

because people no longer had the nory to travel for leisure In 1933

only 95584 people walked through the door.67 Paso vandalin as
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oosed to childhood mischief became problem In 1932 two

glass doors ware broken and the polioeiin sentry box was

destroyed IDy
arson.68 During that swmr the first case of

graffiti at the tcnb was reported men took red paint and on

the night of August 27 and teared the following on the side of

the building

good but starve
The order of the day
Is Prey on others

Or becxine prey

The event was considered sufficiently unusual even shocking for

it to have been picked up in nost of the major dailies Fig 147

zii surprisingly the perpetrator was caught His name was Louis Gangi

and he was an unenployed painter was caught up in the Bronx

while painting another line or two of poetry on walkway at which

point he oonfessed to the Grants Itzxb caper He was sentenoed to

five days in jail 69 Times have changed



CHAPTER XIII REHABILITATION IN ThE lATER 1930s

The Grant bnunent Association old Special Catinittee for the

Catipletion of the MDnunent never disbanded and during the mid

and later 1930s the tarb was finally rehabilitated and newly

thellished tbough not precisely aloug the lines envisioned and

recrirrrended by John Russell Pope in 1928/1929 Sate of the wrk

was carmissioned directly by the Association But the vast majority

of it was carried out by the group in occperation with either the

Departmant of Parks the Works Progress klrninistration or both

The first projects began in DecEther 1935 and were undertaken by the

Departnent of Parks prcbably using WPA labor The marble flooring

in the center of the crypt broken and discolored for years was

taken up and relayed.1 The rest of the marble in the crypt was then

cleaned by hand with pumice and the ceilings were vacuiuted and cleaned

with steel vol Sate marble rk was repaired though it was not

specified just where and stained marble panels in the entranceways to

the trophy roans were switched with marble slabs fran less conspicuous

portions of the interior Electric cables that were strung in plain

site in 1923 were hidden away in the walls This srk ses to have

taken close to year and tcwards the end of 1936 the Associations

secretary inquired whether or not Park Carinissioner Robert bses uld

continue the ork by having the floors and wainscotting in the rotunda

attended to.2
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Mses apparently agreed to continue t1 project and using WPA labor

he had the remaining marble on the interior of the tath cleaned in the

simier of 1937 another iiortant project accxitplished that suimer

involved the replacenent of the roof and the repointing of all of

the upper masonry It is not clear whether there already were bout

pp roofs in place at this tine on the upper portion of the tar and

that these were replaced or whether bout up roofs were sinply added

at this tcie on top of the original roof surfaces In any event there

is evidence on both the upper and lar roofs today of built surfaces

with considerably higher profiles than those nc in place The total

cost for this work was $22500 Sate rew electric lighting was installed

inside of the taTb as was heating system designed to cut dzn on

condensation during the winter The press began to take notice of all

this activity in the fall.3

During 1938 and the early nonths of 1939 work on the interior arid exterior

of the taDb continued In January 1938 scaffolding was erected in the

rotunda to permit the cleaning of the plaster date arid arches with steel

wool It was decided that the curator booth that stood just to the

east of the doorway was unsightly and had to be rioved Yet the curator

still needed an office IE solution arrived at was to renove the

stairway fran the southeast corner of the building arid create

small office in there that could accanrodate the caretaker and provide

roan for the Association files The stairway was tlought to be

expendable since the public was not admitted to the upper gallery

anyway.4
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fl purple stained glass windows installed by Tiffany early in the

century were condEilned as being too gloany so they were too slated

for renoval minber of nnilticolored designs were considered as

was the possibility of catpletely changing the 1e.ding Fig 148

but in the end the Tiffany design was left in tact and only the lights

were replaced with amber glass fle cIxice of color was evidently

inspired by the fact that the trustees were told the sash at Les

Invalides were glazed with amber lights L1 Pittsburgh Plate Glass

Cczrpany was given $3750 contract in early 1939 for the job which

was only th incle the nine windows that admitted light to the rotunda

and the trarisan lights in the storm door.5 These windows were apparently

protected by outside sheets of glass similar to the plexiglass panels

today alt1ugh there is no way of telling when these sheets were

first installed.6 Sanples of the purple Tiffany glass were retained

and are nentioned by National Park Service officials in l959

Unfortunately btween then and now the sanples have disappeared

cjtation was also solicited fruit the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Ccxtpany

for installing amber glass in the ilve wind.ows of the gallery

estimate of $1500 was rendered but it is not clear whether or not

contract was awarded for the job.8

walls arid the dates in the twD reliquary roans were originally left

by Duncan in natural white plaster state with no applied finishes.9

By the early l930s the surfaces were probably quite dirty so the walls
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were painted grey and the domes blue When the rehabilitation

got underway in the mid and later 1930s the rooms were still dominated

by the large bronze and glass display cases filled with Civil War

battle flags and other nntos and their walls were covered with

sate of the testinonials the Grants deposited at the tomb in 1904

As early as 1935 the then President of the Association Herbert

Satterlee suggested that the rooms could be made nore attractive

if the testinonials were renrived fran the walls and replaced by

murals.1- In 1937 his recomtix1ation was adopted artists

brothers Lynn and William Dean Fausett were invited to ccnplete

with one another for the project written records survive to

state whether or rot the subject of the murals was specified but

it wuld seem likely that both artists were reqsted to design maps

featuring the battlefields of the Civi1 War and especially tbose

where Grant fought In June after designs had been sulxnitted the

Association awarded the carinission to Dean Fauzett 7/4/13 the

younger of ti-n t-2 In the fall the Association sent hin letter

defining the scope of the jcb

In the to northerly corners of Grants Tczr are

circular Trophy Rooms sic It is our intent to

ccmnission you to decorate the walls of both rooms

fran floor to cornice with suitable mural paintings
executed on canvas flse paintings are to include

frieze wall maps suitably lettered an ornamantal

classic clair board and an architectural dado Your

preliminary sketches have been tentatively accepted subject
to various revisions as to color and design

He was to receive $3000 for his ork.13 By the end of the year
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canvas with white lead was hung on the walls of the ts.o roans

for $300 following February Duncans original ornanental

plaster friezes that were set below the cornices in tso roans were

renoved at cost of $200 because they interfered with Fausett

design.14 Painting began in the spring and was largely canpieted

by fall As final touch the murals were varnished to protect thEn

fran the many visitors to the tarb and as further precaution bronze

railings were installed at the base of the maps to keep the visitors

at distance 15 In the east reliquary roan the area frau Florida

to I.brth Carolina was represented Figs 149 and 150 while the

mural in the west reliquary roan covered the region fran North Carolina

to Pennsylvania Figs 151 and 152 16 ri overall length of each

of the murals was 386 and they were 11 high basic color

of the maps was blonde but quiet flesh-airer aS was the dada

The frieze was in tones of grey The various battles of the Civil

War were marked on the maps with crossed sabers and those in which

played leading role were additionally enphasized with stars In

the ords of the artist

The full effect is one of calm dignity sinplicity and general

waxnth to caiplirrent the general coolness of the marble The
murals also make an effective yet sinpie background for the

flags which are the centers of interest in the roczris.17

.In 1937 set of swinging racks was installed for $1100 just to

the west of the entranceway to display the testisnia1s that forirerly

hung on the trophy roan walls nuther of artifacts fornerly housed
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with the flags inside the bronze cases ware also placed here arid

laip was installed overhead to facilitate visitors pursual of the

naterials.18 Bronze markers on oden bases ware then made up for

each of the flags in the trophy rocins and provided with black-lettered

vellun labels all of which ad9 touch of elegance to the

eibits.l9 And handsae brass lecturn was added to the tath

interior furnishings.2 Herbert Satterlee also rearruErided in 1935

that bronze busts be placed in the niches of the tarbs crypt -arid

he offered to take the ntter up with officials of the PA.21 The

possibilitywas raised fran tine to tine over the next years22

and finally in 1938 sonething was dóre ahut it High military

authorities suggested the iris tallation of busts of Generals

William Sherman Philip Sheridan George Thanas

Janes MacPherson and Edward Ord in the crypt They were chosen

as being those who were not closely associated with General Grant

victorious canpaigns By June 1938 Mr Piccxli of the Federal

Art Project had the project for the five busts underway even though

he did rt have explicit authorization fran The Grant bnuint Association

to proceed Apparently there were large nirbers of artists on

Piccoli staff all of whom had to be paid and kept busy Piccoli

initiated the project with the thought in mind that if the Association

decided rxt to go ahead with it he could always place the stats in

schools 24 The artists selected for the job were William Mies 8/28/77

arid Jeno Juszko 1880-1954 Both it seems were refugees fran the

Nazis.25 Mues was assigned the statue of Sherman and Sheridan while
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Juszko was given T1nas MacPiErson and 0th In the suinr plaster

nodels of these stats v1ere shipped up to the tarb and set in place

so that aU interested parties ai1d einine them and determine

whether or not they re suitable Fig 153 Both Grant

unt Association and the citys Art Cartnission sre requested

to give their approval The Association only financial obligation

would be to supply $350 for nterials and casting The .plaster nocels

re rroved in bvember 1938 and the finished bronzes xe presumably

supplied shortly thereafter Figs 154-158 26 The incised letters

spelling out the nanes of the various generals on the bases of the

busts re gilded nimber of years later although they sre

originally left in their natural bronze state.27

rk on the exterior of the building was just as airbiticis The tomb

was cleaned with chemical solvents and steam by Nicholson and Galloway

The same firm screened all of the openings on the colonade level

to prevent birds from nesting between the plaster dare and the

inner roof.28 John Russell Pope plans for enellishing the structure

with pediment marble plaqies and other details were largely abandoned

for lack of funds IIwever just as the rehabilitation project got

underway Yorks Old Post Office 1869-1875 in City Hall Park

was being denclished Fig 159 1\O of the eagles that decorated

the upper portion of the building were offered to the Association

Fig 160 They were accepted and at first were to be placed at

the southeast and southwest corners of the building paraphet
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Pedestals adorned with swags and Grants four stars vere to go on

the plinths at either side of the staircase pedestals xe

never excuted and the eagles ended up being placed where they were

to have gone.29

Pope earlier plan to enlarge the plaza surrouixling the tarb and to

relandscape the area was adopted in nost of its details by landscape

architect Gilnore Clarke and architect Anar bory III and became

the centerpiece of the exterior rehabilitation Fig 161 The idea

of installing two tiered walkways around the tarb was dropped Yet

there were sai interesting features added to the plan

parklaixl was increased by ten feet to both the east and west at

the expense of the two branches of Riverside Drive $51850 contract

was signed by the Association with the H.E Fletcher Co of st

Cbelmsford Massachusetts to supply the necessary granite for the

stairs and retaining walls.31 Chensford granite had been used

it will be recalled in the construction of the nearby rest roan

facility in 19091910 The Association also supplied $6 841.50

for new trees shrubs and sod for the area32 and new fence was

erected around the norial tree area to the north of the tart All

of the labor was supplied by the W.P.A Fig 162 Floodlights may

also have been installed on the upper part of the tb
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As early as 1921 Duncan had suggested that there ought to have been

flagpoles in front of the tanb.34 When the beilding was dedicated

there was single huge wooden pole to the north of the strtrture b.it

later on it was unclear as to just what kind of flagpole if any was

in the area In acrdance with Duncans suggestion two poles were

ordered as part of the rehabilitation project Contracts were let

to the Penn Brass and Braize brks and Errst Cappefle to supply the

bases and poles respectively for the ensembles.35 The flagpole to

the east of the tomb was dedicated to the neirory of Ibrace Porter

and Grant four star General flag was to fly fran it The flagpole

to the west was dedicated to the ittory of Col Fred Grant and the

Airerican flag was to fly there Both poles were apprriately marked

with brass plaques.36

Association also maintained high hcçe of securing an equestrian

statue of Grant for the plaza in front of the tarb The subject

was under disciussion in 1936 and 1938 and then the plaza was rebuilt

foundations to support the weight of such statue were laid belcM

grade 38 There are no indications that Paul Manship was cxrttacted

This was probably due to the fact that he would have expected to have

been paid the princely sum he originally bargained for alnost decade

earlier What the Association had in mind was getting WPA artist to

design the bronze so aU it would have to do would be to supply

funding for materials and casting as in the case of the five busts

for the crypt
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The PA agreed to help and sculptor named Finta was assigned to

the project His rk was disaster U.S Grant 3rd want to

examine it in the spring of 1939 and anncunced that the

.nodel is entirely unacceptable L1 figure seened to

ne-very stiff and exoept fran one view far frau good
likeness Aitbough Mr Finta intends it to be quiet and

thoughtful the iitression got was that it expressed
distress rx sadness.39

fl President of the Association Satterlee agreed with this

assessnent At that point Picocli of the WPA stated that both

Finta and Ms ild make further stx1ies for the project.7

Nothing imre was beard of Finta Over year later Satterlee

reported to U.S Grant 3rd that he and William Mather had

seen ae third size ncdel of the General on borseback
made by German sculptor naned Mnes whe made one sic of

the busts in the crypt It is very good but wa made sate

suggestions that think will make it better. 41

What is probably phetograph of this nodel is in the York

Public Library Fig 163 Mtes stati did not cate up again until

the sumter of 1941 when Satterlee again wrote to Grant telling him

that the W.P.A was eager to have the Association

.accept nodel made by Prof Ms the older German

sculptor think they want to get him off the WPA payroll..
naturally he does not want to get off .42

But in the end Mues design was not wall enough liked Writing to

Grant on the situation Satterlee stated

Of course wa can get Mues stat for the cost of the bronze

and casting and pedestal but no one seems to want statue of the

General made by German under the supervision of Russianl43
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Russian nand Soboiski had by this tilTe replaced Mr Piccoli as

head of the WPA artists project

Sate thought was given to having the stat of Grant by William Ordway

Partridge noved fran its site at the intersection of Bedford Aven

and Bergen Street in Brooklyn to the tatt site But U.S Grant 3rd

did rot like the 1896 stat very much and Brooklynites were enraged

by the Suggestion so it was abandoned at least texrorarily

Over the rxt enty years Iever Association took up the

possibility of relocating Partridges work tine after titie though

it was of course left in its original place.44

newspapers we..caied the rehabilitation project the New York Tines

renarking that the tomb had long been the target of aesthetic

criticiti.45 In January 1939 ncst of the PA laborers had largely

xitpleted their work and cerenony was held at the tath during

which they were given certificates of cantendation by the Association

Fig 164 formal rededication of the tomb attended by few

Civil War veterans anong others was then held on april 27 1939

Fig l65.46 The entire project had cost sane $300000 of which

The Grant Mnunent Association had supplied over $80 000 left over

fran the fund raising canpaign of 1929 The tomb looked fresher

inside and out than it had in years Figs 166 167 and 168



CHAPTER XIV ThE 1IOL PARK SERVICE AND

GENERAL GRP1T NATIQAL MDRIAL

The years follcMing the rehabilitation of the later 1930s were

rather uneventful During Wzrld War II sandbags were plied in front

of the trophy roae to serve in sate unfathaiiable way as protection

in case of an air raid Fig 169 Tarpulin covers were also throin

over the sarcophagi at night for the sane purpose Installed in 1942

these materials were renoved in Septeirber 1945.1 The only casualty

of the war was piece of Japanese eirbroidery which had been sent

to Grant family fran the people of Nagasaki as nrial after

the Generals death.2 It was on display in the swinging racks by

the deor and becane the subject of criticism fran visitors to

Grant Dirb Therefore it was ordered reucved in the early

part of 1944 along with an accatpanying pI-xtograph or two.3

In the years folla.iing the war the trustees of Grant nitent

Association becane uneasy about their long range ability to finance

and administer the tcznb At neeting of the Association held in

the spring of 1953 sareone suggested that it be turned over to

the Federal Governnent.4 The matter was a1lod to pass with no

decision being made one way or another It cane up again the follcMing

year during discussion in which the nerits of having either the

city state or federal governnent take over the structure were raised

consensus rerged that the tanb would be best off in the bands of

the federal governnent and special aunittee was appointed to look
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into the matter By the end of the year contact had been made with

the Departhent of the Interior and various neirbers of the Executive

Caiinittee decided to write to the president concerning the matter

There was soire opposition within the Association to tie uove as

at least or manber considered the potential transfer to be shirking

of responsibility.5

In early 1955 President Eisenhower private secretary wrote to the

Association telling it that sites similar to Grant Itith ware

ordinarily rn by cities and states and that be did not foresee federal

involvenent in its administration.6 Nor was there any warmth on the

part of the National Park Service towards the proposal.7

However the irenters of the Association ware influential enough to

press the matter with personal approaches to President Eisenhower

Their efforts ware successful delegation of Park Service officials

headed by George Palner visited the tonb on Octcber 26 1955.8

The results of this preliminary inspection ware recorded in Pa.ner

and Carlisle Crouch Historic- Site Survey Grant Nonunent New

York City Ne York dated February 20 1956 That reported included

thtnrbnail sketch of the Grant Mnunent history It remended

the structure be declared National Menorial but that the city

of New York be encouraged to continue appropriating funds for its

maintenance perhaps on matching basis with the National Park
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Service Another aspect of the report that had great significance

for the future caire in the staterrent

the Irnunent noa gives the definite inpression that it is

only tath There should be additional develcpttent to give
the visitor nore pointed feeling that this structure is

ninoria1

This sentinent was to be translated into official policy several years

later when the National Park Service formally took over the tanb And

it was to have nurrber of unfortunate and unforeseen results

As further indication of thinking within the Park Service Regional

Director tthin wrote to the Director in early March 1956 that the

Grant Mnrent probably could be transfoxnd fran tcth into

nEnorial

But relocation of and subordination of the sarcophagi axe

essential to acccitplish this.9

Although improving interpretive programs at the site uld undoubtedly

have been desirable Park Service officials ware quite evidently

considering drastic physical changes as well in order to prarote

their vision of its potential nenorial role

Evidently confident that the federal governnent suld indeed assime

responsibility for Grant Ltith The Grant Dnurrent Association had

tio pieces of legislation passed by the state in 1956 to facilitate
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the transfer Chapter 44 of the Laws of 1956 amended the charter

of the Association to permit the organization to donate Grants

Taib to the federal governitent In addition Chapter 263 of the

Laws of 1956 authorized the City of New York to transfer to the

government the property on which the ntnuint stood extending

to and including the granite retaining walls built in the 1930s.1

It was not however until the following year that the Presidents

Advisoxy Board on National Parks Historic Sites Buildings and

numents decided that

Grants Taib was of national inportance but that it was
nenorial rather than historic site or national itonunent
and that therefore it oonsiders the preservation of the
ttith matter for specific legislation by Congress 11

Shortly thereafter Representative Zelenko in whose district the

Grant bnunent lay introdtred HR 6274 on Mardi 21 1957 to authorize

the transfer of the Grant bnt.ment to the Department of the Interior

The resolution eventually became P.L 659 of the 85th Congress and

was finally signed by President Eisenlxwer on Ai.ust 1958 It

read as follows

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of Anerica in Congress assnbled That the
Secretary of the Interir is authorized and directed to accept
as gift to the United States title to the real property
known as Grant Tanb at Riverside Drive and West One Hundred
and I\enty-Second Street in New York New York and thereafter
to administer and maintain such real property as the General
Grant National MenDrial

Even before the President signed the bill The Grant MDnunent Association
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had signed quitclaizn deed in favor of the United States

goveriinton February 17 1958.2 The Association made sate

attempts to round up the President Mayor or Goverzr to be

present for an official cerenony transferring the uontment to

federal control but rxne of the parties sre interested in

making an appearance3 So very quietly without fanfare the

National Park Service assuned responsibility for the site on

May 1959 Interestingly erugh in 1885 Richard Greeter

nentioned that suggestions had been made that the plot where Grant

was interred sheuld be given to the national goverrinent to emphasize

the national importance of the General final resting piace.-4 It

took alnost 75 years but it finally happened

After the transfer the National Park Service sought out

General Ulysses Grant 3rd to ask his opinion of hai the governirent

might best administer his grandfathers final resting place

Grant had been present at Mt McGregor when his nanesake died and

he also attended the funeral the transfer of the Generals body

to the permanent tarb and the dedication of the Grant Mcnunent In

his an right he was an lirportant figure in conservation circles in

Washington D.C Grant wrote to the Park Service
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Grant nunnt Association has always resisted making
of the tarb any sort of general Civil War nuiseum and

agree that this would be inconsistent with the purpose
for which the Anerican public donated the funds to beild

it In other words hope the National Park Service

will adhere to the basic idea that this is the tQth of

General and Mrs Grant 15

In reply to this the then Regional Director DDbin stated

think can safely assure General Grant that the policy
of the National Park Service is and will continue to be
that the Grant Inorial has the sole purpose of cam.rrprating
his grandfather life and service to the Nation l6

Thus the purpose of the General Grant National Mrorial was well

established at fairly early date what this neant in practical

tern remained to be worked out

Dr Thanas Pitkin was placed in charge of research and developent

at Grant Tath while attached officially to the Statue of Liberty

National L.knunnt In letter written in June 1959 Pitkin took up

Palner train of thought frcm three years before in discussing

to orchestrate shift from the strixture being irere tcirb

to its beccming rrenorial.17 In vtiber Pitkin issued formal

report General Grant National Manorial Its History and Possible

Developnt There he reviewed the history of both Grants Itirb

and The Grant bnunent Association in sa detail and again took

up the question of shift of enphasis fran the nortuary to the

interpretive Pitkin rationale was that the National Park Service
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was

Charged with the administration of national n.itoria1 It
is not adlninisterin9 Grants Tarb but General Grant
National norial.1-

It is not entirely clear why Pitkin and so many others within the

Service apparently found the roies tart and national

rreiTorial so inccpatib1e But in practice their attitnde maant

things One interpretative programs exhibits in particular

re to be renovated and made rrcre inportant part of tbe visitors

experience the building itself was going to be made to

accciiiodate this new- activity to mderate the prevailing

atnDspIre of toith.19 Masses of brightly colored flags re

suggested for this purpose along with uu.rals The possible renovation

of the murals in the trophy roans was also recxinded.2

In regard to the exterior of the structure Pitkin suggested that

the missing oarponents of Pope master plan be carried out

Specifically that neant the erection of an equestrian stati on

the plaza in front of the tonb setting classical pediint over

the portico and shaving the high cap off the apex of the stepped

pyramid.21 These goals had contind to be listed in The Grant

nurnt Association Pnnual Reports throughout the 194 Os and

1950s Thus Pitkin in effect was inpleienting Association policy

He further recnmended general nodernization of the structure
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incli.1ing the installation of te1epIu arid an inproved

heating system As part of this ndernization he also endorsed

the rezrKwal of Duncans oden store doors Fig 170 and their

replacenent with nodern bronze revolving door An entrance

to the basenent storage area other than the marble trap door

to the st of the crypt was to be established and rest roan

facilities for the staff re to be sup1ied on the crypt level22

nunber of Pitkin suggestions ere adopted by managenent In

1961 Pitkin reported to The Grant Mnuient Association that

telephone had been installed new labels had been provided for the

lags in the reliquary roans the swinging panel exhibits had been

renatted and ner of other minor chores accalished He

estrted that the pedinent ou1d probably oost $250000 and

that it was therefore irrpractical to consider having it built

did however hold out hope that the eqistrian stattE for

the plaza might be executed with funds raised by the York

State Civil War Centennial Caiinittee.23

In fact having the eql.strian statt executed for the plaza in

front of the tanb had been on everyones mind since the tanb was

turned over to the government Park Service officials gave The

Grant bniirent Association permission to raise noney for the project
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as early as June 1959.24 Surprisingly enough Paul Manship was

aroached once again and asked if he su1d execute full scale

version of what was identified as nde1 he had prepared around

1937 while under contract with the Association Fig 171 25 The

estiiiates for the statt cane in at $100000 in 1959 and double

that sum years later.26 York State Civil War Centennial

axtinittee tried to raise ironey for the statue but by 1962 the group

had to admit that the project was going badly and that the necessary

ironey just did rit seem to be available.27

At the Grant frbnunQnt Asaciaticns annual neeting in 1962 Pitkin

began to actively push for another project the installation of murals

in the lunettes of the rotunda.28 He inc1ued this proposal in an

Interpretive Prospectus be wrote for the site in veniber Mast

of the other recormendations be made in his earlier General Grant

National Iorial Its History arid Possible Develcçüent re also

incinded in the piospectus along with new suggestion to inlay the

nanes of Grants major battles in brass on the floor of the crypt.29

In 1963 the Historic Anerican Buildings Survey recorded Grants i\xnb.3

Pitkin at the saire tijie continued to proirote his mural project He

presented historical evidence to The Grant Mnunerxt Association in

suort of his thesis that Duncan had intended to ornarrent the lunettes

with representations of Grant special victories.31 Unfortunately
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Pitkin does not seem to have been particularly familiar with

architectural vocabulary In Duncans original statTEnt which

he suIitted with his caupetition drawings in September 1890 he

wrote

The daie is supported ai the interior by pendentives These

would be capable of the highest ornamtation with figure

subjects fornd fran Marble 1bsaics

Pendentives and lunettes are two quite different architectural features

and Duncan said nothing at all about lunettes True to his

plans the architect did indeed have the pendentives of the rotunda

ornamented by Massey Rhind with the series of allegorical groups

representing Grants Birth Military Life Civilian Life and Daath

Pitkin only other source of infonnation on this subject was

letter fran George Burnside which stated General Porter and

Duncan had both told his father that the lunettes were to be used

for battle scenes which the General took part in Ne substantiating

evidence for this remark exists.33

Nevertheless Pitkin convinced the association and in early 1964

it transferred the bulk of its remaining funds $20000 to the

National Park Service to pay for two of the three nurals The

third was to be paid for by the Park Service itself.34 Al1 Cox

was awarded contract for the project on August 31 l964 Each

nural was to measure 18 They were ecuted by the Venetian

rt MDsaics Stixlio in the Bronx flE first of them representing
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Appanattox Fig 172 was installed on the north wall by April 1965

Others representing Vicksrg on the east wall Fig 173 and

Chattanooga on the west Fig 174 were installed by April 1966

They were all dedicated with appropriate cerenonies on Nay 26 1966

Cox felt that in order to be effective his principal figures had

to be at least seven feet high

In each lunette behind the principal action there is

vignetted bit of background related to and explaining
what we see in the front snapshet view of piece
of history as it might have looked fran fid point
in time and space is ruled out fran ti.e beginning.26

Cox rk cannot be called altogether successful His figures

are stiff tbe aitpositions dry and uninteresting The men in

carbat look like rows of toy soldiers The general feeling of the

nosaics is nodern arid not quite in keeping with the architecthre of

the tcznb Perhaps nost disturbing of all is their intense chranatic

range which clashes with general austerity of the interior

In 1965 Historic Structures Rort General Grant National norial

Part was written by I4uis Torres It contained no new information

and was sinply surrinary of material contained in Pitkin General

Grant National Menorial Its History and Possible Developtent

Master Plan also approved that year aitheugh drafts had appeared
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as early as 1960 The Master Plan clearly stated

The purpose of the General Grant National noria1 is to

inculcate in its visitors respect for the niory of the

great soldier there entatibed an understarx3.ing of the

basic facts of his career and an awareness of the neaning

of the decisions achieved under his leadership

tveloitent was to be l.ijited

Lb insure that it is in keeping with the iorial
character of this trith

To insure that the pattern of public use will not

detract fran the visitor experience of the noria1
character of the area .n atrtosphere conductive to

neditation will be mnintained.37

The Park Service intentions for the site as outlined in this key

managerrent doczrent re clearly to maintain the building quiet

dignity in the tradition of The Grant nuint Association

-A nost unfortunate event tcok place in 1965 Since Grants Tarb

bad been taken over by the National Park Service there had been

recurring discussions within Grant bnuient Association as to

whether or not it should continue The Association managed to limp

along for number of years bet finally it just could not continue

for lack of new nunbers At Special meting in March formal

decision was made to dissolve the Association and to turn over any
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remaining funds to the Amarican Scenic and Historic Preservation

Society for use at the tcztb.38 Certificate of Dissolution of

the Corporation was granted by the Secretary of the State of

York on April 1965 Açroxth1ate1y year later the Amarican

Scenic and Historic Preservation Society used the Association

remaining $9095.50 to purchase fran Paul Manships estate bronze

version of the artist ncdel for the ill fated equestrian statue

Fig 175 It was given to the National Park Service and placed

on display at the tcth

Preliminary studies were also made in 1965 to provide an alternative

entrance to the crypt storage roan in acoordance with Pitkin

suggestion Architect wton Bevin proposed extending the south

best staircase to the cxypt level and then ho11ing out passageway

fran there to the storage facility Plans were also formulated for

installing new storm door again folling up on Pitkin

reccxmndation.4 The plan for gaining access to the storage area

was deemad either too oostly or too cxrp1icated or both and an

alternative was instead carried out which involved cutting through

fran the crypt and providing marble door on pivoting axis This

work the renoval of Duncan storm door and its replacenent with

ndem fixture were carried out sate tima in the latter part of 1965

or early 1966.41
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of Pitkin other recarcndations re finally carried out in

1969/1970 by Harpers Ferry Center Arxther plan dated June 1969

was prepared by David MrTen and included sales desk garbage

receptacle plexiglass covered base for Paul Manship nodel

equestrian statue sign for the north wall of the rotunda and -new

displays for reliquary rcans.42 Iean along with Ralph Harrig

and Keath ftexler also drafted an Exhibit Plan in July 1969 to

further docurrent their ideas In their study they expressed extrene

hesitat.thn in regard to altering the tarb-like character of the

building It is after all taub they declared in their

introduction.43 For this reason they decided against the use of

audio visual devices anywhere in the building and limited the placerrent

of exhibition materials in the rotunda of the toRt They even

recamended that recent park level decision to open the crypt to

visitation be versed44

Although the planning team counseled the use of discretion the

additions and alterations they made were totally rrodern and out of

keeping with the design of the building For instance large bright

blue sign was placed on the north wall although the color appears

nowhere else in the tath aud it was set in an indented marble panel

which it does not quite fill The result is that it seenis both out

of character and teirporaxy
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Perhaps the iust tragic feature of the exhibit plan was that it

decreed for the reliquary roans and their contents Fig 176

It called for painting out the l930s murals by Ean Fausett

Park Service ployee wIc was on site at the tine recalled that the

murals were just beautiful and in perfect condition except for

little surface dirt.45 After they were obliterated with raspberry

paint in the case of the east reliquary roan and blue paint in the

west Trophy Roan pi-oth murals were nounted on the walls along with

texts all detailing highlights of Grant military and civilian

life Figs 177 and 178 of the panels were changed at later

date to add black Auericans to the story.46

The flags in the rooms were referred to in 1959 as being

.in need of varying degrees of preservation M3st are

in tatters but saie may only require cleaning.47

the Master Plan later called for tie nost effective available curatorial

techniques for the preservation of the...flags.48 But on the advice

of Harper Ferry Center they were suninarily bundled up in newspapers

and eventually shipped off to the Springfield Clearing House for

what was euphanistically referred to as storage.49 One exception

was made the Battle Flag of the 11th Indiana Volunteer Infantry was

spared and nounted on the wall in the east reliquary roan.5 In 1979

the other flags were all returned to Ni York City and are awaiting
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conservation treatnent and possible display at the tath.51

bronze flag cases in all prcbability designed by Duncan fared

even worse than the flag themselves tployees still on the

staff of Federal Hall National nrial in 1969 recall having been

sent to the tcab with sledge hairurs to sh the historic and

irreplaceable cases to pieces.52 All of this work was caipleted

by March i970 Lt Harpers Ferry Exhibit Plan also called for

the rerroval of the bronze busts frcmi the crypt since they were

of WPA or similar origin and not of historic value.54

For sone reason this recxmrendation was not carried out The exhibit

panels that hung to the sst of the doorway and were filled with

rrenorial sonsetc were probably also renived at

this tine Pitkin in his 1962 Interpretative Prospectus had called

then repetitious .55 L1e resolutions and other materials were

cranired into broken down map case which lay under het water tank

in the tcth storage area These were all renxved to Federal Hall

in 1977 aitheugh quite bit of damage had already been sustained

by large nurrber of pieces Hopefully sate of them will again be

placed on display at the tanb.56 In 1970 flobdlights were installed

by the City of York to illiininate the tczrb at night57 Otherwise

there were no further changes at the site until the szriier of 1972

Then the Superintendent in charge of the General Grant National

nDrial decided to sponsor nsaic project in cooperation with
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ptælic arts group It was intended 1ong other things to

rrenorate the establishnent of Yellaistone as the first National

Park in 1872 by then President Grant On nore practical level

it was theught that if axurumity residents could be involved in

the project graffiti var1a1ism at the site uld decline Instead

of laying flat nosaic plaza as originally intended the project

director erected series of three dinensional free flcMing irosaic

covered benches that have been quite controversial The project

was intended to cost .approxirrately $20 000 in furx3.s fran cathined

sources and was to have been cxxnpleted at the end of the sunirer

It ended up costing approximately $50000 and was not finished

until fal1 1974 Fig 179 Clearance for the project under the

terms of the 1966 Historic Preservation Act was neither solicited

nor received.58

In 1973 and early 1974 the steel framing of the tarb stepped

pyramid was reinforced and fans were installed beneath it for

ventilation.59 In the fall of 1974 the dare and arches in the

rotunda were painted for the first thre.6 Clearly there was

need for this as the plaster work was badly cracked in addition to --

being streaked with dirt Fig 180 sinple cleaning such as the

one carried out by tbe WPA probably would not have significantly

isroved the interior shathy appearance In 1962 George Burneide
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told Pitkin that saitine prior to 1910 John Duncan and Irace

Porter had decided to paint the dare of Grants Itath and Massey

Rhindts alegorical figures light sky blue This information

was supposedly passed on to Burnside by his father.61 If Duncan

had indeed reccztmnded such treathnt it would have been very much

at odds with his original intentions for the rotunda In 1896 it

will be recalled he recxitended that the entire interior of the tcth

slxuld be as near white as possible He had even made the building

strong enough to permit the replanEnt of the plaster dane and

arches with marble.62 But on the strength of Burnside 1962 statement

and his own conviction that the tatb needed to be brightened up

Pitkin recartrended in his 1962 Interpretative Prospectus that the

ceiling be painted azure with gilded accents.63 There were

objections to this plan within the Washington Office of the Park

service.64 Yet contract documents were drawn up in 1974 to carry

out Pitkin recomrendation It was only after the Historic Prchitect

for the North Atlantic Region intervened that the color schemie was

shifted to white65 which was far irore appropriate since it was closer

to the original natural plaster finish

In general many of the National Park Service alterations and additions

to the tarb and its site the renoval of Duncans storm door

destruction of the bronze flag cases obliteration of wall murals

and the installation of the nDsaic benches should be considered

as part of larger picture Classically designed buildings had
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fewer and fewer admirers in Anerica fran the 1930s on and the

influence of the Bauhaus and ntrrber of other nodern currents

crystallized after rld War II in new sleek International Style

of architecture that was accepted by the public and ritics alike

as the standard against which all buildings were to be judged When

the nosaic bench project was underway in 1973 the New York Tines

referred disparagingly and characteristically for the period

to the drabness of Grants Ltzrb and the reed to liven it up66-

sentinents Pitkin and other National Park Service officials obviously

shared to sate degree Another periodical went so far as to state

the ntorial is far fran being an artistic creation

As matter of fact it is clumsy tasteless and surely

reeds sonething to make it look better.67

The preservation nDvenent on the other hand has been relatively

new force on the Anerican scene It was only in the mid l960s that

landmark statutes began to be passed in immicipalities all across

the nation And it was of course in 1966 that Congress passed the

Historic Preservation Act the provisions of which today would block

the sort of alterations and additions to Grant Tatb that the Park

Service has carried out over the past 20 years The preservation

novenent has dramatically altered public perception of and appreciation

for all styles of architecture in Anerica Old is no longer

autcinaticafly perceived to be bad official seal of critical

approval was stanped on the novenent in 1975/1976 when the nations

forenost bastion of contemporary art the Museum of dern Art staged

its unforgettable exhibition The Architecture of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.68
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As has been denonstrated John Duncan design for Grant Tarb

evolved out of the BeauxArts novement Another nore recent

exhibition at the Brooklyn seum The AlTerican Renaissance

has also heightened public awareness of turn-of-the-century

architecture.69 This is all to say that previous Park Service

actions at Grant Tcath sre largely products of the time in

which they were carried out The reasses3nt nationwide that

is now going on with regard to American Renaissance or Beaux-Art

architecture similarlynow calls for Park Service reassessint

of its treatment of the tcinb

Collection mnnagement at the ta has genarally suffered the saiie

vicissitudes as the building itself In 1959 for instance Tlurs Pitkin

called to his aid National Park Service curator fran Philadelphia

Horace Wilcox .to survey and help catalogue the collections at the

taib In his correspondence Wilcox made reference to what was

probably fairly large nuer of architectural drawings that had

been sulvitted in caietition for Grant Tar 1\day these drawings

uld be viewed as an invaluable resource both for study arid display

purposes Wilcox hver urged that they be disposed of because

of their poor condition and the expense involved in saving them.7

Three of these drawings sciTehow managed to survive this purge one

in shreds arid the other two with tears and footprints 71
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Aside from the drawings nunber of collection items have vanished

during Park Service tenure During the fund raising drive in 1892

it will be recalled Horace Porter planned to collect the naIrs of

all living numbers of the Union Army and Navy and deposit then in

1bry within the tarb No 19th-century records indicate how

this was done or if it was done for that natter But in the early

195 Os nrrbŁr of the Grant M3nunnt Association reported at neeting

that he had visited Grant Tab and that while there. had discovered

in recess off the crypt where the nans of the original contributors

are stored in copper boxes of said boxes are empty.72 In 1959

sixteen of these rectangular boxes re catalogued and listed as

having been empty.73 By the later 1970s these boxes had disappeared

altogether without trace along with all but one of another set of

large cylindrical copper boxes that originally held the archives of

The Grant nurrent Association The surviving example marked with

the nuirber 18 in raised ntmrals was discovered in corner of

the boiler roan at the tatb.74 Aside from the purple Tiffany glass

samples nentioned above nuniber of other collection items catalogued

in 1959 and later have disappeared

It is only hoped that this lengthy report will have docunented for

future Park Service managers of the site the long and storied history

of Grants Ibmb and that it will have dronstrated the structure

important place in Anerican history In the twenty years that the

National Park Service has administered the site variety of cultural
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forces have pulled succeeding administrations in variety of

directions with very mixed not to say very qjstionable results

At its earliest possible convenience the National Park Service

should draft Cultural Be source Manageirent Plan that once aixi

for all will define its purpose in administering the General Grant

National nDrial and how that purpose is to be achieved It is

hoped that the conclusion of such plan will be in harncny with

tbe objectives of the thousars of 2irericans who re in one way

or arther involved in the liilding of Grant Taib



great many abbreviations have been eirployed in the foothotes

arid few appear in the captions to the illustrations as well

crplete list of these abbreviations follaqs this section

DTE ON SOURCES

The foothotes for each chaptez in this Study are nimbered separately

Thus reference to fcothote IX-26 should be interpreted

Chapter IX foothote 26

Much of the information in this Study is based on correspondence

arid other materials in The Grant Munurrent Association Archives

rw stored in the library at the Federal Hall National Mrorial

The Archives have been indexed in David Kahn Inventory of

The Grant MDnurrent Association Archives June August 1979

Citations in this study to materials in the Archives are made

using the Inventory SI indexing system Thus the folling citation

GkA VII3 letter G.Ehret to W.R.Grace 8/7/85 should after

consulting the Inventory be translated as The Grant xnmit

Association Archives Storage Box VIII Folder letter Ehret to

W.R Grace August 1885 Similarly the citation G41A XXI2

minutes Annual Maeting Gk 2/26/13 should be translated as

The Grant Mnurrent Association Archives Storage Box XXI Volurre

minutes of the Annual meting of the Grant Mnunent Association for

February 26 1913 All other citations should be self explanatory

Many newspaper articles are referred to throughout this Study MDst

of the citations are quite exact such as the fo1lcAing NT 9/14/85

4/3 which translates as York Tines September 14 1885 page



olurrui Hever substantial nuner of rwspaper articles

consulted for this sttxy were seen only in clipping form in various

collections Sonthies these had only date ami page nunber and

sarethTs date alone indicated on them No effort has been made

to supply the missing specifics in reard to these references as

the interested reader should be able to locate them with little

difficulty



LIST OF ABBREVIATEONS

APBN Airerican Architect arx Building News

AlA Airerican Institute of Architects

AL Avery Library Col.inbia University John Duncan Material

BDE Brookyn Daiy Eagle

BDG Boston Daily Globe

Berlin and rite11o Granite Catpany

CAC City Art Ccitinission New York City Grant nunent Material

CHICC Charles H.T.C Collis

CIMM Century Illustrated bnthly Magazine

COR Cornelius OReilly

DAB Dictionary of Anerican Biograçiy New York 1928-1936

FL Frank Leslies Illustrated Weekly

GEGR General Grant National MIDria1 Museum Item

GEX1 General Grant National MErorial Map Case at Federal Hall
GEGRVF General Grant National Matorial Vertical Files

at Federal Hall

T1-e Grant Montment Association

GA The Grant Mnizent Association Archives at Federal Hall

HP General Horaca Porter

NW Harper Weekly

JCR JanesC Reed

Jill John Duncan

IYTB John Brady

1YNY Museum of the City of New York

MNH Maine and New Hampshire Granite Ccxany

NPS National Park Servica

NYQA New York Charrer of Camerce Archives Grant ltnurrent

Material



NYH New York Herald

NYHT New York Herald Thibui

NYP New York Post

NYPL York Public Library

NYS York Sun

NYP York Tiiis

NYTR New York ibur

NYW New York Prld

RIG Richard Greener

Scientific Anrican

SMBE Scientific Anrican Architects and Builders Edition

USGA Ulysses Grant Association Archives Soutlrn
IllirisUniversity Carbondale

W13 William Gr
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Said to have originated on Marx television quiz show in

late 1940s The question was reportedly put to dull witted

oDntestants who were unable to ansr any of the other

qstions asked of them

Musei.in Collection uncatalogued The verso is illustrated

in the uer left I- corner of Fig 130

Resolution passed at Annual Encairpnt held in New York City
12/12/89

QIAA IV1 typescript

NT 8/16/79 10/4

The mystery of why Tiutas Pitkin the National Park Service

historian who did nost of the research on the tcIT never

examined the archives nore closely will prohably never be

explained His note cards on the history of the building
which are now stored at Federal Hall denonstrate that he

was careful dedicated scholar It ny be that he put
too nuch faith in George Burnside long tisxe euployee
at Grant Izrb who told him tMt Grant lvbnunent Associations

reoDrds for the iperiod prior to 1912 had all been destroyed by

fire along with the Association cxpies of the original

architectural drawings G3R VF nioranun Pitkin to Files
4/14/59 It is true that fire in Januxy 1912 wiped out

sate papers .of the Association XXI-2 minutes Annual

Meeting 2/8/12 but these were far the period 18971912 The

earlier papers for the period 1885-1897 had been carefully
stored in the tar by architect John Iincan in 1897 AL letter

JHD to H.W Hayden 3/14/22



CHAPTER II

Tuoas Pitkin The Captain Departs Southern Ill University
Press 1973 pp 14

thid p.23

Ibid pp 2427

Thid pp 3435

NTR 3/1/04 14

GA XIII

CThM 4/97 839

Pitkin 112

Thid pp 5557
10

Thid pp 48 60 ar 61
11

Thid 68
12

Thid pp 86 arx 91



CHAPTER III

NYP 9/7/85 4/3

CI1 4/97 839

NYW 9/29/89

See Chapter VII belcM

X-7 letter J.D Grant to W13 10/29/85 At least the

possibility exists that this letter was drafted by nnber of

The Grant iunEnt Association see OCV-11 letter R1 to

H.Hayden 2/26/12

NYTR 7/24/85 2/1

X-7 telegram F.D.Grant to WRG 7/23/85

Ibid telegram WIG to W.L.Iirrr 7/24/85

NYTR 7/25/85 1/1
10

G4A X-7 letter Park Cannissioners to F.D.Grant 7/25/85

II
Thid letter WIG to J.D.Grant 7/23/85

12

NLT 7/25/85 1/1
13

NLT 7/29/85 1/1
14

Mgazine of Merican History 9/85 225
15

Nyr 7/28/85 1/3
16

NYIR 7/25/85 4/2
17

E.g The ReoDrd and Guide 7/25/85 831

18

NYTR 7/26/85 5/1
19

X-7 telegram WIG to F.D.Grant 7/25/85

20

NYTR 7/28/85 1/1
21

NLT 7/29/85 1/1 and 1/45
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GEX3Rs6and7
23

Fig 29 phetograph taken on the norning of 8/8/85 shcis the

roof of the ttporary tcztü had not yet been sheathed with bricks

nor had its linestone trim been applied This rk was only

caipleted after the funeral For general information on the

terrporary vault see N1T 7/29/85 1/45 11W 8/8/85 p512

GEXR 218 Of fical Prograne Last Tribite to Our Dead Hero

Saturday August 8th1885 NYr 6/1/86 1/7 NYP 4/27/97

6/1 and \A V-17 Garnett and i1eman Publishers Sketch

of the Life of Gen U.S Grant.. New York 1897 For tie

gas retort rnark made by General Egbert Viele see NIT 9/27/89

1/7
24

NYT 2/21/97 20/1

25

Magazine of Anericari History 9/85 243 and 11W 8/8/85 519

26

Hopper Striker MDtt The New York of Yesterday descriptive

Narrative of Old Bloaningdale New York 1908 26

27

Isaac Newton Phelps Stokes iiography of Manhattan Island

New York 19151928 III 977

28

NYT 7/28/85 1/45 and NrR 7/29/85 V1
29

NYW 4/24/92

30

HW 8/8/85 519

31

Guide for Strarers to General Grants ftxnb in Riverside

park New York New York 1886 Copy in NYHS

32

NYT 8/8/85 8/1 and 8/27/85 5/3

33

AABN 8/1/85 49 Also see Chapter for full discussion of

anti-ia York sentiment

34
MBN 8/15/85 pp 7374

35

The construction of the tenporary tanb was validated by Chapter 338

laws of the State of New York for 1886



CHAPR IV

For general infozmtion on the funeral preparations see

NYT 8/3/85 4/4 HW 8/8/85 519 and The Record and

Guide 7/25/85 831 One entrepeneur laid plans to

produce special book of engravings reproducing the rich

decorations that re nounted for Grant funeral It was
to have been called New York in Iburning but nothing seems

to have caie of the proposition see 1lA VII-6 letter

J.P.Cof fin to RIX 10/22/85

X12 letter Unexcelled Firerks to A.B.Cornell 10/8/85

NYT 8/11/85 5/5

GEXR 244

NYS 7/27/85 1/2 and 7/28/85

G41A IV-9 letter W.Lxrmis to WIG 7/25/85

G4AA VII-3 letter Ehret to WI3 8/7/85

HW 8/1/85 492 and 8/15/85 538 flu Record and Guide
8/8/85 879 and Pitkin 110

NYT 8/8/85 map
10

HW 8/15/85 529 and GEGR 218
11

GEXR 241 panphlet entitled Within are the Nanes of the Guests

of the Fifth Avenue Hotel on the Occasion of the Obseguies of

General U.S.Grant August 8th 1885
12

Pitkin 110
13

The key is nc in the collections of the U.S.Grant Hare State

Historic Site Galena Illinois and was donated by Col Fred Grant

who had inherited the key frau his nother personal cxrniunication

fran T.A.Campbell Jr Superintendent of the U.S.Grant Hate
14

For general information on the funeral see HW 8/15/85 538
J.C.Lrby publisher Riverside Souvenir New York 1886
U.S Instantaneous Photographic Caupany publisher The Seven
Mile Funeral Cortege of General Grant Boston 1886 and all

New York City newspapers for Augut and 1885 The total

cost of the funeral cane to $14162.75 and was born by the

federal goverrurent see NYT 9/3/85 5/1
15

Pitkin 102
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Program Mt McGregor Funeral Service 8/4/85 with attached
letter signed by Kate Gwillim whese husband stood guard
outside the cottage piece of fern her husbaixl obtained

fran the carirentrative flcer displays is also attached to

the program which is in the NYNS
17

See Garnett and Whiteman op cit
18

4M XXV-13 letter C.H.Burnett to 2/1/44 reporting on
his uncle transgression

19

GA1 X-22 letter A.Schippert to S.Merritt 8/15/85 letter

C.H.Robinson to S.Merritt 8/14/85 and letter Mrs D.H.Hurdley
to S.Merritt 8/14/85

20

GEX3R 448 Also see G4AZ XXV-l1 letter RIG to H.W.Hayden

2/19/13

21

G3R 187 See NYT 3/31/86 8/3

__ 22

As will be noted belcw in Chapters XII-XIV many of these resolutions

were at one tine on display at the tath
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CAA Vu-i letter C.RParsons to WRG 7/28/85

c1PA XXI1

Ibid pp 46

Thid pp 7-12 later sourc nntions that The Grant

rnunent Association had 600 numbers but this figure is

not citedelsewhere see NYT 2/19/86

cA XXIl 10

G4N Vui letter M.M.OBrien to RIX 7/30/85

Ibid letter Johny to Mr Mayor 7/30/85 Also see

IV-4 Annual Report for 1885

VII-5 letter G.Sadding to C.A.Arthur 9/17/85

GAA XCt-1 12 and Vu-i letter Mutual Life Insurance Co
to C.A.Arthur 7/30/85

10

Winston Weisimn New View of Skyscraper History in

Edgar Kaufmnn Jr The Rise of an Arrerican Architecture

New York 1970 124
11

X-1l Tr Association occupied Roan 304 until 5/1/87

when it noved to Roan 503 After 5/1/86 the group was charged

50% of the regular rent for the SPace or $250.00 per aan
payable quarterly

12

AA OV-11 letter 11 to H.W.Hayden 2/26/12 2L letter

13

H.W.Hayden to JHD 3/22/22 and D1B VII pp 578579

GEGR 389
14

G41A XXI1 pp 2526
15

G4M VII-l circular addressed to Norwich National Bark

Norwich Conn August 1885 and IV-10 letter Posthaster

N.D.Sperry of New Haven to O.Hoyt 9/26/85

16

47 IV-9 letter to Pierce to .M.Vail 8/15/8 and

VII-5 circular to Insurance Caranies 9/25/85

17

1AA IV-9 letter A.R.Whitrey to RTG 8/27/85
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Ibid telegram L.Stewart to A.B.Cornell 8/12/85
19

1AA VII2 letter Consumers Coal Co to F.IG 8/7/85
20

G4AA VII-5 letter E.AJdarns to C.A.Arthur 9/26/85
21

GA VII2 letter S.Vos to S.L.M.Barlcw 8/4/85
22

VII-4 letter .F .Mains to R13 8/23185
23

Vui letter A.A.Esdra to WI 7/30/85

24

NYT 9/14/85 4/3
25

GA OCI1 22
26

G1A VII4 letter B.S.Pardee to R13 8/19/85

27

thid letter S.H.Hurd to RIG 8/27/85

28

Quoted in NYT 9/27/85 4/3
.29

VII5 clipping dated 9/2/85 contained in letter LJbrrill
to RB3 9/11/85

30

Thid letter Olds to RIO 9/4/85

31

G4A VII7 postcard .atherby to Drexel brgari Co
12/2/85

32

4AA VII-6 letter E.J.Crossett to 10/7/85

33

VII-5 quoted in letter S.W.Thirpson to A.B.Cornell 9/12/85

34

Ibid letter M.MMtIite tO RB3 9/26/85

35

VII6 letter E.Haimond to 10/6/85

36

@A VII- letter Doughty to RIG 8/3185

37

GN VII-5 letter A.S.Cis1Tnan to G4I 9/8/85 and VIII9
letter R.B.Hayes to 3CR 5/25/92

38

Footnote 1115
39

I.e NYT 10/30/85 1/7 and The Riverside Souvenir op cit
40

VII4 letter B.S.Pardee to RIG 8/19/85 VII-5 letter

S.W.T1riripson to A.B.Cornell 9/12/85 and VII-7 letter Contributor

to CIA 11/23/85
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Remark by Representative Farquhar of New York on House Floor
see Congressional Record Vol XXII 12/10/90 245

42

NIT 10/17/85 4/2
43

G4AA XXV-ll letter H.L.Hotchkiss n.d in reply to T.flnny
letter of 12/23/25 It seems that Exrocrats in general re
frequently reluctant to give nney to the fund raising effort
see CA Vil-lO letter C.Fielder to RrG 9/3/86

44

XXIl pp 51 ff
45

E.g NIT 10/23/85 4/6 The TixTes continued its criticin in

the follcMing years see 4/1/87
46

a41A VII4 letter W.D.Sloane to C.A.Arthur 8/25/85
47

IV-lO letter W.Liiinis to RnI3 12/24/85
48

tAB 579 Also see Chapter IX belc for the controversy
over Greener salary

49

G@A VII-6 letter S.W.Tluipson to RI3 10/10/85 VI-14
W.Jeuson to RX 12/9/85 IV4 Annual Report for 18851886

50

GcA X21
51

G4AA X-12 letter Sisson and Hyatt to A.B.Cornell 10/8/85 and

letter S.LCM to A.B.Cornell 10/13/85

52

GER 334
53

I.e ZA VII-7 circular 12/7/85 and letter J.Studer to RI3
11/27/85

54

G1AA XXI1 58
55

G4N IV-8 telegram RX to A.B.Cornell 1/28/86 tc and

Chapter Laws of the State of New York for 1886 Act to

Incorporate The Grant bntmnt Association
56

IV-4 and Annual Reports and IV-l0 letter F.R.Courdert

to RrG 3/30/86

57

NYTR 1/28/86 G1AA V6 letters A.Do1ney to RIG 2/2/86 and

2/6/86 circular letter RIG to Fmber of Congress 7/20/86 letter

E.Viele to RIG 7/25/86 and NIT 7/22/86 5/6 and 7/23/86 4/2
.58

NYTR 1/11/86 2/3
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X-18 letter W.C.Bryant to 3/5/90 refers to
Associations right to limit pIotography.fran 116th Street
north nother source letter R.B.Williams to R.T.Greener
10/6/91 nntions rrore restricted area under Association
control frcmi 122nd to 125th Streets

60

G1PA VII9 letter to St Dike Hospital 5/19/86
61

NYT 6/1/86 7/1 and Tl Seven Mile Funeral Cortege of Gerra1 Grant
op cit

62

GM VII-9 letter Head of Pharmacy Carinittee signature illegible
to RIt3 6/15/86

63

G41A IV-17 Statennt of Accounts Newca to 10/7/86
and letter Lord Day and Lord to RIG 10/13/86

64

Vu-iD letter G.W.daCUrtha to 12/6/86
65

GEGR 338 and NYT 12/11/86 4/7 second JxIge contest was

Ild as well see NYT 2/24/87 5/5
66

NYT 1/16/87 7/3
67

DC9 letter Hungry Jews to Star 6/25/87
68

Ibid letter Rothschild to Star 6/20/87
69

Ibid letter L.J.N.Stark to W.Irsheiner 6/9/87 and XIX-5
and passim

1i



CHAPTER VI

NrrR 7/26/85 6/2

4A1 VI1 letter G.F.DItSCn to aii 8/5/85 etc Also see
AABN 0II 10/22/87 197 for plan similar to Ditsons

GIAA VI1 C.A.Sheafor to 8/21/85

A1BN 8/8/85 pp 6667 and 9/26/85 145

AABN 9/26/85 pp 150 ff

rbniteur des Architects 1885 Plates 65-66 titled Etats-Unis

ArrEriq Conoours Pour Le Project un MntiTEnt Funebre la

nire du General Grant

AA 10/3/85 pp 176177

NYT 10/11/85 8/4

See Fig 87
10

Brooklyn Mazine 9/5/85 pp 911
11

NrIR 9/6/85
12

North .Anrican Review 11/1885 pp 443453
13

In response to the article thw advised not to dictate what

style an architect slxxild adopt see VI-l letter G.B Keller
to 1D3 11/27/85

14

AA VI1 letter Wit1rs to R1 9/10/85 NT 9/13/85
9/1 and AABN 9/15/85 pp 134 and 138

15

G1AA XXIl 42 NYT 11/10/85 4/1
16

G4AA XXI-l 53 VI-l Draft Invitation by RLG 1/86
17

NYT 12/16/86 4/2
18

ABN 1/23/86 37
19

NYT 12/3/86 8/1
20

NYT 7/25/86 3/4 and 12/26/86 7/4 panphlet containing tiCunhÆsdesign
is in Avezy Library



21

SMBE 2/87 31 4/87 85 and 5/87 101 As of February
the had 16 designs in hand

22

Etchler was scitething of character He attempted to bribe

RIG into pronoting his .design G4M VI-3 letter J.Etchler to

RB3 9/3/87 and later took rrcdel of his design to Munich

where he fraudently displayed it as the winning design for the

Grant Montnt G4A2 VI-7 letter J.Lauber to RB3 7/6/88
23

aAA VI-2 letter J.H.Rhodes to RIO 4/11/87 letter J.N.Randolf

to RI3 4/23/87 and letter W.E.Strong to RTG 5/4/87
24

GMPA B/-li letter W.Luniriis to A.B.Cornell 4/18/87
25

QA VI-2 Cczipetition Announctent 6/9/87 and NYT 6/10/87 8/6
26

aA VI-2 letter W.Luninis to RiG 6/24/87

27

A2\BN 8/6/87 58
28

NYT 11/1/87 9/3
29

NYT 11/27/87 9/3
30

a4AA VI-7 letter I.ebrun to RIO 12/17/88 Draft copies of

the caipetition invitation in VI-3 Seeaiso NYT 1/27/88 8/3
31

E.g NYT 2/5/88 16/6 Printed copies of the announcezient can

be found in VI-4
32

GiA2 VI-5 letter Associated Press to 2/28/88 with London

Tines clipping
33

E.g Le Journal des Arts 3/30/88 2/4
34

GA VI-6 letter AIZ to A.B.Correll and RI 3/15/88 letter

Architectural League to A.B.Corriell and Executive Cazrnittee 17
received 3/30/88 letter stern Association of Architects to

A.B.Cornell and Executive Cczmittee 3/30/88 and VI-7 letter

IllirKis Association of Architects to A.B.Cornell 4/88 For

press coverage see NYT 3/16/88 8/6 and APaBN 3/24/88 pp 142143
35

G4M VI-7 letter A.Noerr to RrG 7/2/88 One carpetitor ended

up sending in ten drawings rreasuring 6x4 each see NYT 3/5/89

9/4
36

G47A VI5 letter J.H.Kerit to RiG 2/28/88 and VI-6 letter

C.C.Yostto RiG 3/21/88



37

4N VI-6 letter C.F.Osborne to R1T 3/22/88

38

NT 2/24/88
39

Nr 2/21/90 2/4 and GAP 115 and

40

NYT 11/11/88 16/7
41

a1N VI-8 letter L.P.JMyeffort to RIO 3/25/89

42

Ibid Report of Carinittee of Experts 4/23/89 and NYT 12/12/89 5/2
43

VI7 letter M.Schroff to 10/30/88 and VI8 letter

E.T.Schoonmaker to RI3 1/4/89

44

G1AA VI-7 letter Eeilly to IPG 12/21/88 IV-5 Annual

Report 18881889 and NYT 3/5/89 9/4
45

According to one source Building 10/19/89 131 the G11

sold the privilege to publish nt.nther of the designs in the

first catipetition to firm of publishers This firm in turn

resold the rights to publish 15 of the drawings for $12 fee
The Boston Daily Globe 5/21/89 4/3 reproduced the drawings

along with an unknc.in number of other periodicals Later
HW 10/5/89 801 and 803 and NYW 10/2/89 5/2 published

what were proported to be the winning designs in the first

caçetition see be 1CM Scattered examples of other entries

also exist such as Russell Thayer.s VIil 36
Henry Averys Fig 87 and few unidentified

designs e.g Q2A VIli 53 and GEX3R 310 Out of 65

entrants in the capetition nans can only be assigned to 43

since all thsigns were su1nitted under the cypher system Thus

the architects of all of the krMn designs cannot be positively

identified

46

Boston Daily Globe 5/21/89 4/3 and CA VIil 29
47

4AA VIlO 22
48

Q@A 118 letter .Ware to RIG 4/3/89

49

Ibid letter Ccinnittee of Experts to RIG 4/25/89

50

NYT 5/20/89 1rchitecture and Building 3/1190 104

51

VI8 report Carinittee of Experts to 6/10/89



52

4zA VI-9 report COR to A.B.Cornell 12/16/89
53

See foothote 45
54

Entry 52 Mctth Srd and Laurel NT 2/21/90 2/4 For

history of firm see Henry Withey and Elsie Withey
Biographical Dictionary of Pnrican Architects Los Angeles
1956 pp 128 and 542

55

v1ZP VI9 report COR to A.B.Cornell 12/16/89
56

HW 10/5/89 803
57

HW 9/12/68 578 and 10/24/74 880 also see William Hosking
Lincolns Ixrb in Journal of the Illinois State Historical

Society 1957 pp 5161
58

GBX3R 311 and 312
59

Entry 37 Mtth Pro Patria MBN 3/8/90 145
60

HW 10/5/89 803
61

Entry 19 tth 1822 The spelling of the firms nair
varies fran one source to arxther i.e Haran and Werkelmann
AABN 3/8/90 145 and Haisu and Werkeirnan Architecture

and Building 3/1/90 104
62

HW 10/5/89 803
63

Marvin Thachtenberg The Statt of Liberty New York 1976 178
64

Entry tth Let Us Have Peace
65

BW 10/5/89 803
66

G1N VIlO
67

NYT 10/13/86 7/1
68

G47V VI-1 letter G.B.Keller to RTG and C.A.Arthur 9/12/85 For

general history of the Garfield Menria1 see parthlet Historic
and Descriptive Sketch of the Garfield roria1 at Lake View

Cenetary Cleveland 1889 in G1PA VI-2 For dedication see

I7 5/30/90 pp 422425
69

Withey cit 543
70

Quoted in VI9 letter G.B.Keller to C.Collis 9/8/90



71

Ibid letter J.B.Schweinfurth to 41 10/8/89
72

Entry 27 btto D.O.M see NBN 3/8/90 145
73

VIlO 27 and VI9 report COR to A.B.Cornell
12/16/89

74

HW 10/5/89 803 and NW 10/2/89 4/2
75

Q4AA VI-9 letter J.WYost to RB 11/8/89 and letter

J.B.Schweinfurth to RL 11/30/89
76

C11A 8-1 letter S.Parsoris to R13 10/29/90
77

PJ VI-9 form letter RIG to wirirrs of first canpetition
3/18/90

78

Thid letter J.Erwin to IJX 3/24/90
79

NYT 2/21/90 2/4
80

I-lW 3/22/90 45



PTER VII

NYT 3/9/90 4/5

NYT 3/28/90 4/7

aviM VI-9 report ODR to A.B.Cornell 12/16/89

NYT 4/1/90 8/2

copies of this letter do not exist bet it is referred to

in G4N VI-9 letter J..Ord to H.Collis 4/10/90

GA VI-9 letters RTG to each of five architects 4/12/90

Ibid letter five architects to Executive Ccirmittee 4/17/90

Thid letter RIG to C.Clinton 4/26/90 It is interesting to

note that nuch later General race Porter was in the habit

of telling reporters that John Duncans design had been

selected by cinittee of experts e.g New York Evening I1egram

4/2/92 This may have been because he anfused the details

of the first and seond cxipetitions which re both carried

out before he joird the Association or he may have intentionally

bent the truth bit in order to autbority to the cheic

of Duncans design

4A VI-9 letter M.Schroff to W1 4/3/90

10

G4M VI-13 letters J.Schweinfurth to R1G 5/11/90 and 5/18/90

E.g VI-9 letter Withers and Dickson to 7/11/90

12

E.g VI-9 letter J.P.Rinn to I11G 9/J90 and letter

G.Keller to C.H.Collis 9/8/90

13

G4M VI-9 letter five architects to Executive Ccmnittee

G1A 8/7/90

14

ioted in Grand Army Gazette 3/88 3/3

15

NIT 9/27/89 1/7 10/5/89 3/2 and 2/21/90 2/4

16

Congressional Becyrd Vol XXI 8307 8/8/90

17 GA .VI9 letter C.Clinton to C.Collis 8/19/90



18

NIT 9/3/90 4/7
19

NIT 9/6/90 8/3 VI9 letter J.Ord to C.Cofljs 9/6/90

20
and letter N.IeBrun to C.ODlljs 9/8/90

NIT 9/3/90 4/7
21

See AABN 10/18/90 plates and GEXR 341344 38038322

The original tyrescript StatenEnts by all the architects withthe exception of N.LeBrun are found in 1A VI-9 LeBrunsstaterrent was pub1isId in tke NIP 9/12/90 8/223

See footnote
24

HW 9/20/90 743
.25

NIT 9/10/90 8/1
26

In all instances the descriptions of the architects designsare taken fran t1 sources nEntjox in footnote 22 above exceptas noted For LeBrun reference to oorlcrete see G4AA VI-9letter N.LeBrun to C.Coflj.s 9/8/90
27

TI Nation 10/2/90 274
28

NY 9/13/90 3/1
29

NYW 9/13/90 1/6
30

Quoted in Architecture and Building 9/20/90 13531

The Nation 10/2/90 274
32

Quoted in Arthjtecture and Bui1di 9/20/90 13533

The Nation 10/2/90 274
34

NY 9/13/90 3/1
35

Ident

36

Quoted in Architecture and Building 9/20/90 135

me Nation 10/2/90 274
38

NIP 9/9/90 1/2 and NYS 9/10/90 1/6
39

NYS 9/10/90 1/6



40

GA VI-9 report Executive Cczmittee to G41 9/11/90

41

VI-9 letter R1G to JBD 9/12/90 tincan accepted at

ace letter .IID to RIG 9/16/90

42

VI-9 letter RIG to U.S Trust Co 9/12/90

43

NYP 9/9/90 1/2



CHAPTER VIII

The correct spelling is found in Duncans Last Will and Testairent

dated 12/13/27 and on file in the Mnnouth County Surrogates
Office Freehold New Jersey For an exanpleof the incorrect

spelling see Catalogue of the Works of Art Belonging to the

City of New York New York 1909 191

Death Certificate John Duncan dated 10/25/29 and on
file at the State Departrrnt of Health Bureau of Vital

Statistics in Thenton NJ

BDE 8/7/89 4/5 and NYT 10/20/29 31/5

BIDE 8/7/89 4/5

Personal cxrnunication fran MS Jane Gustafson Archives
Corrll University

NYU 9/13/90 3/1

Duncan died on 10/18/29 See his obituaries in Nr 10/20/29

31/5 and NYHT 10/20/29 27/7

See Building 5/8/86 and Architecture and Building 3/11/93

NYW 9/10/90 1/4
10

The Centennial Celebration and Washington lbn.mnt at Newburgh
New York Washington D.C 1889 pp 945 and 97

11

Ibid pp 97 100 See also 7/31/86 53
12

Clippings fnd in flr of Victory Scrapbook Washington

Headquarters Newburgh New York 29
13

Ibid 18
14

HW 7/31/86 53
15

Catalogue Fifth Annual Exhibition of the Architectural League
New York 1889/1890

16

Catalogue Second Annual Exhibition of the Architectural League
New Yor1 1887 nd Catalogue Third Annual Exhibition of the

Architectural league New York 1887/1888
17

NYHT 10/20/29 27/7
18

BDE 8/2/89 4/7 8/6/89 4/2 and NYT 8/3/89 8/1



19

The History of the Washington Arch N3 York 1896
20

BDE 8/2/89 4/7
21

Duncan identifies his subnission as the one marked Requiescat
in pace in various letters to Greener where he also oDsigns
for his partner see G4AP VI-9 letters to Duncan and Harder
to R13 3/8/90 and 3/10/90 Pequ.iescat in pace was marked
entry 43 by the NA No architect by the nane of

Jonathan Harder or any variant spellings can be located in
the York City Directories for the period Mr Dennis Francis
who in 1979 was oipiling caiplete list
of architects active in N.z York City and State during the
19th Century has never cane across the nane Harder personal
axinunication

22

1AP VI7 letter nember of Pawer office signature illegible
to RIG 10/21/88

23

The design can be positively identified as Duncans because its
written description published by the BDG 5/21/89 4/3 corresponds
to that of 43 Requiescat in pace in the caipetition

24

All details concerning the design are found in BDG 5/21/8 4/3
and GMA VI12 entry 43

25

NYS 9/11.190 6/3
26

NYIT 2/12/43
27

Except as noted details concerning Duncan design are fran
his typescript description in QA VI-9

28
9/20/90 743

29

Although no detailing appears in the side panels in Fig 10
classical subject was drawn in on anotir version of the side

elevation published in Catalogue Sixth Annual Exhibition of
the Architectural Iea9ue I_ YorJc 1890/1891

30

FL 9/27/90 140
31

I7 9/20/90 743
32

iz York rning Advertiser 4/21/92
33

4AA XXV-5 letter Jill to HP 5/20/14
34

NYH 9/13/90 3/1
35

The Nation 10/2/90 274



36

Quoted in Architecture and Building 9/20/90 135
37

1/10/91 30
38

NIT 9/13/90 4/3
39

E.g NYH 9/13/90
40

NIT 9/13/90 4/3
41

NITR 4/25/97 II 2/4
42

NBN 10/4/90 15 and 10/18/92 pp 4142
43

The Nation 10/2/90 274
44

NITR 3/27/87 12/4 and 6/24/87 5/3
45

Clipping with letter to the editor of the NYTR dated
6/10/88 in Vertical File W.W.Story Art Division NYPL

46

NIH 9/13/90 3/1
47

For details on the history of the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus

see A.H.nith The Mausoleum and Sculptures of Halicarnassus
and Priene in the British Museum London 1900 pp 66 ff.ànd
Journal of Hellinic Sttxlies 59 1939 95

48

nith cp cit 67
49

Rev General XXXIV 1877 166
50

William Lethaby Greek Buildings Represented by Fragarents
in the British Museum london 1908 50 states that Bernier

design was first published in 1892 This writer has been unable
to identify Lethabys sourca The Bernier design positively
appears in Les Envois de Bate Restaurations des frbnunents Anciens

Reproduites dapres les dessiris originaux de les Architects

Pensionnaires de acadanie de France Rare lere Partie

Architecture Greq Paris 1897 Plates 454
51

Mr Richard Chaff ee co-author of The Architecture of the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts New York 1977 has inforrrI this writer that he is

piling list of all Arrericans that attended either the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts or any of the major atliers associated with

it Mr Chaf fee has never ax across reference to Duncans
nan personal carmunication

52

AL Avery Sketchlxok 18721879



53

1L IrenDrial panhlet In Mriam Henry Avery in Avery
papers

54

Or of the architects in tbe first caretition probably
August Riricklake for te Grant MDnLment also included

provisions for river approach to tbe tanb see

VI12 33
55

1L letter RI3 to S.P.Avery 1/5/91 and G11 VI-7 draft rules
for tba G4A ccitpetition n.d with Averys naneon top

56

La Construction Moderne 12/13/90 pp 109111
57

Revi General XL 1883 178
58

La Construction x1erne 6/19/97 pp 449451
59

Idem The equivalent of Duncan rostrun is described as follcMs
Le grands salle devait carporter uris partie plus elevee que le

rests de aire et ou prenderaient place lors des cerenonies
les deputations des grands corps de 1Etat les orateurs les

families etc

131



HAPIER IX

MT 10/4/90

NY.r 8/20/90 8/3

Congressional Record Vol XXII pp 238245 12/10/90
and NYr 12/10/90 1/7 One later diehard Senator Charles

Mancrson of Nebraska attenpted to introduce similar

resolution in tha spring of 1892 Ixit was unable to rally
any significant support and the matter was dropped see NYH
4/26/92

41A V-7 draft contract beten Jill and 41 l0/190
no ecuted copy survives

NLT 7/28/85 1/45 and NYTR 7/29/85 1/1

Nr 8/8/85 8/1

NYT 8/10/85 4/7 and 9/19/85 5/4 Also see CVA V5 report
Vaux and Parsons to criimiins 9/3/85

aIAA V-5 letter CFflU to WRG 10/8/90

V-7 letter Jill to DR 4/10/91
10

X-8 letter D.B.Hill to 4/25/91 and H.J.Grant

to C.H.Freeman 4/27/91

X8 letter C.H.Frenan to CIflC 4/1J91
12

1e1barrcz supplied by Patterson Gottfried and Hunter of

Center Street see X-8 letter COR to R1 4/25/91
13

GM X-8 letter Rock11 ocxTuander of the U.S .S Yantic

to CHBX 4/25/91 See also HW 5/9/91 352 and FL 5/9/91

234
14

Z.Buki and S.Corlette Tha enton Battle Mnunent Eakins

Bronzes Trenton 1973 pp 3739
15

Real Estate Record Association York History of Real

Estate Building and Architecture in York City York 1898
320

16

V-8 report Building Ccmiiittee 5/4/91 and contract

between JTB and G4l 6/10/91
17

GMIA V-8 letter S.Parsons to COR 6/15/91 Tha approval

was made official on 6/24/91 see Minutes and tctints of tha

Board of Ccmriissiorrs of tha Departmant of Public Parks 1892

pp 4143



18

G4 IV6 Annual Report 1891/1892

19

V-i letter Jill to RIG 3/4/91

20

V-14 letter S.Parsons to rIG 5/29/90 Ccrpare

relative positions of cottage in Figs 39 and 96

21

4M V-9 letter C.B.Brush to JHD 7/24/91

22

G4TA V-9 letter Jill to 7/30/91 The drawings were

prably not that detailed since an unsigned note dated

2/13/29 in the Duncan papers AL states that cctrplete

drawings for the Grant Monuirent were only ordered under

General Horace Porter

23

GEGR ts 283284 457461
24

12A V-8 Specifications for Foundations Contract n.d

V-9 reports Building Ccmnittee 9/3/91 and 10/5/91

25

NYT 10/30/91 8/2 arid AABN 11114/91 93

26

A1HJ 11/14/91 93
27

GA X18 letter ODR to RIG 10/14/91

28

tnporary vault seems to have been set dcMn with its

original east/west orientation see sketch in NYW 4/27/92

The cost of the nove was $400 see GA V-8 Specifications

for Foundations Continuation of Contract 41 n.d

29

V-9 report Building Qxittee 11/9/91

30

7à IV6 Annual Report 1891/1892 and V9
Stattent of Payunts to JTB 12/7/91

31

NYT 1/16/92 3/4
32

G4\A V-9 contract between JTB and .d no executed

copies survive

33

AA V-9 letter JHD to CHTC 2/8/92 arid IV-6 Annual

Rqort for 1891/1892

34

MW 10/17/91 806 chicagos nonuitent by Burling and

Whitelouse with sculpture by L.T.RebiSSO by coirparisOn cost

only $65000 and was unveiled on 10/7/91 see NYr i0/10/8

1/2



35

GA IV-1 letter COR to RB3 3/23/91 letter O3R to RX
4/3/91 and letter COR to H.L.Hotchkiss 4/3/91 See also

AL letter JBD to H.Hayden 2/25/22
36

4M VIII-l letter R.O.Joyce to CH1X 10/14/90
37

VIII-1 letter V.Haurie Anes to G4A 10/26/91
38

41A VIII-1 letter S.G.Pratt to IIG 10/2/91
39

G12A IV5 Annual Reports 1887 and 1888

40

NYTR 8/11/91 NYT 10/6/91 11/28/91

GZ IVll letter WI3 to RJX 11/14/91 and letter H.L.Fbtchkiss

to RIG 10/6/91
41

Porter resigned the presidency on 3/28/19 see Wi XI-2
for that date

42

IV-6 Minutes to the Annual meting 2/18/92 Greener

was granted his salary to.the end of the ITonth and he was

given the right to continte occupying the Association office

at 146 Iroadway until tie end of April when the yearly lease

ran out Tie new managers of the Association pranised to send

Greener an engrossed resolution thanking him for his services

on behalf of the Association

43

Elihu Iot and Grenville 1dge soon becane Porter close

associates in the project see AL letter JHD to H.Hayden

3/25/22 and The Critic 5/1197 pp 303304
44

G4AP VIII-2 letter HP to JCR 3/2/92 and X-ll JCR to

D.O.Mills 3/19/92
.45

NYW 4/8/92

46

CA IV-6 minutes Special Zeting j74 3/4/92
47

IV-6 minutes Special eting GMl 3/7/92

48

Chapter 131 Laws of State of New York for 1892 and

IV-8 telegram Senator k4a1n to JCR 3/17/92

49

VIII2 letter CIfl to JCR 2/19/92

50

Gv1A XI-2 nerrorandun of neeting between HP and E.F.Cragin

3/14/92



51

Bill 1132 mt 1004
52

G41A IV-1 letter COR to HP 3/16/9 and Draft Resolution
for the to award Brady tl contract without ccvpetitionn.d

53

2A V-iS letter J.W.Cott to HP 2/25/92
54

Thid letter signature illegible to HP 3/2/92
55

Thid letter E.F.Cragin to HP 3/3/92
56

XI-2 oranduti of neting betwaen E.F.Cragin and
HP 3/14/92

57

York Recorder 4/18/92
58

New York Evening Ilegram 4/9/92 editorial
59

VIII-2 printed circular of the G1 3/19/92 and
New York Morning Journal 4/3/92

60

akk 111112 letter JCR to Thows 4/2/92
61

New York Mail and Express 3/31/92
62

v1AA XVII letter files
63

GLZA IX-il cxitittee chairnen lists
64

fl1M 4/97 844
65

VIII-2 letter JCR to Anerican Banknote Co 4/6/92
and GB 384

66

Cflv1 4/97 841 G4M VIII9 Recapitulation
5/30/90 15 of the boxes and bottles ware either broken
into or stolen altogether AL letter JHD to H.Flayden
3/26/22 Duncan recalls that boxes ware also used to raise
funds for tbe Peter Cooper statue

67

VIII-7 letter Manhattan Railroad Advertising and NewsCo to Mayor Grant 4/30/92
68

NyT 4/25/97 Magazine
69

G1AA IV-6 minutes of neeting G4 4/15/92 and X-3 pairphlet
with speech of John Painer of G.A.R 9/21/92 pp 1719

70

See Chapter XIV below for discussion of coer boxes and their
contents at the TCITb



71

V6 letter W.F.Sanders to HP 5/26/92
72

4AA VIII6 letter G.Childs to HP 4/23/92
73

G1A7 V13 letter J.H.Wanamaker to HP 3/15/92 letter

B.Harrison to HP 3/16/92 and letter F.Thcirpson to HP
3/30/92

74

NYS 4/22/92
75

HW 5/7/92 439 For gereral details see NT
New York vbrning 1dvertiser and New York Press
4/28/92 as well as invitation to cerny GEX3R 226
and ticket G3R 331

76

AA V15 letter COR to JCR 4/28/92
77

GEX3R 462
78

York Evening Telegram 4/26/92
79

FL 5/12/92 248 Unfortunately the whereabouts of

the trcel is rt knn today
80

FL 5/12/92 250
81

NYH 4/28/92
82

NYT 4/28/87 1/3 and Jewelers Weekly 5/8/92
83

New York Citizen 5/20/92
84

GYN IX14
85

GA VIII-8 letter W.E.Burroughs to 5/18/92
86

NYT and NYS 5/31/92
87

NYTR 6/1/92

88

1A Vill-il List of Subscriptions to Grant Mnunent Fund

of Inounts frcxn $500$5000 8/29/92
89

CIMM 4/97 pp 845846 The reduction in staff levels is

the best indication as to %then the fund raising campaign was

at an end It was in the spring of 1893 that recciniendations

were being handed out to forner employees see C1W XI-3 letter

JCR to T.Stockdale 3/4/93 and letter JCR to W.C.Harton 4/8/93

90

Villil note on expenses 2/25/93



91

a4AA V-iS letter E.F.Cragiri to G4A 4/29/92 and IV-6
minutes of Ecutive Ccmnittee eting 5/5/92

92

E.g undated NIT clipping in the files of the 1TY
93

Philadelphia Ledger and Transcript 5/28/92



HAPTERX

The publication of the artist proofs was nintioned in

the Nq York Peoorder 4/20/92

AL letter JHD to Hayden 3/25/22

GWI IV-6 minutes Executive Ccmittee meting 3/4/92

2V XI-3 JCR to JUl 3/7/92

GY1h IV-6 minutes Executive Ccmnittee Neeting 3/14/92

Thid minutes Executive Cariuittee Neeting 4/4/92 In the

fall John Brady was finally ordered to fill in the hellow
walls in the tcznb nort1-ast and northwast piers that ware
intended to house ti stairways to the apse crypt see G17
V10 letter Jill to JTB 9/10/92

47A V9 letter JHD to HP 4/5/92 and letter Jill to JTB
4/19/92

HW 4/30/92 416 and SA 4/30/92 277

G4A1 V9 letter JHD to HP 5/2/92

.10

NYP 4/26/97 12/3 SA 5/1/97 279 GB3R 463
11

NIP 5/25/92 and NYT 5/26/92
12

NYIR 4/28/97 Sup and X5 letterIH to HP 12/7/92
13

X-5 letter ZIIH to JHD 12/1/93
14

AL letter JHD to H.Hayden 3/25/22
15

CTh1 4/97 846
16

NYTR 7/28/95 9/12
17

GIAA X-4.

18

4M X-5 letter to HP 10/19/92 and letter JHD to HP
10/27/92

19

Ibid letters R.G.DUn to HP 9/9/92 and 9/12/92
20

Ibid draft oontract heten NIH and n.d and letters

Jill to HP 3/20/93 and 11l9/94 Bids for t1 job originally
ranged fran $239480 to $343900 see schedule of estimates n.d



21

NIT 4/25/97 Magazine

22

See 41A V-b General Specifications Contract

General Specifications Contract Also
GEGR 289 drawing Main Structure Tarb of General Grant

23

G12\A V-il letter JHD to HP 6/1/94
24

Thid letter G.L.Giilespie to HP 3/2/94

25

George Burnside later Curator of the Grant bnunnt
until the early 1940s see The Midtowner 4/24/40 p.3

26

New York Evenix Sun 5/9/92 and NIT 8/2/96 24/1
27

28

NIT 9/13/96 Magazine 1/i
29

NIT 2/12/93 19/7
30

GA X-5 letter A.Doerf linger to NNH 12/26/93

31

Thid letter JHD to HP 4/5/94

32

G4M X-5 letter JHD to NNH 5/9/94

33

NIT 3/1/95 2/6
34

4M IV-6 minutes Annual Neeting 2/28/93 and

IV-7 minutes Annual Maeting 2/28/94

35

NITR 7/28/95 9/12
36

4M X-6 letter MNH to HP 7/15/95

37

NITR 7/28/95 9/12
38

NIT 9/1/95 1/4
39

Personal cxxiinication from Rhodehamel Archivist

Mt Verrn Iiiies Association

40

Vil letter JHD to HP 12/23/95 Also see GEGR 340
41

AL letter JHD to W.G.Bates 9/4/28

42

V12 letter JHD to HP 7/1/96

43

Thid letter JHD to HP 9/2/96

G1A X-14 estimates fran various ntractors to 8/95-1/96



45

G4N Vli letters JHD to HP 10/19/95 and 11/18/95

46

G41A V-12 report JBI to 3/21/96 and GEX3R 460
47

Thid letter JHD to HP 12/14/96

48

X-14 letter JHD to Schneider-Birkenstock Marble

Co 7/27/96

49

X-14 letter JHD to YrB 3/11/97

50

The Midtowner 4/24/40 GEGRVF interview T.Pitkin

with G.D.Burnzide 9/28/59

51

G4A X14 letter 3M to HP 6/10/96 and George Burnside

Life of u.s recription of Ta New York 1927
16

52

The neting took place on 11/28/91 see letter 3M to

H.Haden 3/25/22

53

GW XXV-13 letter Julia Grant to CrICC 1/9/92 copy
54

GEXR 466 New York Wrning Advertiser 4/21/92

55

G4N X6 letter G.Pegram to G.tdge 3/16/96

56

Col Pol Poyard Le Tcnbeau de Napoleon Paris n.d
.unpaginated

57

X6 letter EM to HP 3/23/96

58

4M X4 letter EM to JHD 8/12/96

59

GYZ X-6 letter New England i.uent Co to JHD 2/16/97

60

4AA V-4 letter JHD to EM 7/13/96

61

G42A V-12 letter JHD to HP 1/29/97

62

XI-5 letter HP to Col Fred Grant 3/22/97

63

For details see NYT 3/15/97 4/7 3/16/97 16/5 3/18/97 12/6

NYP 4/27/95 6/1 .A X-6 letter New England Mnzrent Co to

HP 5/18/96 and G3R 364 and 404

64

NYTR 1/28/98 14 George Burnside ho succeeded his father

George rnside as Curator of the Grant nuaent later clairre.d

that the sarcophagus was not installed in the tczth until days before

Mrs Grar4 interrrt G3RVF note G.G.Burnside to T.Pitkin

8/24/60 This would seem to be or of many exair1es where

Burnside supplied Park Service officials with incorrect information

concerning the history of the tont In an earlier interview with



Pitkin Burnside stated that tha tanb storm doors

were iristallal in 1911 and that tia1l cubicle was built

in the rotunda for staff use in 1922 GEXRVF notes of

interview 8/5/59 The storm doors appear in photographs

of tbe tath dating to 1897 The Builder 7/25/97 The

cubicle Burriside referred to was built in 1915 see

Chapter XII bekw In general Burnside must be considered

an unreliable informant

65

G1I V12 letter Jill to HP 9/25/96

66

G4AA X6 letter NNH to HP 5/10/96 and V-12 letter Jill to

HP 1/30/97

67

4N V-12 letter Jill to HP 9/15/96

68

GA V12 letters Jill to HP 6/6/96 and 9/12/96

69

X-20 letters Jill to HP 4/14/96 and 10/21/96

70

V-12 letters Jill to HP 1/29/97 and 2/18/97 Klee

Brothers also were crirmissioned to execute 1/4 scale mzdel

of the torrb for $450 Vb letter Jill to Klee Bros 10/18/92

and full scale ntdels of all carved granite details V12 letter

Jill to Klee Bros 6/25/96
71

NIH 4/24/92
72

CDII 4/97 846

73

Cesare Ripa boonobogia Łw York 1976 reprint of first

illustrated edition of Rare 1603 123 Ripa describes

figure of Divinity as holding due globi di figura

sferica nostram eternita

74

QIM X20 letter Jill to HP 7/30/96 and GEGR 458
75

10/31/96 photograph 329

76

See photograph dated 1/97 in Riverside Drive album Local

History and Geneology Room of the NYPL

77

NT 4/25/92 Magazine pp 23 In 1927 Burnside op cit
15 refers to the figures as representing War and Peace

There sens to be no evidence either historical or iconographic

to support such an interpretation



78

plan of the Grant Mnunent that appeared in The Builder

7/25/97 designates the two small circular roars as Reliquaries
Jill appears to have ontinid to refer to them as such years
later e.g G4AA XXV-6 letter JHD to Lloyd Stryller 8/2/24
Scietine in the 1930s the term Thophy Roans caxe into use

e.g XXI-2 minutes of Annual meting 2/27/35
79

GZA V-12 letters JHD to HP 10/7/96 and 1/18/97 letter

Jill to Baumgarten Co 2/19/97 and XXI-2 minutes .of Annual

meting 2/26/13
80

V12 letter Jill to HP 10/7/96

81

V-b Specifications for Contract n.d
82

GY V-12 letter Jill to HP 8/4/96 and letter 311 to

R.H.Casey 8/6/96

83

a4AP Vl2 letter Jill to HP 9/28/96 NIT 3/22/97 5/4
4/6/97 14/1 4/13/97 14/1 and NYP 4/26/97 6/1

84

V-il letter JHD to HP 2/23/95 and X-9 letter Jill to

HP 12/15/96

85

GlAl X-9 letter CHTCC to HP 4/18/95

86

NITR 7/30/90 4M X-9 1et1ers lparthent of Public

Parks to HP 4/25/96 and 6/24/96 and NIT 8/11/96 4/7
87

V-ll letter JHD to HP 9/18/94 and V-12 letter JHD to

HP 4/15/96
88

NIT 4/25/97 Nagazir
89

NIT 2/27/96 1/2
90

fl- Midtcqner 4/24/40
91

CThi 4/97 847



HPPIER XI

NYTR 12/29/96 2/5.

V16 letter G.R.Scott tt W.L.Strong 2/18/97 and list

of nerrbers of tIre Grant ntment Municipal Inaugural Cctinittee

n.d

GXR 242

Nr 4/25/97 16/2

HW 5/3./97 431

NT 4/3/97 6/4

NYTR 4/18/97 7/1

GA V4 letter J111 to HP 4/12/97

Ibid letter Jfl to G.Fox and Son 4/15/97 Despite Duncans

precautions John Brady appears to have obtained nurber

of -the bolts from the steel case and handed tham out as souvenirs

See letter ric in tha files of the John Brady Co P.B.Strong

to JTB 4/30/97

10

NYTR 4/18/97 7/1
11

This was done at the requsst of Li Hung-Chang who had visited

t1 torary vault the previous year with great deal of

fanfare see NYT 4/27/97 1/7 NYTR 5/8/97 NYS 9/23/32

22/1 and NYHT 3/22/42 At scxe later point in tiire Chinese

Cork tree was planted next to the Ginko fl age of tha present

trees within t1 nenorial plot is unknn
12

NT 5/4/97 12/2 and NYTR 5/12/97

13

GEGR 422 and -423 nithsonian Institution Accession 0682

Catalogue 217394 for both
14

GR 449
15

NYT 4/13/97 14/1 and NYTR 4/17/97 5/3
16

NYS 4/23/97 9/1 and GEXR 269
17

Letter nc in t1 files of t1 John Brady Co JIB to

COR 4/10/97 For arch see NYTR 4/26/97 2/2
18

NYP 4/24/97 5/1 NW 4/25/97 and 4/26/97 NYT 4/25/97 and

4/26/97 2/4

19
NYW 4/27/97



20

11W 5/8/97 475
21

NIP 4/27/97 6/1
22

NIW 4/25/97 and NIP 4/27/97 3/1
23

G4A V16 letter A.C.Zabriskie to W.L.Strong 2/12/97
NIT 4/24/97 3/5 The Critic 5/1/97 304 and Thatas Evans
The Lnp1e of Peace The Grand Program and Souvenir of the

Grant 1inorial Ibnunent York 1897
24

NIT 4/25/97 NIP 4/27/97 1/7 and NIH 4/28/97
25

NIP 4/29/97 3/1 and HW 5/8/97 475
26

GA V16 letter JHD to HP 3/22/97 and NYW 4/26/97
27

NIP 4/27/97 2/3 and 4/28/97 2/1 and 3/6
28

NYIR 4/26/97 2/6 NIP 4/29/97 3/1 and NYS 4/29/97
29

NYTR 4/28/97 1/4 S1% 5/1/97 279 11W 5/8/97 475

and GEGR 228
30

NIP 4/27/97 3/6 and 4/29/97 3/1
31

See p1tograph GEXR 428
32

11W 5/28/97 475
33

NIP 4/28/97 5/1 NYS 4/28/97 5/1 and 11W 5/8/97 475
34

GA V16 letter to S.Madi11an 4/17/97 NIP 4/29/97

3/1 and Iavid Cullough The Great Bridge N.z York 1972
pp 430/1

35

SA 5/1/97 279
36

Tk Critic 5/1/97 pp 303304
37

Idein

38

Builder 7/25/97 pp 231232
39

NIT 4/25/97 Magazine Schuyler did rt sign th
article IxLt was identified as t1 aut1r in t1 Tiues

t1 previous day
40

NYTR 4/28/97 Supp1eint p.2



CHAPTER XII

NYTR 4/28/97 Supplenent and 5/1/97 279

chapter 670 Laws of the State of New York for 1897 and

Chapter 27 laws of the State of New York for 1908 4M
Xxv1

XXVI vouchers filed by the C4h with the City of

New York

See Fig 166

For description of the lights see XXV-6 letter

JID to J.G.Harbord 3/21/29

V-16 letter JHD to S.MacMillan 4/17/97 and GEGRVF

neitorandin G.G.Burnsicle to T.Pitkin 12/13/59 Again
attention should be called to the fact that Burnside was

rather unreliable informant In this case he was reporting

on what did and did not occur at the tath at tine when he

may not yet even have been born

GY 1i

XXV-17 letters HP to N.Y.C Police Catinissicner

4/30/13 and 5/5/13

.c4A7 .11
10

1-4 entry for 8/17
II

XXV17 letters HP to N.Y.C Police Carinissioner

4/31/13 and 5/5/13.

12

NLT 5/31/29

13

The Builder 7/25/97 plates
14

Thid 232
15

See Fig 176 There are no records indicating exactly when

the flag cases were installed Undoubtedly it occurred in

the 1897-1912 period for which the records are no longer

extant Judging stylistically the cases would seem to date

to around 1900 They were cclTpletely airtight and the servicEs

of glazier had to be enployed to open them 4M XXV4 letter

W.M.Mather to G.D.Burriside 9/24/35 NPS eniployees who reneither

the cases report that the glass was J2 thick personal

cxzatninication fran J.Tucker Again with ouly few exceptions

records do not exist to indicate when the various Civil War

era flags arrived at the tcxrb As early as 1916 sate of the



flags were referr to as being in poor condition 1A OV4
letter H.W.Hayden to HP 11113/16 and XXI-3 minutes Executive

coninittee Meeting 3/10/49
16

NYTR 12/20/02 and 12/22/02

17

NYT 3/31/86 8/3 and NITR 3/1/04 14 Only 200 or
of these items have re wn to the NPS Wnat haperied
to the rest of is not known

18

fl-a Recxrd and GuicŁ 10/8/10 566 and CAC Submission 872
19

XXV-5 letter JHD to Tiffany Studios 1/30/13
20

GIAA XxI-2 minutes Annual Meeting 2/26/13
21

4A XXV-5 letter JM to Tiffany Studios 2/10/13
22

G1AA XXI-2 minutes 2nnua1 Meeting GA 2/26/13

23

XXV-6 letter JIID to H.W.Hayden 11/18/15
24

14
25

JL report by Janes Whiskeman Engirer 6/26/25 Minutes of

the Park Board of the Departhent of Parks 8/2/27 and 11/15/27

and G1M XXI-2 minutes Pnnual Meeting IA 2/27/28
26

GcA OV-6 letter Jill to T.Denny 11/10/25

27

G4T X-9 letter JHD to HP 2/2/97

28

NYTR 4/28/97 Si.p1rent
29

G4A OtV-9 letter JID to J.GHarbord 3/20/28

30

NYrP Box letter P.Manship to W.R.Stewart 4/22/28

31

G4M XXV-5 letter Jill to HP 2/21/12

32

G4AA XXI-2 minutes 1nnua1 Meeting 3/28/19 and OCV-6
letter Jill to H.W.Hayden 4/J19

33

IL letters J.M.Rhind to JHD 4/16/19 and 5/19/19

34

QCI-2 minutes Special Meeting C4A 6/10/21

35

10V-9 letter Jill to T.Denny 11J1O/25

36

Thid letters T.Denny to usthes 12/23/25

37

Ibid letter Jilt to J.G.Harbord 3/13/28



38

NYCC Box letter JHD to J.M.Phind 3/20/28 and letter
J.M.Ithind to JHD 4/21/28

39

G4M XXV9 letter Jill to J.G.Harbord 3/20/28
40

NYaA Box letter U.S Jrmy to J.G Harbord 3/28/28
41

Ibid letter Jill to W.R.StØwart 4/10/28
42

XXI-2 minutes nnual leting 2/14/27
43

Handbook Grant MDn1rnt Association York 1929 27
44

NLCCP Vertical File passim bot especially letter J.R.Pope
to W.R.Stewart 5/24/28

45

NYCC1I Box letter P.Manship to W.R.Stewart 4/22/28
46

Handbook cit pp 4449 and GlM XXI2 minutes Special

meting G4A 12/10/28
47

NYC Vertical File letter J.R.PqDe to W.R.Stewart 6/13/28
48

NYT 8/11/96 4/7
49

XXII-2 letter HP to N.Y.C Park Ccxmissioners 3/19/12
50

In addition to sources listed in Foothote 46 above also
see NYS 2/16/29 and those J.R.Pope drawings in the possession
of NPS GR 307 and 309 as 11 as uncatalogiEd material

inMfl
51

GEGRVF letter O.Fgers to E.Gugler 5/13/59 and letter
T.Pitkin to O.Eggers 5/26/59

52

Figs 171 and 175
53

NYT 2/17/29 X7
54

NYFrr 2/17/29
55

NYT 2/17/29 III
56

NYCC Box letter W.R.SteWart to J.G.Harbord 2/28/29
57

XXI-2 minutes Special Ieting 6/10/29
58

XXV-18 Agreement Office of J.R.Pope and 6/11/29

59

G4Ah XXV-12 lgreenent P.Manship G41 6/11/29 letter

J.R.Sheffield to W.G.Bates 1/26/32 and letter W.G.Bates to



J.R.Shef field 1/27/32 It seems that in any event $7500
was paid over to Manship XXV-12 letter W.R.SteWart
to J.R.Pcpe 6/12/29

60

NYCCA1 Vertical File letter P.Manship to D.P.Higgins 5/17/29
61

GA XXV-12 Statenent by Paul Manship 6/5/29
62

See obituary in NYT 10/20/29 31/5
63

NYCC Box letter J.R.Pope to 11/20/30
64

Q4N XXI-2 minutes Annual Meeting 2/10/32
65

G4A XXV-9 letter T.W.Hotchkiss to A.D.Anlrews 5/12/32
66

Thid letter T.W.Flotchkjss to W.R.Bates 1/15/33 Hotôhkiss
nentions that the recxrds of the Association fund raising
drive sre to be stored at the Chamber of Cciiierce They
are still there today and regotiations are being held to
unite them with the main body of papers

67

12
68

G4M XxI-2 minutes Annual Meeting 2/9/33.
69

NYHr 8/29/32 York Mirror 8/30/32 and NYr 10/21/32



APTER XIII

XXV-18 letter G.D.Burnside to W.G.Bates 11/3/31
0V-19 Draft Specifications for Relaying the Floor of the

Inner Crypt Office of J.R.Pope 12/17/31 and letter W.G.Bates
to G.D.Burnside 12/16/35

12 notes and XXV19 letter to R.M3ses 11/2/36

GAA XXIX Grant MDntLent Association Annual Report 1937
NYIr 10/11/37

XXI-3 minutes Cnnittee for the Cat1etion of the Tcinb

12/5/38 and XXIX Grant nient Association Annual Report
1938

XXV-22 letter Pittsburgh Plate Glass to H.L.Satterlee and

letter to Pittsburgh Plate Glass 3/9/39 An entry in 1-2
states that the wirdcMs ware installed in 3/38 and that the glass
was made by Tanyan and Blanoo of Milford West Virginia
It was thviously written by one of the Burnsides and its reliability
can be qstioned The year of the installation is clearly noted

LnoDrreCtly There may be possibility that Tanyan and Blanco

were subcontractors to Pittsburgh Plate Glass

GA XXV-l7 letter H.S.Lyon to C.Wickersham 3/12/51

GEGRVF nenorandtin H.Wi.cox to T.Pitkin 8/14/59

XXV-22 estimate Pittsburgh Plate Glass to 3/10/39

single pie of yellowish glass was rerroved fran the gallery
in 12/79 It ckes not appear to be of the sane quality and texture

as the windows in the lower portion of the building and there

is no way to determine when it was installed and whether or not

the entire gallery was glazed with suth glass at one tiire

GA XXV-6 letter JHD to L.Stryler 8/4/24
10

G4AA XXI-2 minutes Annual Meeting G4 2/9/33

11

Thid minutes Annual Meeting 2/27/35

12

XXV-7 letters to W.D.Fausett and L.Fausett

6/28/37
13

Ibid letter to D.Fausett 10/28/37
14

The frieze are detailed in G3R 474 see also Gv1Al XXI-3 minutes

Annual Meeting 2/2/38 XXV-7 invoice G.ODughlin to

12/1/37 and XXV23 letter W.M.Mather to H.L.Satterlee 2/2/38



15

CAC Submission 5905 given preliminary approval 4/12/38 and
final inspection 1/10/39 Also see Q4A XXV-7 letter
W.G.Fausett to W.M.Mather 1/9/39 and FH Drawing for
Prcposed Bronze Railing for Flag Poats 11/22/38

16

Burnsie op cit late edition with pale blue cover n.dp.4
17

C1C Submission 5905 statemant by W.D.Fausett J25/39
18

G1AA XXI-3 minutes Annual eting a4A 2/10/37 XXIX
Grant MDnunent Association Annual Report 1938 and
NCFH and Drawing for Display Rack Reflector 6/8/37

19

GEGR s426441 See GA XXI3 minutes Ccxtinittee for the
Ccxp1etion of the Tab 12/5/38 and minutes Annual
meting G4A 2/8/40 Ibe markers cost $673.20

20

GA XXI-3 minutes Annual meting G@ 2/3/41 Pen Brass
and Bronze rks produced the lecturne and it was installed
in 1940 It was subsequently transferred to the Hamilton
Grange National ºiorial probably in the l960s It will soon
be returued to its proper location

21

Qv1PA 0CI2 minutes Annual l4eeting 4A 2/27/35
22

Thid minutes Carinittee for the Catpletion of the ftxnb lJ10/36
and aAA XXI-3 minutes Annual Łeting LZ 2/10/37

23

G1AA XXIX Grant nunnt Association Annual Report 1938
24

QA XXV-24 letter F.Stoddart to H.L.Satterlee 6/29/38
25

Ibid letter H.L.Satterlee to C.G.Burnzide 3/9/46
26

Gvtl\A XXV-24 letter L.L.Rolli.ns to H.L.Satterlee and letter
G.Picco.j to Caretaker Grants itith 11/23/38 The busts were
listed by the CPC under Submission 5879 and receiyed preliminary
approval on 11/15/38 What are apparently photographs of Mi.s

Rodel busts in their original white plaster state are in the
files of the Art Division of the NYPL Photographs of all five
of the plaster busts coated with what was probably layer of bronze

green paint are in the files of the CAC
27

G41A XXV-4 letter H.L.Satterlee to M.B.Greener 3/6/46 and
XXV-24 invoice Walter Signs and Display to 3/18/47

28

GYIAA XXV23 letter H.L.Satterlee to B.Scirvell 10/18/38
XXIX Grant Mntrent Association Annual Report 1938 XXV-23
letter Nicholson and Galloway to 4A 2/14/39 letter W.M.Mather
to Nicholson and Galloway 2/16/39 and NYT 4/28/39



29

XXV2 mxorandum of neeting N.Y.C tpartnent of

Parks WPA and 11/15/38 XXI-3 minutes Executive Caiinittee

Q4 1/17/39 CPC SuIission 5913 preliminary approval for

placing eagles on parapbet 12/13/38 and Sulinission 5973 final

approval for placing eagles on steps 2/14/39
30

G41A xxI-3 minutes Annual Meeting 2/2/38 CAC Sulinission

5682 preliminary approval for exterior plan 4/12/38 and

Sunissioi-i 5818 final approval for exterior plan 9/13/38
The approved plan differed fran the preliminary plan only in

the addition of another rq of trees on each side of the

approach to the tanb fran the south
31

0V-20 Agretent between H.E.Fletcher Co and GAA
6/14/38

32

Ibid letter to Bloodgood Nurseries 12/21/38
33

GyA 12 rtes
34

XXI-2 minutes Special Meeting 6/10/21
35

XXV-8 letters to Penn Brass and Bronze Works and

E.Cappelle 2/16/39

36

Ibid letter H.L.Satterlee to W.M.Mather 4/24/39 and text of

inscriptions n.d
37

G4ZA 0CI-2 minutes Special Meeting 11/10/36 and XKE-3
minutes Annual Meeting 2/10/37

38

G4P XXV-23Annual Report of the Special Cawnittee 2/3/39

39

USG letter U.S.Grant 3rd to H.L.Satterlee 3/18/39
40

Thid letter H.L.Satterlee to U.S.Grant 3rd 3/2iJ39 and

letter G.Piccxli to U.S.Grant 3rd 4/21/39

41

GA XXV-24 letter FLL.SatterleØ to U.S.Grant 3rd lJ19/40
42

USGA letter H.L.Satterlee to U.S.Grant 3rd 6/2/41

43

Ibid letter H.L.Satterlee to U.S.Grant 3rd 7/1/41

44

0CI3 passim
45

NT 8/17/38 and NYS 10/31/38

46

NYT 4/28/39 27
47

Idea and G4M XXV-23 letter H.L.Satterlee to B.Scirervell

10/18/28



W\PTER XIV

G4AA XXV-13 letters W.M.Mather to G.G.Burnside 2/9/42 and

letter G.F.Miles to G.G.Burnside 9/7/45

GEGR 10

QI-3 minutes 1rinual Meeting 2/24/44

Ibid minutes Executive Caittee 4/9/53

Ibid minutes Executive Ccmnittee Ck 4/15/54 10/18/54

an minutes Annual Meeting C11 10/28/54

Ibid minutes Executive Carinittee 5/25/55

GEXRVF irioraniurn Regional Chief of Operations to Superintendent

STLI 6/10/55

GEXR XXV16 letter E.Mdkew Jr to G.G.Burnside 10/25/55

GEGRYF rrenorandun Regional Director to Director 3/9/56
10

Ibid Land Ownership file
11

Quoted in 411 XXI-4 minutes Executive Ccznnittee 4A 2/26/57

12

G4W XXV-16 letter to C.Wirth 4/14/59
13

AA OCI-4 minutes Executive Caiittee 4/1/59
14

1A VII-5 letter RIG to Eth.tor Enterprise Michigan City
Indiana 9/1/85

15

GEGRVF letter .Grant 3rd to .S Ronalds 10/25/59

16

Thid nBorandun F.S.Ronalds to Ibbin 11/3/59

17

Ibid nenorazx1i.m Pitkin to .S Ronalds 6/26/5

18

Tharas Pitkin General Grant National Menorial Its History

and Possible Deve1ont 73 lreafter cites at Pithin
19

Thid 75.

20

By this tine the nane reliquary roan had been abandoned

21

Pitkin GG 8081
22

Ibjd 8284
23

GIAA XXI4 minutes Annual Meeting 10/25/61



24

GEGRVF IrelTorandum Director to Superintendent MDrristCMn 6/30/59

25

Knickerbocker News Albany 8/15/61 This may be the five

foot tall rroel identified by Edwin Murtha Paul Mansl4p New York

1957 240 Murtha dates the nodel to 1928 which is inpossibly

early since Manship only received the carrnission fran the

41 the follcMing year
26

GEGRVF nm3randum Superintendent MrristaJn to Director

7/14/59 and NYHT 8/30/61

27

GEGRVR letter New York State Civil Centennial Cawnittee

to T.Pitkin 4/9/62

28

GA I-4 minutes Annual eting 10/25/62

29

Thcznas Pitkin Interpretive Prospectus General Grant National

Mamorial Novenber 1962 pp 8-10 hereafter cited as Pitkin IP
30

survey NY5429
31

xXI-4 minutes Annual Maetirtjl G4A 10/30/63

32

VI-9 Duncan stattEnt .d

33

GEGRVF letter G.G.Burnside to T.Pitkin 10/13/62 As noted

above Burriside does not appear to have been reliable informant

In drawing dating to 1891 GEGR 460 Duncan indicated that

he wished to place bas-relief in the spot Aere mosaic

was placed in the north wall His plans for the interior underwent

oonsiderable change after that

34

CA XXI-4 insert oopy of letter A.HamiltOfl to R.F.Lee n.d

35

IS Contract 14l00329-2861

36

GEGRVF Allyn Cox file program for dedication of murals

see other materials in file for general history of project

and also NLT 5/27/66

37
Master Plan for preservation and Use General Grant

National Manorial January 1965

38

XXI4 minutes Special Maeting G1 3/15/65

39

GR 240 Bill of Sale dated 6/28/66 see GGRVF

40

MFH drawing GG 3007 AlterationS to General Grant

National MEnorial iJ65

41

The AS Constructed drawings for the project are dated 3/66

see 4FH drawings EEN 03 300Th 3/66



42

MFH drawings 9/69
43

Harris McLean and Trexier Gerral Grant National Ntorial
Exhibit Plan and Related Rexiendations July 1969 ii

44

Thid ii and

45

Personal cxmnunication frau forner Site Supervisor Al Jaites

46

FH drawings Exhibit Change 7/75
47

GEXRVF ireivrandum Regional Director to Director 7/24/59
48

Master Plan
49

GEX3RVF nenrandtzn Steele to Chief Branch of Curatorial Services

3/12/73
50

GEX3R 155
51

As of this writing not all of the flags have been accounted

for An extensive report identifying each of then and

docmenting their history and state of preservation will be

prepared in the future
52

Personal cxmnunication fran Johnnie Tucker and Frank Pellegrino
53

GEXRVF NPS iz release 3/24/70

54

Harris Mclean arid Trexier
55

Pitkin IP ii
56

As of this writing all of them materials have been catalogied
and conservation treatrrent has begun for the nest seriously

damaged
57

York Daily Ns 7/26/70
58

For details see David Kahn Report on the MDsaic Benches

General Grant National orial Deceirber 1978
59

IVXFH Drawings Structural Rehahilitation Dare 4/7/73

60

NPS contract OC 18504001

61

GRVF letter G.G.Burnside to T.Pitkin 10/13/62

62

V-12 report JHD to 3/2J96
63

Pitkin IP 10 One can prestire that Pitkin had .a color

schema in mind such as the one used in the rotunda of Federal

Hall fran the 1950s through 1979



64

GEGRVF nnorandxn E.C.Bears to R.Utley 3/17/69
65

Personal ocitnunication Blame diver
66

NYT 9/12/73
67

fldays Art 7/73
68

See book with the sane title by Arthur Drexier et al
New York 1977

69

See book with the sane title by Wilson et al New York 1979
70

GEXRVF norarK3um H.Wiboox to T.Pitkin 9/14/59
71

GR 310-312 As of this writing ail are undergoing
conservation treathent

72

a4Ml XXI3 minutes Executive Cczmittee G4A 5/5/53
73

GEGR 84-99 Lese boxes were last seen in 1966 see Federal
Hail files D6215 irrorandun W.Jarcznsky to R.nith 12/1/66

74

GXR 384 I.ircan nentions that he stored the papers in

ccpper boxes in AL letter JHD to H.Hayden 3/14/22



Fig 91 Project 1ndus Corrpetitiai tsign for Pantheon Section

Wood Engraving after Drawing by Blot La Ccastruction rx3ern June

19 1897 Courtesy Cornell University
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Fig 92 GroundbreakingcerelToflieS for the Grant 1tnLment PhDtOgraph

April 27 1891 GEGR 355
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Fig 93 Trenton Battle Mnunent John Duncan 1891 Ink and

Colored Washes on Paper by R.W Rattray n.d Courtesy Avery Library
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Fig 94 Site Plan for the Grant Mnurrent Pen and Ink on Linen by
John Duncan February 28 1891 GEGR 276
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Fig 95 Plan of nte FoatiOfl for rth Piers

Detail s1zing PelatiOflshP beteen the TtporarY Tomb and the Permanent

bnunEnt Pen and Ink on Linen by John Duncan Probably Je 1891

GEGR 278
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Fig 96 Construction Site Excavations Begin. Pltograph Probably

July 1891 GEGR 356
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Fig 97 Construction Site Plotograph Probably Surnr 1891
Illustrated Anerican October 1891 Courtesy Museum of

the City of New York
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Fig 98 Terrporaxy Tnb Ibp of North Foundations of the Grant

bnunnt Second Site P1xtograph Probably Fall 1891 COurtesy
Ne.i-York Historical Society
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Fig 99 Suggestion for 1ŁITorary Curtain Wall at Southern Exposure

Crypt Portion of the Grant Monurrent Pen arxi Ink on Linen by John Duncan

Probably February 1892 GEGR 279
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Fig 100 View fran East and West Crypt Portion of the Grant

Mnnt Pen and Ink on Linen by John Duncan Probably

February 1892 GEGR 280
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Fig 101 View fran t1 North Cxypt Portion of the Grant Mnuirent

Pen and Ink on Linen by John Dtcan Probably February 1892 CEGR 281
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Fig 102 General Hora Porter PFotoqraph fran King Notable

New Yorkers New York 1899
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Fig 103 General Grant and His Staff Ibrace Porter Seated SeoDnd

from Right PI-tograph 1864 Courtesy Chicago Historical Society
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Fig 104 Subscription Book from the Machinery and Puirs Ctztmittee

Grant bnunnt Association 1892 1A
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Fig 105 Contribution BDx Grant r4nutnt Association 1892 GEGR 367
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Fig 106 Invitation to Laying the Cornert-Stone Cerentnies

Color Engraving 2pri1 1892 GEGR 226
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Fig 107 President Harrison Laying the Corner-Stone for t1
Grant nimnt Ipril 27 1892 WDod Engraving after de Thuistrup
Harpers Weekly May 1892 GEGR 377
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Fig 108 children Strewning Flcwers Outside the Trporary Tanb
2pri1 27 1892 Wcxd Engraving New York Fra1d.pri1 28 1892
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Fig 109 Sterling Silver Carn.norative Spoon by Charles Casper
1892 GR 411
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Fig 110 Certificate of Contribution to the Grant vbnunnt Fund
Steel Engraving by the Piierican Bank Note CciTpany 1892 GR 329
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Fig 111 Grant Mnu1Ent Riverside Park on t1e H5son New York
Cbrcro1it1graph by Maurice Ingres 1891 GR 274
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Fig 112 Plan of the Principal Floor Placing Crypt in Center
of Building and Qnittirig Jpse Pen and Ink on Linen by John Duncan
Early 1892 GR 285
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Fig 113 View of New Design with Crypt in the Center of t1 Fornr

noria Hall Wood Engraving New York Herald April 24 1892 G1A1
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Fig 114 Caripetition Design for th Grant bnunnt 1888/1889 Wood

Engraving after Drawing by Julius Schinfufth Anerican Architect and

Building News October 18 1892 Courtesy Avery Library
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Fig 115 Diagram ShcMing Quantities of Concrete and Other Work

Ecuted and Certified to by Report 17 Overall DilTensions Reduced

to 90 Square Feet Pen and Ink on Linen by John Duncan April 1892
GECR 286
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Fig 116 TErporary Inb on Third and Last Site North of the

Grant Monunent Photograph Febnary 1897 Courtesy New-York

Historical Society
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Fig 117 Elevations Shcing Corition of brk cn Colurrs of

Grant Mcnunnt Pen and Ink and Colored Mashes on Linen by

Maine and New Hanpshire Granite Calipany April 1894 GEGR 314
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Fig 118 Steel Girders for Upper Portion of the Grant rbnunent

Being Set in Place Plxtograph by John Hubbel May or June 1896

GEGR 408





Fig 119 Upper Portion of t1 Grant knunnt Nearing Cczp1etion

Plxtograph Sumier 1896 Courtesy Coluitbiana Collection Coluinbia

thiversity
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Fig 120 Exterior rk on the Grant Wn.zrent Nearing CaTpletion

PIothgraph Retouched Late 1896 GEGR 347
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Fig 121 View of cyp Shing Grants Sarcophagus to One Si
Photograph from King Views of Grants Tcrft New York 1897
Courtesy Museum of tie City of New York
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Fig 122 Southeast Pendantive Allegorical Representation

of Gen Grant Birth Plaster and Keen Cerrent by Klee Bros

after de1 by Massey Rhind 1896-1897 Photograph 1979
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Fig 123 Northeast Peridantive Allegorical Representation of

Gen Grants MilitaryLife Plaster arx.1 Keen Cenent by Klee

Bros after vbdel by Massey Rhind 1896-1897 Photograph

1979
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Fig 124 Northwest Pendantive Allegorical Bepresentation

of Gen Grant Civil Life Plaster and Keen Cerrent by

Klee Bros after Mxlel by Massey Rhind 1896-1897 Photogrph
1979
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Fig 125 Southst Pendantive Allegorical Representation of

Gen Grants Death Plaster and Keen Cient by Klee Bros after

Mx3e1 by Massey Rhind 18961897 Plxtograph 1979
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Fig 126 Vie.i of Plaster 13ue and Inrr Roof Spanning 2rea lthove

It PlDtograph 1979





Fig 127 Invitation to the Deiication Enqraving with Enbossed

Detail April 1897 ODurtesy Museun of the City of New York
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Fig 128 Pezrving the 1.mains of General Grant fran the

Tenporary Tath to the Mausoleum Ptthgraph Harpers Weekly
pri1 17 1897 GEGR 378
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Fig 129 Brick fran the Tporary Tanb of General Grant by
Inghain Sons Ca 1885
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Fig 130 Assorted Souvenir Badges for the Dedication of the

Grant Ibnunent Brass Bronze Celluloid and Silk by Various

Makers 1897 Courtesy Musen of the City of York





Fig 131 Official Program for tIe Dedicaticn of the Grant

bnuztent Pub1isd by Fless and Ridge 1897 GR 228
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THE MVNICIPAL GRANT MONVMENT COMMITTEE

RJVERSI.DE 4NEWYORKcrIy
APRIL XXVII MDCCC XCVII



Fig 132 Map Shcx.iing Seating Locaticns for Edication Invitation

Insert Wood Engraving by Hatr Lee Bank Note Co 1897 Courtesy
Maseum of the City of New York
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Fig 133 The Ldication of the Grant Ikrnmnt The Parade

Caning Up Piverside Drive Spectators czi the Sidewafl Near

Cie-Hundredth Street Peproduction after Dring by
W.T Snedley Harpers Weekly May 1897 EGR 379
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Fig 134 Watching Dedication Parade fran Bleechers South
of ItD Photograph by Byron pri1 27 1897 Courtesy Museizn of
the City of New York
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Fig 135 Seventh Iginnt Ne York National Guard Marching in

Dedication Parade Plxtograph pri1 27 1897 GEXR 409
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Fig 136 Birdseye View of tdication Parade P1tograph by
James Bixidon April 27 1897 Courtesy Museum of the City of
New York
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Pig 137 Bicycling Near the Grant Mii.ment Plthgraph Late 1890s

Cburtesy Necq-York Historical Society
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Fig 138 Grant bnunt Photograph by Detroit Photographic
Coirpany 1900 Courtesy Library of Congress
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hig 139q 1cxeation Piex and Ii.verboat Inding at Nanhattanville

Grant Mnunnt to the South Photograph by ttroit Publishing Carpany
1906 Courtesy Library of Congress
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Fig 140 Grant bniz.nt fran the East Photograph ca 1905

urtesy New-York Historical Society
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Fig 141 Grant nunnt with New Pest Roars aci1ity to st
P1tograph after 1910 Courtesy New-York Historical SoOiety
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Fig 142 Bronze Pine Cone fran tte Ibp of the Pantheon tbw in the

Vatican Gardens Photograph from Nariano Eorgatti Castel Sant nge1o
1na Rcte d. Courtesy Avery Library
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Fig 143 Proposed Front E1evati of the Grant Mnunnt by

John Russell Pope Reproduction of Drawing by Otto Eggers
1928 Courtesy City Part Caniission New York City
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Pig 144 Proposed Plan of the Grant nint and Surroundings
by John Iissel1 Pope Reproduction of Drawing by Otto Eggers
1928 GEX3R 336
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Fig 145 Proposed Side Elevation the Grant rnmnt by

John Russell Pope Reproduction of Drawing by Otto Eggers
1928 GR 338
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Fig 146 Detail of Proposed Ejuestrian Statue and Base by
John Russell Pope Reproduction of Drawing by Otto Eggers
1928 GER 339
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147 near paint and the Poetry AINT Graffiti

Rnva1 at the Grant Mnunent PIotograph New York Mirror
August 30 1932 GA
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Fig 148 Proposed Sash Design to Replace Tiffany Windows Pen
and Ink with Colored Washes on Drawing Paper Probably by Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Cciipany 1938 GEGR417
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Fig 149 I4ura1 in East Trophy Roan Detail Oil cn Canvas by
William Dean Fausett 1938 GEGR Photograph ODliection
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Fig 150 Mural in East Trophy 1n Detail Oil th Canvas by
William Dean Fausett 1938 GEGR Photograph Collection
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Fig 151 Mural in West Trhy Itai1 Oil on Canvas by

William Dean Fausett 1938 GR Photograph Collection
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Fig 152 Mural in West Trophy Bm Detail Oil on Canvas by
William Dean Fausett 1938 Photograph Collection
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Fig 153 Bust of General Tharas on Tenporazy Display at
Grant MxnIlEnt Plaster de1 by Jeno JUSZ3CO 1938 Courtesy
City rt Ccnnission N.z York City
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Fig 154 Bust of General Shenan Bronze by William Ikse
1938 GR
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Fig 155 Bust of General Sheridan Bzonze by William Muse
1938 GEGR
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Fig 156 Bust of Giera1 Tiunas Bronze by Jeno Juszko 1938
GR
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Fig 157 Bust of Genra1 MacPrson Bronze by Jeno Juszko 1938
GR
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Fig 158 Bust of General Ord Bronze by Jeno Juszko 1938 GR
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Fig 159 Old U.S Post Office Southern of City Hall Park Designed

by Coninittee of architects Headed by Richard Hunt 18691875
P1tograph by Underhiu 1912 Courtesy I4iseiin of the City of New York
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Fig 160 Eagle fran Old Post Office in Storage P1otograph 1938

Courtesy City Art ODirinission York City
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Fig 161 Pposed Rehabilitation of Grant Mni.mnt and the 4joining
Grounds Plxtograph after Drawing by MacGilchrist New York City

Parks Departnnt Probably March 1938 GR 414
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Fig 162 ria1 View of brk in Progress at Gmnt M1lmEnt PItograph
by the Daily ws NOVnber 20 1938 GR 453
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Fig 163 EqUestrian Statue of General Grant Plaster bde1 by

William Mues Ca 1939-1940 Curtesy York Public Library
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Fig 164 Awards Cerny Grant Mnunent Association Officers

Distributing to the tPJPA Laborers P1xtograph January 30 1939

GR Pbotocraph Collection
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Fig 165 Pededication of the Grant Inunt PIxtograph lpril 27 1939
GEGR P1xtograph ODliection
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Fig 166 George Burnside left and George Burnside in UniforTn

P1thgraph Ca 1939-1940 GEGR Plxtograph Ollection
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Fig 167 Grant bnurrent After Rehabilitation Pltograph Ca 1940

GR Phtograph Collection
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Fig 168 Grant r.bnunent After Rehabilitation Photograph ca 1940
GEGR Photograph Collection
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Fig 169 Interior View of Grants Tonb With Sandbags Piled in Front

of Trophy xnt Plxtograph Ca 1942-1945 GEGR Phtograph Collection
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Fig 170 Storm Ior at Grant MDrnzT1t John Duncan ca 1897

Photograph 1966 EGR P1tograph Czllection
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Fig 17. Equestrian .Stat of General Grant Plaster Mzx3el by
Paul Manship Ca 1937 GEXR Ptograph ODilection
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Fig 172 lçpcxnattox North tbsaic Pane by Allyn Ox 19641966

GR P1xtograph collection
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Fig 173 Vicksburg East Mosaic Panel by Allyn Cox 19641966

Phothgraph Collection
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Fig 174 attancoga West rbsaic Panel by Aflyn Cox 19641966

GR PhDtograph Collection
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Fig 175 Niniature Eqistrian Statue of Grant Bronze del by
Paul Manship Ca 1955 GEGR 21
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Fig 176 East Thophy Rcu arid Flag Case Bronze Probably Designed

by John Duncan Ca 1900 HABS P1xtograph by Cerviri Ibinson
Ca 1964-1969 Courtesy Library of Congress
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Fig 177 Ea Tp Has Fer ter 1970 Pthaph 1979

GR P1otograph Collection
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Fig 178 West Trophy Rxxn Harpers Ferry CEfter 1970 Plxtograph 1970

GEGR P1Dtograph O11ection
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Fig 179 Bencs at the General Grant National noria1 Detail

MDsaic Various Artists 1972-1974 GEGR Photograph allection
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Fig 180 Done Facing Northeast HBS Photograph by Cervin Ibbinson

April 20 1964 ODurtesy Library of Congress
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The Grant Monument

DAVID KAHN NewYorkCj

The Grant Monument popularly known today as Grants
ing He had his faults who has not We cannot see themTomb was comparable in sheer size and costliness to only two because the brilliancy of his deeds shines in our eyes Conseother memorials erected in r9th-centu Americathe Wash-
quently Grants funeral with its one million spectators andington Monument and the Statue of Liber When General 6oooo marchers surpassed any public demonstration

staged inGrant died in the summer 01885 it was anticipated that shaft America up to that time and the building of
fitting memorial inof some kind would be built over his grave This had been the his honor immediately became pro jecr of national importanceusual choice for the nations major memorials in the postCivil Before his death Grant had indicated that he favored one ofWar period The issue was widely debated and other

suggestions three locations for his final resting place St Louis Galena orwere advanced In an official competition for the monument in New York He chose these three cities because his family owned18881889 shaft was selected The results of the competition cemete plots in the first and he had lived in New Yorkwere subsequently set aside and John Hemenway Duncans te during the last four
years of his life Within hours of the generalsdifferent proposal for classical mausoleum was chosen in death his family received offers of interment sites from all oversecond decisive competition in 1896 Fig The Grant Monsi- the count One came from New Yorks Mayor Williamment thus became the most significant of growing number of Grace Since Grant had indicated an interest in New York andmemorials to be modeled after classical sources indicating in Mrs Grant planned to continue

living there and wanted thepart the development of more sophisticates architectural tastes interment site close by the mayors offer was accepted spec-
as well as the

rising sense of nationalisn in the last decades ofthe tacular site was then selected on t3o-foot high promonto atr9th centu Within this framework classical mont intents with the northern end of Riverside Park
overlooking the Hudsontheir aura of ancient glo seemed to express forcefully and_ tempora brick vault designed by Jacob Wrey Mould was builtdidactically the importance of the nations heroes and the

gran- on the site Opposite z3 rd Street Grants remains were placeddeur of its histo
there on August 885

Even before Grants funeral took place group of prominentGrants
reputation his intennent in New York and the

New Yorkers established the Grant Monument Association and
establishment of the Grant Monument Association began soliciting public subscriptions to build

great national
monument for the grandest character of the centu Former

AT THE TIME of his death on July r88 General Ulysses

Grant was undoubtedly the most popular man in America
Secreta of State Hamilton Fish and Mayor Grace served as

Millions artributed the defeat of the Confedera and the
preser-

Vice-Chairmen Morgan was Treasurer and the first black
vation of the Union to his genius And this is hat he was re-

graduate of Harvard College Richard Greener Secreta As
membered for not the scandals of his presidential administra-

an indication of their resolve.to build the general truly remark
tion The New York Herald

put the case succinctly by proclaim-
able memorial on August r88 the Association members
decided to raise the princely sum of St million to pay for it.3 By

NOTE The Grant Monument was officially renamed the General Grant
National Memorial in

1959 when it was incorporated into the National New York Herald August i885 8/aPark Service system Much of the information in this study is based on
Themostaccurateaccountoftheselectioflfhidocuments in the Grant Monument Association Archives located in the

provided by the generals Son Col Frederick Grant in New York World
Park Services offices at Wall Street New York NY rooo5 Citations

September 1889 Li For Moulds design see Harpers Weekly
of this material are identified by the initials GMAA followed by Roman August 1885and Arabic numerals that respectively indicate the

appropriate box and Fordetaik of the Grant Monument Associatjons early proceedings

file in which given document can be found
see the Minutehook forJulv 1885 March i886 in AIAA The Minute

2.12

T- -.-..-___
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_lJT
4L _ii

_______________

____

Fig John Duncan Grant Monument ______

Ne iork 1891189 Competition entry

1890 Façade eleation AmereanArchztect

i8 October 1890 National Park Ser\ ice
_______

--
Nes iork .1 .j--

comparison the total cost of the Washinon Monument had memorial for Grant The issue generated an enormous amount

been about $i.z million and that of the Statue of Liberty about of public interest and was widely debated Five long years were

$7OOOOO to pass
before suitable design was finally selected

After establishing the monuments cost the members of the

Memorials in postCivil War America

Association were soon overwhelmed by more important
task

that lay before them deciding what would constitute fitting
The vast majority of Americas postCivil War memorials

were either statues or what were generically referred to as shafts

by the press and general public Extremely popular shafts fig

ured prominently in the debate over the Grant Monument The

book for the period April i886 January 1911 which covered the
term itself seems to have been rather loosely applied to wide

crucial years during which design was being sought for the Grant

Monument was lost in the Equitable Life Insurance Company Building
variety of memorials that featured obelisks columns and other

fire on 9January 1911
slender tower-like configurations.5 Many shafts were erected to

Harvey History of the Washington National Monument and

the Washington National Monument Association Washington D.C

1903 100 Trachrenberg The Statue of Liberty New York 1977 Contemporary sources in which the term is used arc cited in foot-

38 footnote 3o 8i notes 14 15 1640 and
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lI

tff4 ___

70_1877 Façade mc rs
umenBostn

______
______________________Ave Libra Columbia Universi NY Fig Larkin Mead The Nationjl Lincoln Monument SpringheldIllinois 18691874 Perspective view Ill Inti is Stare Historical Lihrarv

honor the war dead
beginning in the mid-i 86os Also referred to

appear in the nations rurl cemeteries before the Civil \Var
as soldiers monuments they were usually surmounted by either

Referring to them as something new one obsener writing in

an allegorical figure or soldier while their bases were often elab-
1853 noted There are in Green-wood

Brooklynj
orarely ornamented with plaques bas-reliefs and sratua Fig several

square and polygonal pillars rising from high and large

z.6 Much larger shafts usually obelisks were built when the
bases and crowned sometimes with fantastic

caps These monu
need arose for

especially important memorials One
example ments some of which are incumbered with

costly ornaments
was the

tall Nafional Lincoln Monument Lincolns make considerable show.8 Many early soldiers monuments
Tomb in

Springfield Illinois Fig It was designed in r86 were in fact erected in cemeteries by firms that
ordinarily sold

t868 by sculptor Larkin Mead and built in

nerary monuments Typical among these was the National
The shafts were derived from ancient obelisks and victo Monument built in the cemete at Getsburg in 18651869

columns but their close
relationship to contempora funera

Batterson marble yard owner seed as general con-
monuments is

noteworthy Soldiers monuments in
particular tractor He commissioned architect

George Keller to provide
recalled the elaborate funera memorials that had

begun to the
design and Randoif

Rogers to supply the necessa sculpwre.9
tentative explanation can be offered for both the populariCivil War monuments in America have received scant attention to

of shafts and their close
relationship to funerary monuments As

date Wilson Presence of the Past The American Rena issazce large-scale demand for memorials
suddenly arose in the post

18761917 New York 4Z43 mistakenly indicates that they Civil War
years the nation had

virtually no indigenous tradition

were product of the
whereas examples dating from and

to draw on for
protopes other than that provided by funera

scores from the i86os and 187os are listed in Baruch and Beckman Civil War Union Monuments Washington DC SOldiers
monuments are

brietly mentioned in Taft The Histori of American
Sculptures New York 1903 Hamlin The American

Spirit in
Ckaveland Hints

Coizcerning Gree-iil Its Iolzeizt
Architecture New Haven CN zz7 Craven Sculpture in and Inproleflwzt$ New York 18539
America New York 1968 z36

Wert Complete Halhk of t/e lOzniwflts ipzl Iilfrj
Hosking Lincolns Tomb Journal of the Illinois State ions on the GLmsbnrg Rlff/efiL.lj

Harrkhurg PA
HistoricalSocety 5359 Taft Aiercamsculptre 384O Ransom Georçe KLIILr.4rC/fl.Ct Harthrd CN i9X
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monuments
In addition shafts and funerary monuments usu-

ally fulfilled simjla and fairly simple commemorative functions

amely to honor and recall the dead Indeed the modern dis

nction between public and private monuments may not have

been clear-cut during much of the 9th century Similar if not _________

identical memorial forms were clearly deemed appropriate for

both purposes
and were apparently

differentiated only in size ______

and costliness To cite one illuminating example prior to i86i _______

Mr Dowse built large granite obelisk in Mt Auburn Cemetery __________ ..-

to mark his grave site behind it he erected an identical but much
_______

larger
obelisk as monument to Benjamin Franklin.10 The

Washington Monument was larger still but most Americans

may not have thought of even it as being functionally very differ-

ent from Mr Dowses grave marker.11 Fig No more of those hideous monuments Puck 19 August

full investigation of the relationship between shafts and i885 The New-York Historical Society

funerary monuments is beyond the scope
of this article but

suffice it to say that the relationship was readily recognized in the so entrenched in the American mind during this period that im

postCivil
War period Ultimately the shafts funereal connota- mediately following Grants death newspaper

could matter-of-

tions were to become liability as will be demonstrated below factly refer to the shaft that would be erected over his

grave
14

Initial discussions about the Grant Monument The likelihood that shaft would be built was widely recog

In August 1885 the humorous weekly Puck published one of nized and often condemned The editors of the Anerican Archi

the first essays on the Grant Monument.12 Its editors cautioned tect and Building News who had been fuming against obelisks

We have done enough as nation and badly enough .in all and soldiers monuments since the late 87os counseled against

consequence in the monument line Let us resist the tempta-
the construction of one of those simple shafts or stately cylin

tion to make further fools of ourselves Let us avoid the ders to which the Monument site lends itself only too

temorial style in which we have hitherto made ourselves ridicu- well.15 Henry Van Brunt writing
for the North American

ous An accompanying cartoon entitled No more of those Review also anticipated the construction of shaft and vehe

hideous monuments drove home the point by caricaturing mently denounced such memorials as for the most part
the

many of the nations best known statues and shafts the latter conceptions of untaught stonecutters derived from narrow

being represented by the Washington Monument of 8481884 range of conventional graveyard rypes However Van

and the Bunker Hill Monument of 18251842 Fig 413 Brunt stopped short of totally dismissing the idea of shaft He

The concept
of erecting mere statue to Grant arose infre- felt that the Grant Monument should be American and have

quently over the next few years However the ubiquity of shafts certain character of nationality which meant it should be

of all sorts made the construction of one in Grants honor seem recognized in some sense as the product of national evolution

almost inevitable The equation of monument and shaft was of monumental form So he ended up advocating the construc

tion of well designed shaft for the Grant Monument

Alternatives suggested for the memorial in lieu of shaft were

eagerly advanced and included every conceivable and incon

10 Flagg Mt Auburn Its Scenes Its Beauties Its Lessons Bos-
ceivable idea doctor from Cleveland for instance urged that

ton j86i 17

ii Zukowsk Monumental American Obclisks Centennial Vis- the monument be built of red white and blue glass columns.7

tas Art Bulletin Lviii 1976 notes that Monumental obe- But as early as 1885 recommendations were also made for the

lisks of the 8oos commemorate ccIlectiveor individual martial prowess kind of memorial that was ultimately built For example sculp

He cites no contemporary evidence for this premise and it seems unlikely

since.obelisks were commonly erected to honor both military and non-

military figures In fact the nations first large obelisk was erected in

Columbus honor in Baltimore ca 1791 For the 6o-foot-high Columbus

Obelisk see Hunter Handbook of Prominent Public Monuments New York Herald 30 July 1885 z/6

and Sculpture in Balt3more The Rinehart School Sculpture 75th 15 American Architect and Building News 15 August 18857374

Anniversary Catalogue 8961971 Baltimore 1973
For earlier attacks on obelisks and soldiers monuments see the issues for

iz Puck 19 August 1885 386 22 September 1877 301 and ioSeptember 1881 12.0

13 For the Washington and Bunker Hill Monuments see Harvey x6 NorthAnzericanRevieuSeptcmber 1885 2.82283

Washington National Monwuent \X Warren The History oft/ic 17 GMAA Vi-1 Letter Ditson to the Association August

Bunker Hill Monument Association Boston 1877 1885
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completely translated into Gothic forms Fig 5.21 The Gar

field Memorial was quite clearly intended to be latter-day clas

sical mausoleum adorned with Romanesque and Gothic detail

_________________
_________ Fig Its sponsors referred to it as the first real Mausoleum

ever erected to the honor and memory of an American statesman

and the fourth of like structures known in history the Tombs

_____________________________
of Mausolus Caecilia Metella and Hadrian were cited as its

predecessors.22

The Tomb of Mausolus erected in Halicarnassos Ca 353

_______________
B.C was one of the wonders of the ancient world which was

destroyed during the Middle Ages There was general-agreement

that the structure was two stories in height had giant order of

36 Ionic columns on the second level was roofed over by

Fig George Keller Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Arch Hart-

pyramid with 14 steps
and was crowned by quadriga How-

ford Connecticut View from the north with the State

Capitol in the background The Connecticut Historical Society
ever its dimensions the arrangement of its plan and other de

tails were subject to much debate.23 None of the

br Launt Thompson called for mausoleum of Roman or
designs for the reconstruction of the tomb bore any particular

Greek Doric architecture solid and simple crowned with resemblance to the Garfield Memorial

dome surmounted by an allegorical statue.8 On the other hand 19th-century restorations of the Tombs of

One other early suggestion for the Grant Monument is worth
Caecilia Metella ca B.C and Hadrian ca 35139 A.o

mentioning It was advanced by an anonymous critic who recom-
very likely served to inspire Keller The two Roman tombs harked

mended that round Roman tomb of noble dimensions treated back to the much earlier Etruscan tumuli or great
mounds of

as to its details in Romanesque style would be most appropriate earth built.up on circular stone bases but were far more monu

for the Grant Monument The Mausoleum of Hadrian was mental and more richly ornamented than their prototypes
Keller

specifically mentioned as suitable model to follow Although may well have had in mind versions of these Roman tombs such

seemingly quixotic this recommendation had certain logic It
as the type represented by Luigi Caninas reconstruction of

called for pressing useful classical model into service while of the Mausoluem of Hadrian with its block-like

making it more aesthetically pleasing to Americans in the mid-
podium great drum and conical roof in lieu of tumulus Fig

i88os by suggesting that it be cloaked with fashionable pictur- 724

esque
detail

The viability of this fusion of the classical and picturesque

traditions is underscored by the fact that it was reflected in one 2. Hitchcock Architecture Nineteenth and Twentieth Cen

contemporary project for significant memorial and in two tunes Baltimore x88

The Man and the Mausoleum 56 To modern eyes the Garfield

monuments that were actually built Richardsons design
Memorial recalls variety of ecclesiastical sources including Richard-

in 874 for Civil War memorial in Buffalo and Kellers Soldiers sonian Romanesque churches However Kellers preliminary design

and Sailors Memorial Arch in Hartford of 18841886 and his was for tall tower that Henry Van Brunt described as being like the

Garfield Memorial in Cleveland of 1885_189o.20 The Buffalo
keep of French castle of the i6th century another contemporary

mentioned that it
specifically

resembled the towers at Pierrefonds Ran-

and Hartford projects were both for triumphal arches the one som Keller Keller then revised the design to lend it less the

ornamented with Romanesque detail and the other with Gothic appearance of tower or observatory and to give it more tomb-like

Henry Russell Hitchcock has described the Hartford arch as
character befitting its purpose The Man ind the Mausoleum 33 To

do so he evidently drew on classical sources as noted below

one of the very
few examples of such classical monument

13 For the Mausoleum at Halicarnassos see Smith The Mauso

leum and Sculptures of Halicarnassos and Priene in the British Museum

London Lethaby The Tomb of Mausolus Greek Build

ings Represented by Fragments in the British Museum London 1908

i8 North American Review September 1885 176 Stevenson Restoration of the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus Lon

Ibid November t88 443453 don 19o9 Van Breen Het Reconstructieplan voorhet Mausoleum fe

lo For the Buffalo memorial see OGorman Selected Drawings of Halikarnassos Amsterdam 1941 Jeppsen Paradeigmata three

Richardson and His Office Boston i88 For the Hartford mid-fourth century main works of Hellenic architecture reconsidered

arch see Ransom Keller American Architect December Aarhus 1958

i88z 179 For the Garfield Memorial see Ransom Keller 137143 14 Canina Larchttettura antca descritta dinonstrata coimon

The Garfield National Memorial Association Historic and Descriptive unenti lallarchitetto architettura romana vols and atlas

Sketch oft/ic Garfield Memorial Cleveland OH 1889 The Jan and Rome 18341841 pl CCXXIV Forother reconstrucrionsof the Mau

the Mausoleum Dedication oft/ic Garfield Memorial Structure Cleve- soleum of Hadrian see Borgatti Castel SantAngelo in Romna Rome

land OH 1890
n.d
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Fig Keller Garfield Memorial Cleveland Ohio
18851889 Perspective view Ohio Historical Society

The American Architect conipetition and other

early design proposals3_

Prior to ocial
competitions for the Grant Monument

___________ scores of designs for the memorial were placed before the public
Earliest among these were proposals submitted in competition

_________________________
announced by the Anzerin Architect in August 1885 Techni
cally the program did not call for designs for the Grant Monu

____________
ment but for more modest Grant memorial suitable for

______ large town and
costing no more than $xooooo Yet many of

________ ___________________ the competitors ignored the
program and instead submitted de

signs for Grants final resting place According to the editors the--
exercisewasintendedto

...preserveourcitiesafldouranfromFig Luigi Canina Mausoleum of Hadrian Rome Ca 135139 AD the desecration of
crop of Grant memorials similar in general

Proposed reconstrl.Jaion 18341841 Perspective view Larchjtettura

demerit to the
average of the soldiers memorials Token

romana atlas Avery Library

cash
prizes were to be awarded to the

top competitors Van
Brunt architect Charles Cummings and sculptor TrumanKellers Hartford and Cleveland projects were highly signifi- Bartlett were named as judges.2cant They were among the earliest

major postCivil War First prize went to Harvey Ellis whose massive Richardsonianmemorials built in America that were not shafts In addition the Romanesque design was meant for the Grant Monument in NewGarfield Memorial
corresponded to the type of Grant Monu

recommended by the anonymous critic mentioned above
may have directly or indirectly influenced John Dun-

15 Amerj Architect August i8Sg 6667 and z6 September
cans later

design for the Grant Monument
88 145
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Fig Haey Ellis Design for Grant Memorial r88 Perspective

--

view section rear perspective and plan American Architect 2.6 Sep
tember r88 Avery Library

Fig zo George Manhis Proposal for the Grant Monument
Perspective view Scientific American Architects and Builders Edition._
May 1887 Avery Library.A --

prisethatin
LS87hewasabletoincorporatethecentral towerof

his memorial into project for the Minnesota State Soldiers

Home 26

ftmay have been this qualiry of familiari that enabled
Ellis

proposal to win out over the other more lamboyant de-.- E.._ signs in theAmercanArchtect
competition Architect Frederick

Hinds for instance submitted
gigantic variation on the

campantle in the Piazza San Marco %hile Henry
Avery entered

large pyramid

Among the other designs published during this period there

were of
course the obligatory shatts The most remarkable of

these was designed by tormer army enneer George da
Cunha His

project of i886 teatured 400 foot tall
granite obe

411

lisk that
sprouted from the corner of vo tiered tort Fig

Many other solutions for the Grant Monument were brought
before the public including an imitation of Sir Scott

AlberrMemorialoft863_187
8Butinthem1dstofthis%elter

ohdis the
concep of

modeling the rant MOnument

in this
genre Fig to He seems to have based his

proposal on
James Fergussons reconstruction in 1862 of the Tomb of

Fig George da Cunha Proposal for the Grant Monument i886
Birds-Eye View Avery Library Mausolus Fig is although Matthias design diftered in that it

was less robust than Fergussons lacked stepped roof and hadYork Fig an unambiguous reference to Grant Riverside radically different ground tloor treatment.29
Park interment site Ellis set the monument on top of hill over

z6.j France Haryev EllisArchitect4
Rediscoterv_Hart.e%

looking wide river In
awarding him first

prize the judges
Ellis Artist Architect Rochester NY 17

demonstrated that like Ellis they were more interested in the
2.7 Da Cunha issued pamphlet featuring his design copy is in

design problems presented by the Grant Monument in New Avery Library
York than in the hypothetical

program proposed by the editors 2.8
Scientific American 4rchztecrs aztf Builders frJt0n

April188785of the American Architect Ellis design was not unlike conven-
Ibid May 1887 ioi Ferguscin TiL 1aiisoj jt Iajg

tional buildings of the period and it comes as only slight sur- carnassus Restored London i8 frontispiece
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came under immediate attack from the American Institute of

Architects and other professional organizations Particularly

______ nettlesome were the
vague instructions to competitors to base

their plans on $5oo000 budget but to make provisions for

spending an unspecified amount of additional money should it

become available.32 There were also objections to the Associa

tions failure to name judges in advance and its insistence that

each competitor name price for carrying out his proposal in-

stead of allowing the
customary five percent on costs.33 Despite

____________
the criticism no changes were made in the program which was

widely published both in the United States and abroad By the

__________ time the competition closed on toJanuary 1889 designs had

been received 41 of them from overseas.34 The relatively poor

showing by Americans probably reflected the architectural pro-
Fig ii James Fergusson Mausoleum at Halicarnassos Ca 353 B.C

fessions continuing dissatisfaction with the terms of the compeProposed reconstruction 862. Perspective view The Mausoleum at

Halicarnassus Restored Avery Library tition

Six distinguished judges were appointed to examine the de-

signs and award the prizes architects LeBrun George Post
Another mausoleum design by the sculptor William Wetmore

James Ware and James Renwick Jr and professors William
Story was also publicized in 887 It consisted of large square

Robert Ware of Columbia University and Solomon Woolf of

podium with massive circular tower surmounted by
City College New York The judges were disappointed by the

colonnade above which rise steps as in the mausoleum of Mau-
entries and in

report dated
2.3 April 889 complained that the

solas crowned by an equestrian figure of Grant Story also
terms of the competition did not offer sufficient inducements

noted should wish to see the mausoleum as large as the tomb
to lead men of established reputation and experience to under-

of Hadrian which obviously served in part as the source of his
take the labor and expense of preparing drawings.35 Presum

together with the Tomb of Mausolus photograph of
ably they were refering to the size of the awards and the con-

design circulated in New York for about one year.3 Like
troversial programln any event the judges did select five winners

Kellers Garfield Memorial it too may have influenced Duncans
They indicated their preference for traditional memorial by

Grant Monument design in 890
awarding the

top three prizes to shafts of varying sorts clas

sical mausoleum trailed in fourth place and no clear idea can beThe first official competition i888/j 889

formulated in regard to the fifth prize winner since no drawings
The Grant Monument Association finally announced the

for it survive.36

opening of competition on February 888 In resorting to
Paul Schulze of the Washington D.C firm of Cluss and Schulze

competition the Association had decided to rely on well-estab-

won first prize 1ig ii His Grant Monument had rusticated
lished procedure followed in selecting designs for most of Amer-

terrace that supported 14o-foot high shaft croned with
icas major postCivil War monuments The program was drafted

statue of America In front of this stood an enormous pedestal
with the help of Napoleon Lebrun and artists architects and

surmounted by an equestrian statue of Grant Schulzes proposal
sculptors were invited to compete for five cash prizes ranging

recalled Lincolns Tomb but an even more important model was
from Sioo down to Szoo The designs were to combine ar-

chitecrure and sculpture and the material to be used should be

granite only or in combination with metal The program failed

This was the first public acknowledgement that the Association
to offer any other clues as to precisely what type of memorial the

was backing away from its initial and overly enthusiastic goal of raising
Association desired to build.31 Certain provisions of the program Si million for the Gran Monument

33 For press coverage of the dispute see New York Times 14 Feb
30 James Story and His Friends vols New York 1969 ruary 1888 1/4 and 16 March i888 8/6 American Architect 14

II 2.99303 New York Tribune 2.7 March i88 11/4 and
2.4 June March i888 147.143

1887 5/3 also two clippings in the vertical file Story at the New York Times ii December 18895/1 and zi February 1890
New York Public Library marked Neu York Tribune io June i888 1/4
and Correspondence Boston Traveller Storys Design for the Grant 35 GMAA vi-8 Report of the Committee of Experts 15 April

Monument
1889 All quotes attributed to the experts are from this source

For the program see Nez York Times February i888 16/6 36 The architects descriptions of their winning designs survive and

ls involvement is discussed in GMAA iv- 11 Letter Lummis have provided all of the details discussed here In the orderof the awards

Cornell 18 April 1887 vI-7 Letter LeBrun to the descriptions appear under index numbers 52 37 19 and
2.7

in

Greener 17 December i888 GMAA V111
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Fig 12. Paul Schulze Proposal for the Grant Monument First prize
Fig 4.J Philip Rinn Proposal for the Grant Monument Second prize

design in the competition of 1888/1889 Perspective view Harpers design in the competition of 1888/1889 Perspective view Harpers

Weekly October 1889 The New-York Historical Society
Weekly October The New-York Historical Society

the architects own proposal in 1878 for completing the then

unfinished Washington Monument Fig 13.31 Both his designs

for the Washington and Grant monuments featured tall shafts on

rusticated terraces with elaborate flights of steps Other details

corresponded
such as the bands of swags

beneath the belvederes

--
-- and both compositions were crowned by colossi There were

ways in which the two monuments differed but it is difficult to

avoid the conclusion that Schulze simply made few changes in

___.-
his to year

old design for the Washington Monument and sub

mitted it in the Grant Monument competition The judges sere

only mildly enthusiastic about Schulze design but noted that

If properly studied this scheme would make .i fine Monumental

structure Their reason for selecting Schulze design for first

.- place can probably be explained in that they like Van Brunt felt

.-

______ ________

lid one for Grant Schulzes design then zuri
______ _______ who in 887 had won the

competition
for the Bennington Battle Monument with 300-

.-- 38

-- foot-tall obelisk His Grant Monument was an even taller i8-

.- _-
__ Van Brunt The \Vashington Monument Azerzcan Art Re-

Fig 13 Schulze Proposal for completing the Washington Monument view i88o 63.The article has been reprinted in Van Brunt Architec

1878 Perspective view American Art and American Art Collections ture and Society ed Coles Cambridge MA 1969 c6Lo7

t88o Avery Library
38 American Arc/itect August 86
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foot-high tWO-tiered obelisk
surmounted.by angels Fig 14The Leipzig archiects

August Hartel and
Skjold Neckelmannwon third prize with an elaborate

towering composition of Un-known height Covered by swarms of
allegorjc

figures trophiesand lions Fig ii
The idea of

commemorating Grant with classical mausoleemerged Once again in
proposal by Boston

architect JuliusSchweinfurth The
judges appeared to indicate that this waspossible if not

especially desirable
alternative to shaft by singling out Schweinf1hs

design for fourth
place The architect

t-C
noted that his

2o6-foortall
monument with its

blocklike podium massive drum and conical roof was patterned after theMausoleum of
Hadrian Fig x6 Harpers

Weekly pointed Out
the

proposals
resemblance to Kellers Garfield Memorial andindeed like

Keller Schweinfijrth
Probably based his

design onreconstructions such as the one by Canina.39
The

experts report was not well received
by the Grant Monu-ment Association

cOrnjnirtee Its members felt thatsomething more than shaft was needed for monument

--

They objected to the selection of Schulzes
design for first

place
and asked the

experts toreconsider the
marter.4oA second

report
was issued on xo June

1889 that
simply confied the

judges41earlier
Opinion In

response the
executive

Committee tabled theerrs
reports and

appointed
subcommittee to detenjne Fig August Hand and Skjold Neckelmnn

Proposal for the Grant

at to do next The
subcommittee

concluded that the five
prizes

Monument Third prize design in the
competition of

1888/5889 Per-

had to be awarded on the basis of the
experts

recommendations
torical Society

spectjve view
Harpers Weekly October 1889 The New.ork His-

that- none of the
designs submitted in the

competition wereworthy of being built and that the Association would have to
hold

second
competition after clearer set of

specifications had
_______

been devised The
subcommittee also

recommended that the
__________

second
competition be limited to select number of invited architects42

_______

The second
competition 1890

In April 1890 second
competition for the Grant Monument

________

got underway It was limited to five
specially invited

competi
tors John CarrŁre and Thomas

Hastings Charles Clin-ton John Duncan Napoleon LeBrun and Sons and John
Ord All were New

Yorkers with the
exception of Ord who wasfrom

Philadelphia Each was to receive $500 for
Participating

______
The program has nor survived However

composite picture of
the require5 can be pieced

together from
newspaper ac-

_______________ ID

counts
correspondence and features that were common to all of

Fig x6 Julius
Schwcinhuh Proposal for the Grant Monument

Fourth prize design in the
competition of

1888/1889 Perspective view
American Architect s8 October 1890 Avery Library

39 Harpers
Weekly October

1889 80340 Sew York
Times April 1890 8/L

mi
oJune 1889

AA VI-8 Report of Board of Experts to the
Executive Corn

41 GMAA vi-9 Report from
OReilly to the Executive Corn not

formally announced Only in the summer of
1890 did the public

mirtee 16 December 1889

learn that it was under way It maybe that the
Association hoped to keep

43 For reasons that are nor
entirely clear the second

competition was the
Proceedings secret in the event of second failure
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Fig John CarrŁre and Thomas Hastings Proposal for the Grant
Monument Entry in the second competition of 1890 Façade elevation

National Park Service New York

the finished designs It is clear that large imposing structure

was called for that would house the sarcophagi of General and
__Mrs Grant while also including space for

meeting hall the

display of Civil War relics and an observatory All of the submis

sions were classical in style so it is reasonable to assume that this Fig r8 Charles Clinton Proposal for the Grant Monument Entry
too had been one of the requirements The cost of the building

in the second competition of 1890 Façade elevation National Park

was to be $500000 Finally the Association decided tq selecia
Service New York

winner without the help of experts Apparently the groups
difference of opinion with its first board of experts mide its

i88os In fact in discussing their design they echoed orthodox

members wary of becoming entangled with professional judges
Beaux-Arts doctrine by stating that it was their intention to

once again express outwardly the interior plan so that the program and its

The Grant Monument Association had rejected the idea of solutions shall be as clearly revealed by the exterior
groupings as

shaft but its expectations were still bit vague Under these by the interior disposition of the building.46

circumstances the competing architects submitted vastly differ- Clintons Grant Monument featured an enormous Corinthian

ent proposals on September 1890 Within the executive corn- peristyle surmounted by second Corinthian perisryle with

mittee there were partisans for virtually each of the designs The domed roof crowned by an allegorical figure Fig The

majority however favored Duncans and he was declared the height of the building was zoo feet The design recalled wide

winner on September.45 variety of prototypes all of which are ultimately reminiscent of

CarrŁre and Hastings Grant Monument included three sec- ancient tholoi Also the lower portion of Clintons Grant Monu
tions semicircular Exedra or Peristyle domed Memorial ment closely resembled the early 1st-century B.C Temple of Vesta

Hall or Museum and finally great square tower which was at Tivoli The motif of setting second smaller perisrvle on
the Tombproper Fig The tower was probably intended circular colonnade echoed such buildings as John Nashs All

to beanod in thedirectjon of theshafttradjtion Dimensions for Souls Church in London of and derivative
pro-

the project have not survived In detail and overall
arrangement

duced closer to home William Stricklands Philadelphia Ex
the design reflected the training that the two architects had re- change of 1836

ceived at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in the late 187os and early

46 Written descriptions were submitted by each of the competingNew York Times April 1890 8/z GMAA vi-9 Letters architects and may be found with the exception of LeBruns in GMAAGreener to each of the
competing architects ii April 890 Letter V-9 Heavily edited versions of the texts also appear again with theGreener to Clinton z6 April 1890 Letter Clinton to Collins exception of LeBruns in AnZLricafl Architect iS october 1590 4143August 890

For LeBruns description see New York Post September 1890 SfNew York Times September 1890 4/7 and io September Details and
quotes about the various designs arc drawn from GMAA

1890 8/i
and the Post
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ig Napoleon LeBrun and Sons Proposal for the Grant Monument

IN IIrPetitio11
of 1890 Façade elevation National

LeBrun and Sons Grant Monument was
square in plan

Fig zo John Ord Proposal for the Grant Monument Entry in the sec

adorned with adaptations of Roman
triumphal arch

imagery on ond competition of 1890 Façade elevation National Park SeMce

its façades and crowned with
huge dome covered with bronze New orkscales Fig 19 statue of

Victory stood on top of the x66-foot-high structure The firm referred to the design as being inhe classic Roman style but the
proposals general character-was Renaissance It also recalled somewhat Theodore La-broustes second Grand Prix design of 1832 for

Baprisn. ______fespecially in the treatment of the dome.4
Ord

produced quite
hodgepoejge of

design Fig zo withfeatures derived from such divers sources as Maria della Con-solazione in Todi BoullØes
design for Museum San

Suplice in

.-

Paris and the Karlskircje in Vienna The
building measured zozfeet iii height to the top of the lantern which was crowned byfigurfVicto

Duncans other memorials

_____
________

Befbre
analyzing Duncan

design for the Grant Monumentfew notes are in order on the man and his work since little has

.\
been published on either

topic Fig zi Duncan as born in

or Labroustes design see Van Zanten Architectural Corn-pe..Ion at the Ecole des Beau-As from Charles Percier to Charles
Fig zl.John Duncan zzJanua- 1854_ 18 October 19z9 Kings

Gamier The Archjtedture of the Eco/e des Beaux-Arts New York Notable New Yorkers
of 18961899 National Park

Service New

977 176

York
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nounced its intention to erect monolithic obelisk inpublic outc and much wraning followed Then in Junc

________________________________________________

Maurice Power New York Ci marble
yard propriwas awarded

contract for the monument In an
arrangtsimilar to the one under which Keller

designed the NaMonument at Getsburg Duncan seed as architect andtor William ODonoyan was to
supply statue of WashinThe

resulting Tower of Victo was
completed in 1887

--
.-

_____________
measured feet in heit Fig zz ft was polished

essay

5-

Richardson ian
Romanesque sle

___________
___________

Duncans next
major work was the

Brooklyn Soldiers____________ Sailors Monument so

Originally
Brooklyns Common cou

_____ ________ ______
planned to build

9o-foot.hi shaft
Ornamented with

alleg

_______

cal statues and designed by sculptor Hen Baerer ft hadselected in
competition judged byJ Ward However

..s

plan was
opposed by Mayor Alfred

Chap in He vetoedproject with
message that

expressed both his disillusionmtwith
traditional shaft monuments and his desire for some altinative fo of

memorial
capable of

evoking nationalistic sen
_________

ments Chapin wrote
___________________________________________

Baerersj design if not
commonplace

certainly does not depart stri
ingly from the

Conventional
Equally meritorious if not equal

Fig zz Duncan
TowerofVicto Neburgh New York 886

elaborate designs may be found in Greenwood Cemete and this or

Lateral elevation Ave Libra

Properly mit be found there Its tone is

essentially funereal ft does
recall the mind the

patriotic pride the
consciousness of

sufflcier

New Orleans on Janua 1854 and raised for the most part in

strength which
animated and sustained the Nation in that supreme hour

Bingham0 ew York An
1889

newspaper stow claimed that Such work as this loses its te character if its designer for momen

he studied
architecture at

Cornell but one of his
suiving cou- forgets that it is erected by people who glo in the

Possession

sins believes that he attended The Cooper Union in New York heroism that has become
hlstoric.51

No confiation of his
having attended either institution has

ft may besurmized that similar
feelings had led to the rejection ot

turned up By 1879 he was in New York and listed as an architect
Schulzes

design for the Grant Monument

in the ci directories In
1883_1884 Duncan was

associated
second

competition was held in the summer of
r888 this

with James Ware and from
1885 on he was again

Practicing time for
memorial arch of granite at the

entrance to Prospect

on his own After
long and

prosperous career he died in New Park Some
designs were submitted and William Robert Ware

Jersey on i8 October
1929.48

and Charles Aood were appointed
experts to select win-

In the years 1885_1891 Duncan received
commissions for

ner Virtoally all of the
designs were either Gothic or Roman

four
major memorials Two preceded the Grant Monument and

esque After the entries were
publicly exhibited in

Brooklyn in

one followed it In each case his
proposals were chosen as substi-

November the New York Press
complained that almost eve

totes for shafts that were
initially being considered Thus it

would seem that the rejection of shaft for the Grant Monumentwas not just an isolated
phenomenon but part of an overall

Washington Monument at
Newbirgh New

York Washington DC

trend Iwo of Duncans other
memorials are classical in sle and 1889 Haers

Weekly 31 July 886 53 Gibbons
Washington

Headquarters State Historic Site
Newburgh New York Historic

their
designs parallel that of the Grant Monument

Landscape Report
pescrIpt 1975 6371 .Iauflce Power was iden

The
first

commission was for
Revolutiona War

memorial
tified as marble yard proprieto in

clipping in the Tower of Victo

at Newburgh New York.49 The
committee in

charge had an- Scrapbook tS in the collection of the
Washington

Headquarters State
same location

Historic Site Newbur NY Gibbons work can be
consulted at the

For the
Brooklyn arch see

Proceedings of the Common
ouncilof

48 For
details of Duncans

life and career see
Brooklyn Daily Eagle the

of
Brooklyn 1888

73
clipping from the

August 1889 4/5 New York Herald
September

1890 3/1 New New York Times
November

r888 in Keller
Scrapbook

Srowe.Day

York
Times zo October

1/5 am gratel to Mrs Herbert
Foundation Libra

Hartford Brook/ Citi
November

Denton of
Dennisport MA cousin of Duncans for

Providing valu
1888 9/ Brooklyn Daily Eagle

August 1889 4/7 August 889

able
information

conceming his career

4/i and
August 1889 4/5

49 For the
Newburgh memorial see The

Centennial
Celebration and

common
OuflCI

Brookly 888 f8
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Fig 23 Duncan Soldiers and Sailors Monument Brooklyn 18891892 Revised design fall 1889 Perspective view Frank Leslies Il/us-trated Newspaper November 1889 National Park Service NewYork

design carries with it the
suggestion of castle 52

There were
exceptions Duncan and one other architect submitted

designsfor Roman
triumphal arches and Duncan on Fig 23

The events in Brooklyn were quite important They indicated
both waning interest in shafts and the fact that memorials with
picturesque qualities were now falling into disfavor as well In
the future memorials such as Kellers Hartford and Cleveland -.mprojects or Duncans Own Tower of

Victory would only rarely be
built while

rigorously classical designs were to
increasingly

dominate the American scene It appeared that classical memori- Fig 24 Duncan Battle Monument
Trenton New Jersey 189 ii893

als better
expressed the sort of nationalistic sentiments Mayor

Preliminary design Perspective view
Avery LibraryChapin wanted to see in American monuments The last of Duncans major memorials the Trenton BattleDuncans

100-foot-high arch was closest in
concept to the Arc Monument commemorated Washingtons victory over the Brit

de Triomphe Paris of 18061836 byJ Chalgrin and others
ish in December I776 In March 1891 the Trenton BattleThe use of sculptural groups on top of pedestals attachd to the Monument Association was considering three designs for thepiers was direct

borrowing as was the low attic
story articulated memorial Duncan was called in as an expert to help select one ofwith

alternating squat pilasters and roundels The
quadriga

them After extensive consultations the design committee issuedtop of Duncans arch recalled both classical
prototypes and more highly technical

report that must have reflected Duncans viewscontempora ones such as the Arc du Carrousel of 8o6j 807
and which may have been largely written by him Among otherby Percier and Fontaine
things it urged on the whole Association

Early design changes included reduction in the depth of the the importance of the construction of monument that would not
piers to better

integrate them with the arch than had
initially

only he
commemorative of the great battle which was fought in our

been the case Beneath the spring of the arch small Civil War
streets but would be work of art and as such far removed from thestatues were replaced by large bronze

panels recalling the

modern soldiers
monuments of the Civil War and

from
the

mortuaryshafts which have been erected all over our vast continent.54

tion of the famous reliefs on the Arch of Titus For reasons of
economy the memorial was reduced to 8o feet in height and.the

Since the
designs under consideration fell into the shaft

categoryquadriga eliminated the latter to be reinstated later on The
they were rejected In their

place Roman
victory column decornerstone was laid on 30 October 1889 and the dedication

signed by Duncan was selected on April 1891 Fig 24took place on October 1892 Sculptural ornamentation by
ODonovan Thomas

Eakins and Frederick MacMonnies fol- 53 For details
concerning the Battle Monument see The Trenton Bat-

ved in 18951901 tIe Monument Trenton 1895 Buki and
Corlerre The TrentonBattle Monunzt Eakisis Bronzes Trenton 1973 Trenton Battle Monument Association Mznutebook Bureau of Archives and History New

52 Clipping from the Ne York Press December z888 in Keller
Jersey State Library Trenton

Scrapbook

54 Trenton Battle Monument Association
Minuzebook Report of
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Fig 26 Duncan Grant Monument New York 18911897 Comperi
lion enr 1890 Lateral elevation

Catalogue of the Sixth Annual Exhibtjo of the Architectural
League of New York 18901895 Ave

tiI

Libra

iii

.4

--

__
Fig Duncan Grant Monument New York 18911897 Competi
lion enr 1890 Plan American Architect x8 Oober 1890 AveLibrary

Fig 27 Duncan Grant
Monument New York 189 897 Comperi

In most of its basic details Duncans deign resembled modern tion
entry 1890 Section National Park Seice New York

adaptations of Trajans Column such as the Colonne Vendômein Paris 18o6x8xo The Trenton
composition also feawred

monument was dedicated on 19 October r893 Much of the

Victory with
outstretched as that was direct

quote from the detail in the orinal design was dropped and there were some

vin columns at the BarriŁre du Trône in Paris designed by
startling additions The

sponsors insisted on dark rusticated

C.-N Ledoux ca 17851789 with
oamentation including the base for the column and no

woefully Out-ofScale
statues of

Victoes added dung the reign of Louis
Phillipe.ss The Trenton

Continental soldiers for the dooay Sculpture was supplied by

Battle Monument then like the
Brooklyn Soldiers and Sailors ODonovan

Eakins and Karl Newhaus

Monument was largely an adaptation of Roman
prototypewith flourishes

adopted from
19th-century French

lnterprera Duncans
Winning design for the Grant Monument

tions of the theme

Duncans Grant Monument
featured

too-squarefo0

Construo0
began in December 1891 and the

150-foottall dium with
semicircular

apse projecting to the rear Figs25z8.56 Doric
portico graced the

façade and piers and Doticcolumns
continued around the podium On

top of the podium

the Committee on Designs April 1895
For the BarriŒre du Trône see Christ and

Schein LQeuvreCt les rŁues de
Claude.Nicolas

Ledoux Paris 1971 p1 50
All information and

quotations
Concerning Duncans

design are

Moreux Ledoux Paris 1945

taken from the architects written
description See footnote 46

k-
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Fig z8 Duncan Grant Monument
New York 18911897 Competi-

tion
entry 1890 Site plan view

from Hudson River view from
north National Park Service

New York

If

rge plain drnm
supported an ionic

perisryle The celia walls
resemblance beveen Kellers and

Schwejnfurth5 desis the

behind the
perisryle were carried

up above the cornice and seed Amerin Architect published Schweinrths and Duncans pro-

as base for
stepped roof The entire

building was 6o feet tall
posals together so that the public could

compare their simiiari

Inside
large square memorial hall was flanked on all sides by ties.58 In sense Duncans

proposal was the last link in an eiu
galleries and coffered barrel vaults An open crypt lay in the

apse tionary process that had begun with Launt Thompsons remarks

at the northern end of the
building where space was also pro- in I88vided for the

display of Civil War relics
great coffered dome The exterior details of the mausoleum wereased on the best

rose above the memorial hall and in its drum was yet another Greek Precedents in Architecture
acrding to Duncan

gallery An obseatory was provided at the 130-foot level Dun- This reliance on the Greek orders as well as the bold
simpliciry of

cans
drawings also included numerous suggestions

showing the exterior treatment recalled the work of Neo-Classicists such

points where the edifice would best receive
stawary and embel- as

Cockerell Gilly and Schinkel.59 However Dun
iishments were it desirable HI

that All such details can
appears to have relied on Fench rather than

English or

are subject of after
consideration as well as expense Gean interpretations of Greek architecture for his specific

indeed very few of these suggestions were ever carried out motifs For
instance the

arrangement on the side and rear eleva

Duncan declared that his aim was to produce an edifice dons
featuring small

square windows flanked by Doric columns

which shall be
unmistakably Monumental Tomb no matter was directly adapted from

ViolletleDucs uniquend eccentric

from what point of view it may be seen Both critic in the
reconstruction of the

5th-century B.C Temple of Zeus Olymps
Nation and

Montgomery Schuyier noted the
designs depen- at Agrigenm Figs z6 and z9 The

reconstruction
appeared in

dence on restorations of the Mausoleum of Hadrian also thesource of Kellers Garfield Memorial and
Storys and Schwein

furths Grant Monument
proposals37 It is likely that Duncan Amer ican Architect October

1890 15 and s8 October 5890

was aware of and
possibly influenced by one or more of his 143 and plates

59 Duncan Grant Monument bears an
Intriguing if only coinciden

emporaries schemes
Just as Haers Weekly had noted the

tal resemblance to the original design for Schinkels
NicolaikirchePotsdam 1829 See

Klinkon Karl Friedrich
Schinkel Dortpu7der

Architekturausste//jng 1977 Fiinf Arc/jitekten des K/ass 5flz us in

57 Nation October 1890 274 Ne York Times April 1897 Deutsch/and
Darmstadt 1977 11 Zadow Karl Friedrjc/ Schjnke/

Magazine

West Berlin 980 pls 63 6g
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Fig Leon Eugene Quatesous
Necropole Second Grand PrixWinner

1883 Seaion Croqus archfecture 5884 Ave Libra

wise the general character of the Interior was probably derived

Fig 31 Henry Avery Proposal for the Grant
Monument

from Grand Prix
drawings such as those by Emile Vaudremer in

Ca z88i 890 Façade elevation
Avery Library

854 for
building dedicated to the

interment of the rulers ofgreat empire the interior of this structures central pavilion wasin the form of Greek cross with barrel vaults over the arms

drawing or he may simply have known Berniers
reconstruction crowned by circular

colonnaded
gallery and high dome.67

and
transformed it in an

analogous fashion
Closer in time to Duncans Grant Monument the Grand Prix

In regard to the interior the plan again recalled the work of the program in
1883 called for

Necropoje One
especially large and

Neo-classicists while the details were adopted from French
imposing structure at the center of the

complex was to be set

sources Duncan
acknowledged the derivation of his sunken aside for the interment of an imponant

personage Its interior as

crypt from
Viscontis monumental desi for the Tomb of designed by secondprjze winner

Leon-Eugene Quatesous
closely

Napoleon in the Dome des Invalides 1843585366 Other- followed that of Vaudremer6s Many details of Vaudremersand Quatesous
interiors differed from Duncans but

enough ofthe key elements
corresponded to warrant the

assumption that

Stone Unbuj/tAnerica New York 1976 111 under the title General
similar

drawings seed as models for the interior of the Grant

Grant Monument
Competition x88 There

is no evidence that thedesign was submied in the Amerj Architect
competition of that Monument Figs 27 and 32

year It should also be noted that
Averys desi and to some extent In desiing the Grant Monument then Duncan relied on

Duncans Grant Monument bore an
uncanny resemblance to the Alpium

contemporary French
sources to transform Roman protope

Tropoea 76 B.c as reconstructed in the early zoth
century by

andJ Formige Reconstructions of the 19th century and
earlier periods

Into an impressive
19th-century memorial This was the same

were radically different and included features inconsistent with
Averys procedure he

employed on his
Brooklyn and Trenton

projects

and Duncans designs Seep
Casimir Le Trop/ee dAugustea Ia

Turbic Duncans
subsequent work continued to display

paicularly

Marseille 1932 Formige Le
TrophØe des Alpes La Turbie sup

plemer- to Gal/ia ii Centre National de Ia Recherche
Scientifique194

cock Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries 49 Tonzhea de 67 Van Zanten Architectural
Composition 2ZOZ

Napoleon
Paris 1853 Dimier LHóte/ des Inva/ides

Paris 68 Revuc
GØnØra/ XL 1883 178 Quatesous

drawings were pub

1928

lished in
Croquis darc/itectre md ser vol viii no 1884 14
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Fig 34 Duncan Grant Monument New York 18911897 InteriorFig 33 Duncan Grant Monument New York 18911897 Interior

view from crypt looking northwest Photo 1969 Library of Congressview looking east Photo 1964 Libraryof Congress

strong French influences and by the later 189os he developed express Grants taciturn personality than
any of the other de

into skilled practitioner of the Beaux-Arts style designing ele- signs The New York Times praised Duncans design for its Se
gant mansarded office buildings and townhouses verity and dignity reviewer for the American Architect called

it more monumental than any of the other proposals andWhy Duncans design won
Schuyler obseed that Duncans design was the only one..

The question remains as to why Duncans design was selected
that could be seriously considered The others were either unduly

over the others in the second competition The executive corn-
wild or unduly tame.7

mittees only remark on the subject surprisingly demonstrates
Groundbreaking ceremonies for the Grant Monument took

that it viewed most of the designs as being very much alike It

place on April 1891 In the course of construction number
referred to four of them including Duncans as mausoleums

of important design changes were made The apse was eliminated

presenting features of treatment found in the Pantheon at and circular crypt similar to Napoleons was placed in the

Rome and the Tomb of Napoleon at Les Invalides in Paris.69
center of the

great
hall Figs 33 and Small circular rooms or

This summary characterization
suggests

that for the committee
reliquaries were provided in the northeast and northwest

members all laymen the designs were generally evocative of the

piers for the display of Civil War battle flags and the overall

ancient world and the final resting place of great leader But the
dimensions of the monument were reduced by ro percent mak

specific sources of the different proposals were largely lost on
ing it 90 feet square at ground level and ro feet tall

them
The memorials exterior was sheathed with

pure white Maine
The iconography of Duncans design was then probably not

granite On the interior polished Carrara and tooled Lee marble
its chief selling point Instead it would seem that Duncan won

were used for the floors and walls while chalk white mixture of
the competition primarily because of his proposals stark Neo-

plaster- and Keene cement was employed for the barrel vaults
classical spirit Its simple massive forms were perceived to better

69 GMAA vr-9 Report of the Executive Committee on the Second 70 New York Times September 1890 4/3 American Architect

Competition izSeptember toJanuary 189130 New York Times April 1897 Magazine
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Fig 35 Duncan Grant Monument New York 28911897 Interior
view of dome

showingj Massey Rhinds
allegorical

pendentjves Clock-
Wise from bottom Grants

birth military life civilian life
partially

obscured and death
Photo 1964 Library of

Congress

pendentives and dome.71 Over $6oooo was
ultimately raisedfor the Grant Monument but it proved sucient

only to corn- Fig 36 Duncan Grant Monument New York 18911897 Dedjca

plere the basic structure and
provide few modest embellsh non day 27 April 2897 The New-york

Historical
Sociery

ments
Massey Rhind

designed four large allegorical
groupsthe

pendenri%eS that
represented Grants

birth milita life cultural
associations classical

triumphal arches mausolea and

ian life and death Fig 35 On the
façade Rhind also

victo Columns were
uniquely suited to excite the

viewers pride

supplied
recumbant figures that

probably were intended to in his count and to Stir his emotions At the dedication of the

represent Victo and Peace Plans for all of the other elaborate
Grant Monument on 27 April 1897 Mayor William

Strong of

decorations that
appeared in Duncans

proposal of 1890 had to New York called the
memorial Mecca where pOsreri for

be set aside
including his

suggestio5 for an approach from the
ages to come will gather fresh

inspiration for parriotisrn7s

river But this situation was not unusual Most of Americas Shafts
persisted well into the zorh centu but the introdujo

major I9th-cen memorials are far more elaborate on paper of classical fos
broadened and invigorae the nations memo-

than in reali Robert Mills
Washington Monument is an obvi-

rial repeno Duncan was without
question one of the key

ous example

men responsible for this
development

Finally more than
nationalistic

symbol and
rallying point

umma

the Grant Monument was first and foremost Americas heartfelt

The selection of classical
designs for the Grant Monument and

tribute to the most revered
miljra leader of the Civil War The

other
major memorials around the same time

indicated new
dedication

ceremony like the
generals funeral 12 years earlier

direction in American
monumental art The

commemorative
drew crowd of one million

cheering spectators and was de

funereal shaft was being displaced by new forms that were essen-
scribed by the New York Times as Grants final

canonization

rially celebraro and
inspirational

lmptessive in size and rich in
Fig 36.76 Up to 500000 Americans were to visit the generalsshrine each year until the

memories of Ft Donelson
Vicksburg

72 For design changes and
details

concerning the
Interior see GMAA and Appomaox

finally began to fade in the period just prior to

Iv-6 Minutes
Executive Committee

Meeting 14 March 892 and World War 1.7

April 1892 v-9 Letterj Duncan to
Porter April 1892 and

Lerrerj Duncan toJ
Brady April 2892 V-x2 Reportj

Duncan to Grant Monument
Assocjatio 21 March

1896 For the re-

vised dimensions of the structure see New York Post 26 April 1897
12/

ctificAmencan
May 1897 279

New York Times 28
April 1897 3/I

tury Illustrat ed
Monthly Magazine April 1897 846

76 Ibid 25 April 2897 16/i For other
accounts of the dedication

York
Times 25 April 1897 Magazine 23

see New York
Herald 28 April 1897 3/5 New York

Tribune z8 April

74 For Mills
Original scheme for the

Washingron Monument see 2897 2/6 Harperc Weekly May 1897 45

aey Washington National
Monument 25

77 GM
Attendance Book 18971931


